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time, the disputation Was violent in Congress and im the country 

President Monroe predicted that the controversy would be * winked 
as” ] +] + ] War y a compromise \nd so it was, for thirty vears and more 

But John Ouinev Adams, Monroe's secretary of state, jotting down 

the l’resident’s remarks in his ever memorable “ Diary”, expressed 

his own opinion that the slavery contest would outlast both Monroe 

nd himself—and so it did he Missouri Compromise, as Jetfer 

son said, sounded like a “ bell in the night. It was the first utter 

ince of the North on the Southern labor problem and was the first 

protest of Southern emplovers against interference with labor con- 

ditions that had come down to them from their fathers \t that 
+; at +] ] ] +] 4 
Ime and thereatter they were developing the cultivation Of cotton 

with slave labor and with every probability of enormous profi lhe 

Southerners looked upon themselves as the best people in the United 

State Che abolitionists asked them to change their whole social 

condition. They refused. They preferred separate existence out 

of the Union to social revolution within. In 1850, secession came 

near and was only averted by the Compromise \t the time, most 

people in the North looked upon it as a Southern victory. One man 
] in the South, William Lowndes Yancey, saw that it was a Southern 

the North- 

erners, Daniel Webster saw clearly that it was a victory for the 

defeat and strove against its acceptance, but in vain. Of 

North, notwithstanding the new Fugitive Slave Law. He strove to 

tell this to his fellow-countrvmen and was denounced as a traitor 

ime was what the North needed, for it was growing stronger every 

the South Time also was needed for the 

people of the North to make up their minds to risk themselves and 

aay in comparison wit 

eir fortunes for the cause of the Union Had secession come in 

he South might well have succeeded. Had it been averted 

in 1860, another ten years would have so changed the economic and 

1) social relations of the inhabitants of the Ohio Valley that successful 
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194 Edward Channing 

scale—it has enabled democracy to expand from the town and city 

to the state and the nation, and possibly throughout the world. The 

ever widening area whence material for manufacturing can be drawn 

and from which labor can be summoned and the ever increasing dis- 

tances to which goods can be sent and sold have changed the whole 

bases of production—of agriculture as well as of manufacturing. 

lhe successor of the household manufacturer, the small employer 

of labor, under these circumstances withdrew from contact with his 

half-dozen or score of working men with whom he himself had 

labore He sat apart in a counting-room and there busied himself 

with affairs of money, with contracts for supplies, with the promo- 

th the general oversight of the factory itself. 

l'rom being the first of a limited number of working-men he became 

a capitalist. With the development of transportation and trans- 

mission, his activities and those of his successors constantly enlarged 

untill, now one man controls production Im many towns and some 

times in many countries and directs the movements of thousands of 

employees. Similarly the working-man from being the associate of 

the employer became one of a class apart. Furthermore, with the 

development of machinery, he has lost completely the joy of produc- I 

tion—of seeing something grow under his hand to a complete and 

worthy whole—and is simply a superior cog in the machine whose 

movements he directs. New systems of transportation made it pos- 

sible for the emplover to draw labor from a distance They also 

made it possible for the working people in trades to combine and by 

concerted action to put pressure upon their employers and to prevent 

the importation of working-men from outside. As transportation 

veloped. so the combination of working-men has grown until 

now class interests have leaped over political and racial limits and 

passed over oceans and mountains. 

In agriculture the same process can be traced. In the good 

old colonial davs, negro slavery was a patriarchal institution. By 

1830, it was fast losing its old-time character and was entering upon 

the capitalistic stage. The master, from working in the field with 

his two or three sons and half-dozen slaves, or from personally over- 

seeing the labors of twenty-five or thirty negroes, became the owner 

of hundreds of slaves, working them through an overseer whose best 

recommendation was the largest amount of production he could 

secure from a given number of field hands without a lessening of 

the physical powers of the slaves or arousing insurrection. The 

new slavery created new conditions for the master, for the slave, 

and for the free wage-earners of the North. Slavery had always 
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( serve for short time in the growing months or travel 

v wing the sons from south to nort!] \loreover 

riculture is falling into the hands of corporations which either let 

tenants or emselves work them on an immense scale 

Phe elopment of insportation has made possible the con- 

© f masses of hun beings within limited areas by bring 

the necessities ite water, and food—with a 

tu has become so commonplace that we realize it onl 

down \t the beginning of the Wonderful Century 

1 Worl g was obliged to live nea his p ice OT emplo ent, 10 

there was no attempt at public urban conveyance until well into th 

century, and even then it was confined to the few largest towns. 

New York was enabled to OTOW by reason of its accessibility to 

teamboat traffic connecting it with the farms and producing areas 

of New Jersey, the Hludson Valley, and the shores of Long Island 

Sound. Its growth has been so remarkable that nowadays as many 

eople live within a thirty-mile radius of the New York custom 

house as in the whole westernmost part of the United States from 

he ro4th meridian—the western limit of the Dakotas and Ne- 

braska westward to the shores of the Pacific (Jcean, and there 

are more people nowadays within that thirty-mile radius than 

there were in the whole United States in 1810. New York is the 

great example, but throughout the country, especially in the north- 

eastern portion, there are cities and towns almost without number 

\nd, indeed, the last census enumeration for the first time gives the 

urban population as greater than the rural. This massing of human 

beings within limited spaces has brought about new problems of 

control and has given rise to new theories of living, to what is called 

the community spirit. The Jeffersonian idea of the dignity of the 

individual has disappeared. Now, men and women belong to so- 

ciety and not to themselves. 

In these hundred years from 1820 to 1920, the human horizon 

has completely altered. The amelioration of humanity and not the 

coercion of the mentally or physically weaker members of society 

as become the guiding principle of legislation. In 1820 colonial 

ideas that had come to us from across the sea and had been some- 

what changed by contact with the wilderness were still the basis of 

our modes of action. We had gone away for the most part from 

the pillory and the whipping-post, but we had placed nothing effec- 

tive or humane in their stead. Now the mode of treatment of crime 

was revolutionized. New systems of punishment and of reforma- 

tion were devised which were practically those in existence in 1900. 

im 
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and speech to create a majority for our own ideas. Some of these 

newcomers also are willing to work and to live in ways that are dis- 

tasteful to native Americans. Under these circumstances, it has 

seemed desirable to prohibit their pressing in. We have restricted 

or prohibited the coming of the Chinese, the Japanese, and other 

members of the yellow races. In 1917 Congress by law authorized 

the national government to refuse admission to anarchists, to con- 

tract laborers, and to those that cannot read in some language 

Moreover, it empowered the authorities to deport any alien who 

i S at any time be found teaching or advocating the destruction 

of property, the overthrow of the government, or the assassination 

of its officers. The student of history pondering these facts and 

thinking of the ideas of Thomas Jefferson, of the Alien and Sedition 

acts, and of the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions, cannot help 

wondering as to the wisdom of curbing in any way the freedom 

of speech and of writing. Looking backward farther, those ancient 

Puritans of Massachusetts come to his mind. They bought their 

lands, they brought over their property, their families, and their 

friends, and instituted the government that they thought was the 

best in the world. They then proceeded to deny admission to those 

who thought differently from themselves and to deport those who 

sought by speech and by action the overthrow of their government 

and the destruction of their property. Possibly it was for some 

such historical reason that this immigration law had been vetoed by 

President Taft and President Wilson and was only passed over the 

Viewing the century from a somewhat different angle, one is 

impressed with the way that the soul has been absolutely freed from 

eovernmental control—so long as it does not concern itself with 

overnment—and at the same time with the ever increasing control 

of the physical body of every individual by the community In 1820 

there were still religious disabilities in several states. In Maryland 

he who denied the divinity of Christ or he who uttered any profane 

words concerning the Holy Trinity faced the old law of 1723 that 

prescribed the boring of the tongue, the branding of the forehead, 

and, for the third offence, death. In New England, in Massachu- 

setts, and in New Hampshire, the Roman Catholics lived at a dis- 

tinct disadvantage compared with their fellowmen; in New York, 

the Roman Catholic immigrant was debarred from all chance to 

exercise political rights. The preceding half-century had been a 

time of reaction against state ecclesiasticism and, indeed, the Revo- 

lution had been partly fought as a protest against the close con- il 
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vith which our people have given up all community control of the 

ily 1 ul eternal and have hedged about the di gs of tir 

ephemet body of every m voman, and child everv hour ot 

( nd night, and have denied the rights of speech and print 

every alien, quite forgetful of the story of Thomas Cooper, |. Thor 

m Callender, and the other martyrs of “ The Terror” of the close 

eC +h 

hi ear 1820 was at the end of the old education and the be 

¢ C he new The public schools of the country and_ the 

colleges were apparently at the lowest point in our history. In 

Mas husetts a blow had been dealt at the public grammar school 

by raising the limit of compulsion to establish such an institutiot 

fron town of one hundred families to two hundred. In Virginia, 

every attempt to found a system of public schools had been unsuc 

cessful and the existing colleges were seemingly in the last throes 

of lite Phe University of Virginia was on the point of opening its 

rs, but the struggle of the founders of that institution to gain 

the necessarv funds from the Virginia Assembly is one of the most 

interesting bits of pedagogical history. The next torty years saw a 

tremendous change in the importation of a modified Prussian sys- 

tem of governmental control of public education. The laboring 

men demanded facilities for their children without any stigma of 

charity, and got them Phe sects were restricting the higher educa 

tion of their children to colleges of their own faith. The result was 

remendous expansion of educational facilities. Everywhere, also, 

there was a demand for the diminution of classical requirements an 

the establishment of something resembling vocational training. To 

all of which it was replied that the mental discipline acquired from 

the study of the ancient languages could be used with great advan- 

tage in the pursuit of any business or profession. Unquestionably, 

of state-controlled as distinguished from town-controlled e system li 

education has greatly improved the local educational institutions in 

every part of the country, and the establishment of normal schools 

and of innumerable small colleges has produced a procession of 

more or less well-trained teachers. After the close of the Civil 

War, with the revolutionary changes at Harvard and with the re 

founding of the University of Michigan, the modern American uni- 

versity came into being. We are all conscious of what is going on 

around us to-day in the educational establishments and, in fact, most 

of us are taking part in the training of our fellow men and women. 

But mav we not ask ourselves as to how superior our educational 

system is to that which produced Ralph Waldo Emerson, Edgar 

\llan Poe. Washington Irving, and William Gilmore Simms ? 
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of a more or less unified democracy has been inevitable and the 

change is not vet complete. It may well be asked, however, whether 

this piecemeal fitting of our fundamental law to new ideas is the 

best way of going about it We began by being a federated repub- 

lic. Dy the time of Jackson, democratic ideas had become firmly 

rooted in minds of large portions of our people. Since then the 

march of social life in the North has been more and more toward 

direct government. Under these circumstances our fundamental 

law and the interpretation of it must more or less closely synchro 

nize with the changing political ideals. 

In these hundred years we have built up a marvellous industrial 

society, we have extended our limits to the Pacific, to the Gulf of 

Mexico, and even bevond to the islands of the sea. We have grown 

just under ten millions in 1820 to over one hundred 

t counting the inhabitants of the insular posses- to-dav no 
l la counting tl 

lof Alaska. The public debt of 1830 that Andrew Jackson 

Was sO anxious to see paid off would be hardly visible on the treas- 

f this year. Then, they talked in hundred of thousands 

and in millions of dollars; to-day we estimate our income and our 

payments in billions. We have established in this city a Federal 

Reserve Board composed of persons appointed by the President with 

the advice and consent of the Senate, and as students we ourselves 

tudy the papers of Andrew Jackson and Nicholas Biddle in the 

Library of Congress for evidences of evil resulting from the connec- 

f the political government with the financial concerns of the tion o ( it} 

countrv! In all this, in the evolution of the greatest industrial 

society that the world has ever seen, have we gained or have we lost? 

\re men and women to-day happier and better off, politically, spirit- 

ually, mentally, morally, and physically, than our ancestors were in 

davs of James Monroe, John Quincy Adams, John C. Calhoun, 

Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, and Andrew Jackson? 

EDWARD CHANNING 
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misfortunes to record, and the various important processes Wien 

leyeloped behind the curtain ot different Germanic, Iranian, and 

\longohian tribes, w carried with them other tribes and peoples, 

re! ned unknown and uninteresting to them 

1 evidel nswer to he question which 4 ive 

can be given only ‘investigating tne 

successive stages of cultural development m= sou Russi t the 

time of the great migrations, at the time ol the Roman Empire, and 

1 +¢ +1 +1] + + satl Doe 

ackward t e times of the first relations between Sou Russia 

nd the classical peoples of the East and West For this period our 

written documents are scanty and one sided The only full and 

martial evidence is that which has resulted from the archaeologt | 

tare +1 1? 1+] 1, +} 1 

nvestigations in South Ikussia But although the archaeologicat 

miaterial gathered D evenerations oO investigators Is very 

nd very important, the scientific exploration of it has lagged t 
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Che ground for undertaking such an investigation has been well 

prepared by generations of scholars The classical evidence ha 

Leen collected. as regards both the literary sources and the inscrip 
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206 Mikhail Rostovtsev 

length with the history of the archaeological discoveries made during 

he last fifty years in South Russia. A full account may be found 

he recent book of Ellis H. Minns, Scythians and Greeks.* I will 

only point out that all these discoveries were followed by caretul 

reports and by many attempts to give a general account of the whole 
] mass of archaeological evidence collected during half a century of 

systematic investigation. Books such as the famous .ntiquités du 

re Cimmeérien, the well-known Russian Antiquities of Count 

lolstoi1 and Kondakov, the three big volumes of Count Bobrinsk: 

is excavations near Smela, and the volume of Muinns cited above, 

ire and will be for generations so many sources of trustworthy 

\nd yet no real attempt has been made hitherto to trace the his- 

tory of the country as a whole and to combine this history with the 

istorical evolution of the ancient world in general. The task in 

d itself is a very difficult and complicated one. South Russia, from 

ts geographical position, is a land of different influences, coming 

m the north, the east, the south, and the west, and fusing into 

ne in the vast open steppes on the shores of the great Russian 

vers Through the Caucasus South Russia was in uninterrupted 

communication with the great Eastern monarchies. One of the 

monarchies—that around the lake of Vant— was almost the imme- 

liate neighbor of the tribes who occupied the valley of the Kuban 

\VWe are just beginning, thanks to the recent discoveries of Russian 

scholars, to understand how great was the importance of this might 

irchy in eastern history during the last millennium B. C. and 

w intimate was its connection with South Russia and the Cau- 

casian tribes. Through the steppes on the shores of the Caspian 

Sea Russia was largely open to the influences and migrations, first 

of Iranian and then of Mongolian tribes. The great Russian rivers 

formed an unbroken link between the steppes of South Russia on 

one side, and the Ural mountains, and also the forests, swamps, and 

bridge, 1913; see Amer. Hist. Rev., XIX. 843-848 He gives also a 

led bibliography of Russian and foreign works published on the subject 

during the last century. Cf. my two articles, “ L’Exploration Archéologique de 

la Russie Méridionale de 1912 4 1917, in the Journal des Savants, n. s., XVIII. 

49-61, »-122 (March-April, May—June 

#On the history of the Vannic kingdom, Hall, The Ancient History of the 

Vear East (1913), p. 516; B. Turaiev, History of the Ancient Orient, Il. (1912 

26 n Russian Excavations during the war brought to light new and very 

important inscriptions indicating relations between Van and Javan (N. Marr, 

Bull. de {cad. des Sciences de Petrograd, 1918) and artistic monuments of great 

valu see- Pharmakovski, Materials for the Archaeology of Russia, XXXIV. 

{ + 
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208 Mikhail Rostovtsev 

large area in the southern part of Central Europe. Similar painted 

vases, but different in both technique and ornaments, have been 

found in Thessaly and in Crete. Asia Minor is also full of remains 

of similar pottery which seem to be connected with the artistic 

painted pottery of Elam, Babylonia, and Turkestan of the same all 

epoch rather than with the European pottery of the “spirals and 

meander”. It is worthy of note that the Elamitic and Mesopota- 

mian remains are in close connection with sherds of similar vases 

found by Sir Aurel Stein in heaps all over Seistan and Baluchistan. 

The question of the relations between the European pottery and that 

ot Asia is hotly debated, no agreement having been reached on the 

problem. Polygenists (e.g., Pottier®) affirm a simultaneous appear- 

ance of similar phenomena in different places, monogenists (e. g., 

Wilke’) speak of migrations or commercial intercourse. South 

Russian discoveries have complicated the question instead of clear- 

ing it up. The South-Russian, Galician, and Rumanian group of 

this pottery appears to be the most richly developed European group, 

more similar to the Asiatic than to either of the other European 

series. The problem of this island of Asiatic pottery in Eure ype still 

awaits its solution and is made the more difficult by the fact that no 

pottery of this kind has been found either in the eastern part of 

South Russia or in the Caucasus. It is necessary to conjecture the 

existence of some links with Central Asia through Asia Minor. The 

resemblance between Elam and South Russia is too close to be 

accidental. 

\n important fact which may be deduced from the existence of 

this early centre of advanced civilization in South Russia is that 

already at this epoch the valley of the middle Dnieper was a land 

of settled dwellers, in no case nomads, who had reached a high 

standard of civilized life. 

Still more important is the observation that the middle-Dnieper 

centre of civilization was gradually absorbed by a much lower civi- 

lization of nomadic type which is characterized by burials in the 

form of barrows. These barrows cover graves of different forms, 

with red-colored skeletons in the contracted position. But before 

being absorbed the middle-Dnieper civilization strongly influenced 

the nomads, brought them partly to settled life, and created for them 

a peculiar pottery with incised and painted decoration, highly devel- 

oped. We observe this phenomenon chiefly in the steppes between 

VUémoires de la Délégation en Perse, XIII 12 

“ Spiral-mdander Keramik und Gefassmalerei”’, in Mannus-Bibliotheh 
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! ifactured products partly imported from their mother- 

cou partly made by themselves, and thus gave Greece an oppor- 

viding herself with food-stuffs for her population and 

raw mate for her industry We must not forget that for cen- 

nes S Russ ed a large part of the Greek countries, and that 

\thens w able to develop her high standard of civilized life be- 

Cause egular importations of food-stuffs and raw materials from 

South Russia which wed her to devote her energy to arts, sci- 

ences, and indus nd to build up her power 

On the other har under the influence of Greece, Scythia raised 

her own civilization to a comparatively high level. Having brought 

with them their peculiar tastes and habits, their original style in 

decorative art—the so-called animal style—the Scythians did not 

lrop their peculiarities under Greek influence.’ They not only 

made the Greeks work for them, adapting themselves to Scythian 

requireme nd thus developing new abilities, but learned from 

the Gree i nd employed this fresh knowledge to build 

up their owt n new lines. Through Seythia civilized habits 

penetrate C | Russia and acted as a stimulus to creative 

independent work among the South and Central Russian peoples. 

We do not know whether there were Slavs already among them. 

Put eve e Slavs came to Russia comparatively late, they cer 

tain ly absorbed the cultivation of their predecessors It is a mat 

er of further study to follow closely this process of the spread ot 

e Greel d Graeco-Oriental civilization through the medium ot 

Sevthians in Russia and in the Balkans, cradles of the future Sla- 

vonic state but even now the results of archaeological excavations 

show us how widely the Scythian influence extended and how flour- 

shing was lite « the banks of all the Russian rivers during the 

centuries | Sevthian domination In itself the Scythian state 
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tounded the scores of Greek colonies which soon covered both shores 

of the straits (he most important were Panticapaeum on the 

Crimean shore and Phanagoria on the Caucasian. Common interest 

soon united ese two groups with each other and with the native 

tribes. The scattered Greek towns and the indigenous population 
little hwy littl hit nad J, } little by little sought and found a modus vivendi which allowed them 

to form a strong community, able to uphold its independence. Thus 

arose the Bosporan state, a compromise between the tribal monarch- 

ical organization of the aborigines and the Greek self-governing 

bod es 

It is a matter of great interest to trace the development of the 

new community. A loosely knit confederation of cities and tribes 

in its beginnings, it became gradually a political body of dual nature. 
1 

‘The ruler of this body was for the Greeks an elected magistrate, for 

the natives a king 4 ruling by divine right. Notwithstandi: 

apparent dualism, however, the constitution of the new state became 

gradually a purely monarchical one. The Greeks in the mother- 

country were fully aware of the fact and called the Bosporan 

archons and kings—tyrants. It was hard for the Greek colonists to 

give their support to these tyrants, especially as the tyrants were not 

Greeks but Hellenized natives. But the constant threat of Scythian 

supremacy overcame their repulsion to monarchical rule, and thus 

tyranny, which in Greek surroundings never lasted longer than one 

or two generations, stood firm in Bosporus for hundreds of years 

rhis tyranny entered into diplomatic and commercial ; relations with 

the Greek world and was treated by the Greek states as a desirable 

friend. We must not forget that the tyrants of Bosporus disposed 

of all the corn produced in the country watered by the rivers Kuban 

and Don and in the Crimea and also of all the fish of these rivers 

and of the Sea of Azov, the Scythians having no commercial fleet 

and no ports of their own. Thus the kingdom of Bosporus became 

rich and mighty, with a peculiar social and economic organization 

that of different Hellenistic states which gradually arose out 

of the monarchy of Alexander in the Orient. 

The growth of the Bosporan kingdom out of a combination of 

two different types of state-life—the tribal monarchy and the Greek 

free city—led to a peculiar dualism not only in the state; both its 

social and economic organization and its material civilization were 

also deeply affected. Rulers who were also extensive landowners, 

surrounded by a ruling aristocracy of feudal type and a city- 

population of retail traders, ship-owners, and craftsmen, present a 

social picture of great historical interest. Although pure Greek by 
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rivers Ural and Volga, and already in the fourth century B. C. were 

approaching the Don. The Scythians were forced to yield before 

ie region on the Kuban, and to fall back on the 

right bank of the Don \t the same period political conditions in 

the west en ibled the Scythians to resume their offensive against tl 

Thracian tribes, checked at the end of the sixth century by Darius 

and afterwards by the buffer-state of the Odrysae—a creation, like 

the Bosporus, of Athens during the period of her greatest expansion. 

In this way arose the mighty western empire of the Scythians of the 

fourth and third centuries b. C., with a military and political centre 

on the Dnieper, instead of the former eastern centre which must be 

conjectured to have been situated on the western shore of the Sea 

of Azov. The Scythian power spread widely westwards and north- 

wards and firmly held the lands along the middle Dnieper and its 

afflUuents and the whole tract of flat land between the Dneiper and 

the Danul the delta of the Danube—the Dobrudyja. ~ 

Hlowever, this last period in the history of the great Scythian 

kingdom in South Russia was but ot short duration. The Sarma- 

tians soon resumed their victorious advance and already by 

middle of the third century B. C. a variety of new political factors 
1 + +} put an end to the expansion of the Scythians westwards and north 

I I 

wards. The most important of these new factors was the conquest 

of the Balkan Peninsula by the Celts.17 Weak Sevthian vassals in 

Thracia, with no support from outside, could naturally by them 

selves organize no effective resistance to the Celtic advance. On 

the other hand the Scythian kingdom, weakened by Sarmatian at- 

tacks in the east and by a long struggle with the powerful Mac« 

donian kingdoms in the west—especially under the strong rule ot 

Philip and \lexander—was obliged to leave its Thracian vassals to 

their own fate Thus the Celtic advance from the north found 

hardly any resistance and was followed by chaos, not only in the 

Balkan Peninsula but also in South Russia. We must not forget 

that after the death of Lysimachus the political balance of t 

shifted definitely from Macedonia to the eastern Hellenistic 

monarchies, and that Macedonia, the chief promoter of Hellenism 

in the Balkans, was in constant political convulsion and thus unable 

to fulfill its chief task—the defense of Greek civilization from north- 

ern invaders 

Some inscriptions found in the Greek colony Olbia—the most 

Celts tu the n Peninsula was 

¢} riat \ lemy. XVIII 
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turies Instead, civilized life began to flourish anew in the Greek 

cities and once more advanced deeply into the steppes of South 

Russia. The reasons for this development were, on the one side, 

the character of the new conquerors of South Russia—the Sarma- 

tians, and on the other the political development of the Orient in 

general which brought South Russia under the sway of the nascent 

nd developing Roman Empire. Let me deal first with the Sar 

matians. 

Like the Scythians, the Sarmatians were of Iranian descent. 

For centuries they remained probably in Turkestan, where they 

were in close relations first with the Persians and afterwards with 

the different half-Greek states created in the East by Alexander. 

hese links were not broken after the beginning of the westward 

movement of the Sarmatians. We have every reason to suppose 

that they remained in touch both with the Parthian kingdom and 

with Central Asia. From Turkestan the Sarmatians, who were by 

no means wild barbarians, brought a powerful military organization, 

excellent weapons, civilized habits, and a strong taste for artistic 

objects both of Persian and of Central-Asiatic manufacture, from 

which sprang germs of artistic development among the Sarmatians 

themselves. 
] Thus the Sarmatians went to South Russia thoroughly prepared 

to take the pl ice of the Scythians both in their political and in their 

commercial relations. They were nevertheless unable to succeed in 

creating in the steppes of South Russia a centralized state like that 

he Seythians. They remained divided into different independent 

tribes, sometimes fighting one against another, but usually separated 

by intervening heterogeneous tribes. 

Though unable to regenerate the Scythian state, the Sarmatians 

inherited all the traditions of Scythian commercial and political in- 

tercourse, especially with the Greek cities. Like the Scythians in 

ieir best epoch they did not seriously contemplate the eventual con- 

ie Greek cities. They made no single attempt of this sort, 

gh the occupation of Olbia and Tyras would have been in no 

way difficult. They preferred to enter into close commercial rela- 

tions with the Greek cities, to impose on them their tastes and habits, 

to make Greeks work for them and to pay for the Greek goods with 

the products of their agriculture and commerce. We must take into 

account that the Sarmatians, like the Scythians, did not break up the 

agricultural exploitation of some parts of South Russia by the native 

population, and endeavored to maintain commercial relations with 

Persia, Central Asia, India, and China. The results of this policy 
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Qn the other hand, the Sarmatian animal style, after having 

lopted many peculiarities from the Scythian animal style, percep- 

tibly intluenced central and eastern Russia and, through their me- 

dium, northern Europe, thus originating both in Russia and in 

Scandinavia a peculiar animal style which held its own in these 

countries for centuries and the influence of which can be traced in 

the Romanesque and so-called Gothic style in central and southern 

Though not hostile to Greek civilization, the Sarmatians were a 

great danger to the Greek colonies on the Black Sea.’® Nobody in 

these colonies knew that the Sarmatians had no intention of destroy- 

he other hand, as I have already pointed 

out, the Scythians under the pressure of the Sarmatians became 

more and more insolent and threatened the Greek cities with destruc- 

tion. The Greek colonies, unable to defend themselves, naturally 

looked in every direction for protection. But the second century 

B. C., when the Sarmatians expanded with exceptional energy and 

the Sevthians succeeded in forming once more a strong state in the 

Crimea under the sceptre of Skilurus, was a troubled epoch in the 

history of the ancient world. Of mighty protectors there were none 

in the East, all the more or less Hellenized kings in the Orient being 

ither vassals or clients of Rome, and Rome itself, involved as she 

was in an internal, ever-growing struggle, was in no way anxious to 

support the Pontic Greeks against their enemies. This is the ex- 

planation of the fact that the Pontic Greeks sought and found help 1 

t dangerous foe Rome had in the second century B. C., from the mo 

King Mithridates of Pontus, a half-Iranian dynast of high ambition. 

Everyone knows the history of the struggle between Rome and 

Mithridates. Evervone remembers that Mithridates made his last 

stand in the Bosporan kingdom, and that he was betrayed here first 

by the Pontic Greeks and afterwards by his own son. 

Phe consequences of the temporary rule of Mithridates over the 

whole of the Crimea were momentous in the history of South Russia. 

\lithridates endeavored to organize the whole eastern Iranian world, 

Scythians, Sarmatians, and Thracians, against Rome. 
“1 

leath Rome was thus faced with the possibility of a re- y 

Mithridatic attempt, and understood clearly that a con- 

sistent policy towards the Parthians could not be carried out without 

( the history of South Russia in the Roman epoch, see E von Stern, in 

I 2 nd my own papers, “ Pontus, Bithyn orus in 

nals of ‘ ritish S {thens, XXII Caesar and S h of Rus- 
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zens of the ! sporan towns 1n the econd and third ce uri .; & 

were not in anv respect different, except as regards the official lan 

fuage, fron llellenized Scythians and Sarmatians, their neigh- 

ors. Students of social and economic life should pay more atten 

tion than the ive hitherto, to the economic and social conditions 
7 

of the B 1 kingdom at this period These conditions did not 

change very much as compared with those of the Spartocid period 

But they became more like the feudal organization of the Scythian 

kingdom and the several Sarmatian tribal states. The study both 

real stelae, found by the hundred in Kertch of the sculptured fun 

by Kieseritski and Watzinger,*’ and of the 

painted funereal chambers and vaults of Panticapaeum, collected 

and recently published 

d investigated by myself,*? as well as the study of the furniture of 

thousands of graves which have been opened in the Bosporan ne- 

cropolis, shows that the Bosporan kingdom was, like the Scythian 

id Sarmatian state, a kind of highly organized military community 

of landowners and traders, who ruled over a native population of 

serfs. Some of the neighboring tribes recognized the supremacy 

of the Bosporan kings and were their vassals, as they themselves 

were vassals of Rome; some were their allies or their enemies. The 

great wealth of the ruling Bosporan aristocracy depended entirely 

on their exploitation of the rich soil of a part of the Crimea and the 

Taman peninsula and on their trade with the Greek and Roman 

G. von Kieseritski and C. Watzin Griechische Grabreliefs aus Siidruss 

> 29 , 
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d Sarmato-Goths, has still greater significance The Scandina- 

vians who organized the political life of the first Slavonic states 

known to history, in South Russia, followed a path already well 

he Basternae, the Goths, and their followers (And in 

Russia they met with the same fate. Like the Goths, they adopted 

en bloc the higher civilization which they found firmly established 

on the banks of the Dnieper, and they inherited all the relations 

between the Dnieper basin and the South and the West which had 

been formed during centuries and centuries of friendly intercourse 

We have only to study more closely than has been done the antiqui- 
} luring the period of migration, 7. ¢., from ties of South Russia ¢ 

the fourth to the eighth century, to become aware of the uninter- 

rupted evolution of Iranian culture in South Russia through these 

centuries. If the Byzantine empire at this epoch appears more and 

more Iranized, that comes not only from its relations with Sassanid 

Persia, but chiefly from the Iranization of its immediate neighbors 

in the Balkan Peninsula, from the type of civilization which was 

brought to Constantinople by the so-called barbarian troops, and I 

from the characteristics of the ruling aristocracy which consisted 

chiefly of the elements furnished by these barbarian troops. The 

Slavonic state of Kiev presents the same features, not because the 

Slavonic princes imitated the Byzantine emperors and adopted their 
1 art and habits, but because the same cultural tradition—I mean the 

Graeco-Iranian—was the only tradition which was known to South 

Russia for centuries and which no German or Mongolian invaders 

were able to at stroy. 
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h not so trustworthy 

historically, are the revelations which were made at the Sukhom- 

linov tr in -\ugust d September, 1917. The Sukhomlinov trial 

the cau res of the twent centur\ In 

1917, when the war was going very badly for Russia, Russian public 

opinion demanded a scapegoat Sukhomlinov, the former minister 

of war. wv ularly held to be one of the persons chiefly respon- 

ible for the Russian disasters. He was arrested and brought to 

trial \t the hearings, which lasted nearly two months, a great 

mount of Russian dirty linen was washed in public. There was 

given in great detail the history of Sukhomlinov’s relations with his 

pretty but extravagant young wife, who had been divorced by doubt- 

ful means from a rich old man in order that she might marry the 

Russian Minister of War. All Sukhomlinov’s shady or indiscreet 

relations with the spies, such as Miasoiedov and Altschiller, who 

were executed for espionage in 1915, were set forth at length he 

lack of co-ordination in the government departments and the pitiful 

shortage of ammunition and equipment of all sorts were mercilessly 

laid bare \nd, finally, Sukhomlinov’s measures toward mobiliza- 

1 during e days immediately preceding the dec tion of war 

sive flatly contradictory reports of what was evidently the same 

ece of testimony. Dut even after comparing the fullest reports in 

veral of the most important newspapers of different political com- 

exion, and thereby establishing a probable approximation to the 

estin which was actually given in court, this testimony is so 

contradictory with itself, with the secret mobuilization-telegrams 

! 1 by Hoeniger, and with much of the diplomatic correspond- 

ence t must be used with the greatest caution. Generals who 

in 1917 were defending themselves against the charge of having 
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But the newspaper reporters, or the editors, have so garbled the 
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The first news of the assassination of the Archduke Franz Fer- 

dinand made a painful impression in Russia as everywhere else in 

he civilized world. But this was soon overshadowed by the fear 

t \ustr might now attempt to take a dangerous revenge on 

Ser] interview with Pourtalés, the German ambassador, 

5 the Russian minister of foreign affairs, bitterly but 

wdly criticized the conduct of the Austrian officials: they had 

! only permitted excesses against the Serbs but he was convinced 

had purposely given a free rein to the popular fury. He denied 

\ustria’s assertion that the assassination was the result of a Great 

rhbian plot; at least, he said, there was not the slightest proof of 

» far, and it was exceedingly unjust to hold the Serbian gov- 

nment responsible, as the Austro-Hungarian newspapers were 

ung. This was no more justifiable than it would have been for 

Xussia to call the I'rench government to account for the crimes 

which were plotted on French soil and committed in Russia. The 

Serbian government, he said, was taking a completely correct atti- 

tude. The Serajevo crime was only the isolated act of immature 

isit of the French president and prime minister. Such an al 

ad returned to Petrograd by July 18, and was begim 

ing persons and there was no proof of their connection with any 

‘ep-laid political plot. When Pourtalés sounded the old note of 

ie solidarity of monarchical interests against such dangerous an- 

chistic murderers, he found that Sazonov responded to this ancient 
| +t} éss warmth than usual.‘ 

In the middle of July, Sazonov spent several days at his country 

ear Grodno. He wanted a rest before the exacting de- 

is strength, which would be made by the approaching 

bsence 

rom l’etrograd seemed, at that time, quite safe. The political 

T1Z¢ In spite of Serajevo, seemed still unclouded. He had no 

ought of war,’ for Berchtold had deceitfully given an appearance 

calm at Vienna and the Austrian chief of staff had left the capi- 

il in order further to lull to sleep the suspicions of Europe. He 

lng to grow 

rvous at the ominous silence of the Vienna authorities. To the 

\ustrian and German ambassadors he reiterated his views that it 

was unjust to make a whole people responsible for the crime of a 

l, as the Austrian newspapers were doing. “ Rus- 

a,” he said, “ would not be indifferent to any effort to humiliate 

6 Pourtalés to Bethmann, July 13, 1914. Kautsky Docs., no. 53. 

This, at any rate, was the conviction of the Russian ambassador in London; 
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lly mercurial temperament, he was now particularly 

gnant at Berchtold’s methods. The short time-limit, the with- 

holding of the dossier, and the excessive and humiliating demands 

on Serbia, all seemed to indicate that Austria was determined on 

war at once with Serbia. It was particularly deceitful on Austria’s 

part to have pretended for three weeks that the demands would be 

mild, and such as Serbia could surely accept, and then to face the 

little kingdom with an ultimatum which seemed to indicate that Aus- 

tria wanted war and would soon cross the frontier into Serbian ter- 

ritorvy. Moreover, Poiiucaré and the French prime minister had 

only left Russia a few hours before. They were now on the high 

seas, where it was difficult, if not impossible, for Sazonov to get 

into touch with them. Furthermore, he shrewdly suspected that 

much that Szapary had asserted was not true. But he did not know 

for certain, as we do now, how perfidiously Berchtold had acted in 

carefully suppressing the Wiesner report, which wholly exculpated 

the Serbian government, in deliberately framing the ultimatum so 

that Serbia could not accept it, and in holding back the dossier, be- 

ot have cause an impartial examination of it by Europe would 1 

borne out Austria’s charges. Therefore, Sazonov concluded that his 

own wisest course was to seek to have the Austro-Serbian question 
1 

treated as a question in which Europe was interested. He must 

not allow the “ localization ’, which meant the inevitable humiliation 

or deft of a small power by a great one. 

\ccordingly, after his interview with Szapary on Friday morn- 
} ing, Sazonov hurried at once to the French embassy, after tele- 

phoning to the British ambassador to join him there. Sazonov, 

Paléologue, and Buchanan went over the situation carefully. Sazo 

nov said that he regarded “ Austria's conduct as both provocative 

and immoral; that Austria would never have taken such action 

unless Germany had first been consulted and he hoped that England 

would not fail to proclaim her solidarity with Russia and France. 

[ Paléologue let it be understood that] France would fulfil all 

the obligations entailed upon her by her alliance with Russia, if 

necessity arose, besides supporting Russia strongly in any diplo 

matic negotiations’. Buchanan very cautiously and correctly rep 

resented Grey's precise views. He “saw no reason to expect any 

declaration of solidarity from England that would entail an uncon- 

force of arms. ditional engagement to support Russia and France 

Direct British interests in Serbia were nil and a war on behalf of 

that country would never be sanctioned by British public opinion ”. 

In reply, Sazonov still insisted it must not be forgotten that the gen- i 
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Berlin, but “he doubted whether Germany would expect her ally to 

lay the results of her investigation before a European Areopagus ’ 
i 

Austria would object, as any Great Power would do, to subject to 

-bitration a question in which her vital interests were at stake 

Finally Sazonov exclaimed, “ If Austria gobbles up Serbia, we shall 

make war on 

Qn the afternoon of Saturday, July 25, the wave of midsummer 

he vhich had been hanging over Petrograd for a month seemed 

to reach its climax. The trains were crowded with peace-loving 

people pouring out for the summer holidays. Out oa the sun-baked 

plain at Krasnoe Selo, the Tsar and all the diplomatic and militar 

world gathered to witness the usual summer review of the Russian 

troops. But the review was postponed for an hour on account of 

an important Crown Council at which the Tsar presided. Even 

when the review finally took place, it was cut short, and an unusual 

military excitement pervaded all the officers. The military attaches 

got the impression that the Crown Council had considered, perhaps 

even ordered, the mobilization of the Russian army \fter the re 

view had taken place, in an abbreviated form, it was announced that 

the manoeuvres here and in the whole empire were to be broken off, 

and that the troops were to return to their standing quarters. The 

feeling that mobilization and war were imminent was increased by 

the premature promotion of the cadets from the Petrograd Military 

Academy as officers. At the banquet following the review, young 

officers openly expressed their joy that now at last something was 

starting against Austria. Following the banquet there was a the- 

atrical performance, which, under the leadership of the Grand Duke 

Nicholas, was made the occasion of a great demonstration for war. 

That evening, Petrograd was startled out of its stillness by the unex- 

pected sound of the Imperial Guards galloping back to the capital, 

although they were to have been quartered out at Krasnoe Selo for 

another month.** 

What were the decisions taken at this important Crown Council 

at Krasnoe Selo in the presence of the Tsar? We have no precise 

record, but we may surmise that a conflict of opinion took place be- 

of Pourtalés to Bethmann, July 25, 1:08 A.M. Kautsky Docs., 

n 6 the German White I k (Dipl. Corresp., p. 427, exhibit 4) suppresses 

f this interesting telegran For many other details of this interview, 

see Pourt s's long letter to Bethmann of July 25, in Kautsky Docs., no. 204; and 

Pourtalés’s account of it to the Austrian ambassador, Szapary to Berchiold, July 

2 A.M., Red I IT., me 

Kauts l s., nos 4, 29 Eggeling, | 22-27 ‘ I IT., nos. 

| 

41, 6 Meriel Buchanan, The ty of Trouble (New York, 1918), pp. 10—12. 
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and return of the troops to their standing quarters was not, however, 

in any way equivalent to mobilization. It must, to be sure, precede 

mobilization, but it was not in any way a menacing or hostile act. 

France and Germany both ordered similar measures a little later 

The return of the Imperial Guards to Petrograd on Saturday night, 
1 

July 25, is to be explained as a part of this general preparation for 

The second decision taken by the Crown Council was one desired 

by Sazonov and is prob: bly accurately indicated by the account of it 

At the council of ministers of the twenty-fifth, which was held in 

the presence of the Tsar, the mobilization of thirteen army corps in- 

lly to operate against Austria was considered; this mobi- 

lization, however, would only be made effective if Austria were to bring 

tended eventua 

armed Prussia to bear upon Serbia and not until after notice had been 

given by the Minister of Foreign Affairs upon whom falls the duty of 

fixing the day, liberty being left to him to go on with negotiations, even 

e occupied. Russian opinion makes clear that it is 

both politically and morally impossible for Russia to allow Serbia to be 

1 } if Belgrade should 

This is confirmed by the testimony of Ianushkevich at the Suk- 

homlinov trial in 1917: “‘ At first it had been decided only to pro- 

claim a partial mobilization—the four districts—to frighten off 

In other words, for the Tsar, Sazonov, and all the diplomats, this 

meant that Russia intended to threaten Austria with 

mobilization’ in case Austria crossed the Serbian fron- 

tier. But even this partial mobilization was to take place only if 

and when Sazonov should decide it should be done. And even if 

lyrade were occupied, he might still continue to negotiate for 

peace. He did not need to break off diplomatic relations with Aus- 

tria nor yield to the militarists in his own country. Sazonov was 

hly delighted with this solution and during the next two days 

was exceedingly optimistic and conciliatory, so much so that it was 
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\ccording to this Instruction of 1913, which was one of Suk- 

homlinov’s reform measures to improve mobilization, “*‘ Period 

Preparator War’ means the period of diplomatic complications 

preceding the opening of hostilities, in the course of which all 

woards must take the necessary measures of preparation for security 

d succes e mobilization of the army, the fleet, and the for- 

tresses as we as tor the march of the army to the threatened tron- 

ACK O survey I e districts on IWwussias 

t S r ‘ t ( the order ot the \l ster of War not pon t it 

yt the | the reservists and the ia of the corps on the frontier 

re t e called up for military t1 Out of the militia will be 

forme iccordance with the mobilization plan troops for securing the 

fronti he lines of communication, the telegraphs, and the other 

objects of military importance. The cost of this calling up of men for 

aining is to be labelled in the accounts under the head of funds 

granted for military training and for practice mobilization. 

: supplemented by “survey 2°, by which, upon the 

ror tra kes place to n extent ch « ceeds e funds o 

1 
curre ear fixed for SUC I ning nd practice mobilZat 

hus, under cover ot preparatory measures and practice mo- 

bilization , military measures could be taken upon the order of the 

Minister of War which did not require the approval of the Tsar 

I public announcement of mobilization, but which nevertheless 

were al equivalent to mobilization in those frontier districts 

Sucl “ practice mobilization” had been undertaken in the fall of 

1912 and had called forth a strong protest from the German chief 

of staff, Moltke—a protest which Sazonov, at that time, appeared to 

admit was well founded.?* It was by these measures that Sukhom 

linov and Ianushkevich really began secret mobilization measures 

against Germany on July 26 and when war actually came surprised 

Germany and the world by the rapidity with which the Russian 

roops poured into East Prussia. 

On Sunday morning, July 26, after the break-up of the manoeu 

vres at Krasnoe Selo, Sazonov and Pourtalés met on tl e platform 

of the station and travelled up to Petrograd together. Pourtales, 

finding Sazonov much calmer and more conciliatory than the day 

before, took advantage of this informal opportunity to point out to 

he Minister of War, the “calling up of the reservists and militia 

22 Ouoted by Hoeniger, - 

24 Deut md Schuldig. pp 41 Bogitshevich, p. 3 Foeniver 
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Pourtalés’s advice to the two principals thus bore good results. 

} is warmly thanked by both. It led to the opening of “ direc 

conversations ” between Petrograd and Vienna. It seemed to pave 

the wav for finding some compromise, which would both satisty 

\ustria’s demands and al Serhi 
Austrias demands and also acceptance ervla 

possible 

On Sunday afternoon or evening, alter this friendly talk with 

Szapary, Sazonov had another interview with Pourtales. Sazonov, 

again, expressed the hope that an agreement might be reached 

through a change in the form of Austria’s note, as it was merely a 

question of phraseology. In the course of the conversation Pour- 

talés expressed his personal suggestion, not in any wavy binding his 

government, it the following way might be found practicabl 

In case the Vienna Cabinet should consent to modify somewhat the 

form of its demands, as the statements of Szapary seem to indicate 1s 

not wholly out of the question, perhaps an attempt should be made with 

this in view to come into direct touch with Austria-Hungary. Should 

an agreement result from this then Serbia could be advised by Russia 

to accept the demands of Austria on the basis agreed upon by Russia 

and Austria: and Austria could be notified of this through the medi- 

ition of a third Power. Sazonov, upon whom | again strongly im- 

re ed the fact that | did not speak in the name ot mv government 

dec] red e wou d it once telegr iph to the Russian ambassador in 

Vienna along the lines of my proposal.*? 

The suggestion of “direct conversations” between Petrograd and 

Vienna, as the most hopeful way out of the crisis, was a sincere and 

well-meant effort of the German ambassador. Put, as we now know 

from Lerchtold’s intentions, there was not the slightest possibility 

ing to modify even the phraseology of her 

demands \s it turned out, his refusal of the “direct conversa- 

| to the embitterment, rather than to the amelioration, 

of the relations between Russia and Austria. 

While thus attempting to secure a basis for a compromise be- 

tween Austria and Russia, however, Pourtalés had not failed to 

warn Sazonov that mobilization measures by Russia would be an 

exceedingly dangerous means of exerting diplomatic pressure. If 

Russia should attempt a bluff of this kind, the militarists everywhere 

would gain an increased influence and soon take the question beyond 

the control of the diplomatists by the purely military arguments 

which they knew so well how to urge. He informed Sazonov of the 

following statement of Germany's position, which he had received 

Bethmann, July z 1 P.M. Kautsky Docs., n 38 
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Sazonoyv requested him [Sukhomli to enlighten me on the 

tarv situation. The Minister of War gave me his word of honor that 

no sort of mobilization order had as vet bee ssued. For the present 
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Kiev, Odessa, Moscow, Kazan vill be mobilized nder no cir 

stances those on the German front, Warsaw, Vilna, Petrograd Peace 

with Germany, he said, was urgently desired. | n m\ 

the object of the mobilization against Austria, he shrugged |} ! let 
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ordered, but preparatory measures are very far-reaching. They are 

idently striving to gain time for new negotiations and for a con- 

tinuance of their armaments. Also the internal situation is unmistak- 

ably causing serious anxiety The general feeling is: hope from Ger- 

many and from the mediation of His Majesty [the Kaiser 

During Monday, July 27, the diplomatic situation at Petrograd / 

remained without substantial change. Sazonov was even more con- 

ciliatory and optimistic than the day before. He still hoped that 

\ustria’s bark was worse than her bite, for he still had no news 

that Austria had opened hostilities against Serbia, as he had feared 

would be the case. He was waiting hopefully for a reply to his pro- 

posal for * direct conversations ” 

On Tuesday, July 28, Sazonov’s optimism received several rude 

shocks. He was disappointed and indignant that his proposal made 

two days previously for “direct conversations” had met with no 

response from Berchtold. He was also unfavorably impressed by 

the fact that Szapary could not give him the dossier which Austria 

liad promised Therefore, he turned to Pourtales and urged that 

Grey's plan for a conference of the Four Powers be taken up again ; 

but he met with no encouragement from the German ambassador 

On the contrary, Pourtalés complained of the hostile tone of the 

Russian press and of the fact that reliable reports made it cléar to 

Germany that Russia's military preparations exceeded what Sukh- 

omlinov had stated to Eggeling on the night of July 26. Pourtales 

diplomatically expressed the suspicion that the Russian militarists 

were acting behind Sazonov’s back and going further than the Min- 

ister of Foreign Affairs intended. He warned Sazonov again of 

the very serious danger which would arise from wide-reaching Rus- 

sian military preparations When Sazonov went out to Peterhof 

for his usual Tuesday audience with the Tsar, he found in fact that 

the militarists had been seeing the Tsar and had been exerting great 

pressure upon him. Later in the day, when the news arrived that 

Austria had declared war on Serbia at midday, Sazonov’s optimism 

evaporated completely. He agreed that the time had come to ap- 

I y 27, AM Kau Dox ass cf. 

rresfp., | 427-429, exhibits 7 

y Bere y 2 A.M., Re yugh 

s f s i refers to his conversation with 

Saz J y 28 

2 Pourtalés Bet! in, July 28, 8:12 P.M., Kautsky Docs., no 8 

Szapary to I ! | y 28 (despatched July 29 5 A.M Red Book, Il 

f r King Georg Aug Dipl. Corresp., p. 537: Tsar to Kaiser 
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ceeded heir friendly intentions had not the militarists in both 

ly rt rly nitat ] coun es ip icu In INussia, precipitated matters 

he chief of the Russian General Staff, lanushkevich, was no 

content w partial mobilization \cting with e Minister of 

War, Sukhoml vy, he assumed the responsibility of taking steps 

wart vent mobilization 1 addition to notifving the com 

mandet e four southern districts that “ partial mobilizatio 
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(ne can imagine how the receipt of this telegram would lead the 

Russian commanders at Warsaw and at other posts along the Ger 

man frontier to strain every nerve to take all possible secret steps 

toward preparing for war, short of a public announcement of mobi- 

fation.“* Thus, on the early morning of July 29, under pretense 

of merely mobilizing in four districts to bluff Austria, lanushkevich 

was really preparing a general mobilization of all European Russia, 

thus threatening Germany, in addition to the “ measures preparatory 

to war” which had already been going on in the frontier districts 

20 There was therefore a genuine ground for the fears 

rtalés and Szapary expressed that the militarists were 
] ind the back of the Tsar, who ought to be clearly informed 
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as Austria has mobilized eight corps vw in part must be regarded as 

directed against Russia, Russia sees herself compelled likewise to mo- 

bilize the military districts on the Austrian frontier. The order will 

be given today .. . But in Russia mobilization is far from meaning the 
same ne i the West | Iropeal c untries: the Ru 9 rmvy ¢ 

according to circumstances. stand for weeks w arms grounded with- 

out cross the 4 § 

Pourtal ving well the power of the militarists at Berlin 

warned S v ot his fear that the General Statts of the Central 

Powers would not surrender their advantage over Russia in the 

matter of rapidity of mobilization and would press for counter- 
1 

measures,* later the ifternool! Sazonov s mdignation was 

ereatly stirred by receiving at last Berchtold’s “ cate refusal” 

to enter 1 » the “direct conversations he had suggested He 

eretore pressed e English and German ambassadors tor a return 

to Grey's proposal for mediation.* Sazonov’s indignation was 

further increased by the news that the Austrians had bombarded 

Since the German ambassador told me that Sazonov showed himself 

verv much excited over Your Excellenev's refusal to continue an ex 

chang vith Russia and ove \ustria’s mobilization I 

sought tl Nin er out to clear up some misunderstandings which 

seemed to n t exist and incidentally to get a closer look into Russia's 

plans He further informed me that a ukaz would be signed today 

whicl ordered a mobilizatior ot a somewhat ide extent He was 

able er, to assure me in most official manner that their troops 

were not intended to attack us Chevy would only stand ready with 
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lourtales, as Sverbeiev had already notified Bethmann in Berlin, 

that 

| 

engag¢ Lit i col ficle ntial « xcl ange ot views, the Minitste e he ard through 

the telephone tl t we | id bombarded Be lgeracde He Vas like i changed 

man \\ Vie wech It] “Vou only to vain time by 

negotiation but vou go ahead and bombard an unprotected city!’ 

“ What precisely will vou further conquer, when vou have taken posses- 

sion of the capita and more such childish remarks. ... I left him ina 
1 

most extremely ex¢ ed state. ... 

18 to Berchtold, July z P.M.. Red Book, 1 cf. Dipl. 
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"ek sar sent a second telegra l 

Thanks for your telegram conciliatory and friendly. Whereas off- 

cial message presented today by your ambassador to my minister was 

conveyed in a very different tone. Beg you to explain this divergency. 

It would be right to give the Austro-Servian problem to the Hague 

Conference. Trust in your wisdom and friendshp. Your loving Nicxy.*® 

Chis telegram does not intimate that the Tsar had changed his 

mind in adhering to partial mobilization as a sufMmicient Measure, even 

after Sazonov had informed him of Pourtalés’s “threat” at 7 P.M. 

\ little later in the evening the Tsar in turn received a second 

telegram m the Kaiser. William II. insisted that “ Serbian 

promises on paper are wholly unreliable”, and, in the dominating 

tone which he had so often found successful in the past with the 

Tsar, told him warning] 

It would be quite possible for Russia to remain a spectator of the 

Austro-Serbian conflict without involving Europe in the most horrible 

war she ever witnessed. I think a direct understanding between your 

government and Vienna possible and desirable and as I already tele 

graphed vou, my government is continuing its exertions to promote it 

Of course, military measures on the part of Russia which would be 

looked upon by Austria as threatening would precipitate a calamity we 

both wish to avoid and jeopardize my position as mediator which I 

readily accepted on your appeal to my friendship and my help. Wutty.*® 

The Kaiser apparently judged correctly the effect of this tone on 

the weak and changeable “ Nicky’, for the Tsar, ruminating on the 

situation, began to think he had made a mistake in signing the ukaz 

for mobilization. He thought he had better countermand it and 

therefore called up Sukhomlinov on the telephone. The three- 

cornered telephone conversation which followed—one of the most 

curious, sinister, and obscure of the militarist doings of those dark 

days—was discussed at length on the third day of the Sukhomlinov 

Ianushkevich was the first witness. He had evidently come 

into court with a carefully concocted story and impressed all the 

newspaper reporters by his glibness. “ He speaks smoothly and 

very calmly and is not at all agitated. He appears in every respect 

the former professor of the War Academy.’*® “ His testimony is 

distinguished for its great fluency. He is evidently a_ practised 

orator who knows how to talk on every occasion.’ In a speech 

48 Tsar to Kaiser, July 29, 8 P.M., Kautsky Docs., no. 366; cf. Dipl 

Corresp., } $2 I assume that the Tsar here refers to the Kaiser's first telegram, 

yet answered, and not to a second telegram, to be mentioned in a 

moment, which though written at 6: 30 P.M. had probably not yet reached the Tsar 

49 Kaiser to Tsar, July 20, 6:30 P.M. Kautsky Docs., no. 359: cf. Dipl 

Novoe l’remia. no. 14.852, 13 [26] Aug., 1917. 
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imous opinion about mobilization, our conference lasted only five 

minutes. We all gave our opinion in favor of complete mobilization. 

I called His Majesty on the telephone and informed him of our deci- 

S101 His Majestv heard me and directed me to hand over the tele- 

ph me receiver to the Minister of I oreign \ffairs, and after a conversa- 

tion with hin ve reached the decision to put into effect the general 

mo zation of all the Russian armies.5 

These revelations produced a great sensation in the court room 

Sukhomlinov asked to be heard. In contrast to Ianushkevich “‘he 

speaks ver mply in language easy to understand, but is greatly 

vitated. gesticulating wildly with his hands and striking himself 

] 

On the night of Jt 16 to 17 [29 to 30] the Tsar rang me up on the 

telephone and said that he had received news which vave a possibility 

of escaping from war. Therefore, he ordered that the partial mobiliza 

tion in the four districts should be suspended. Che question of mobili- 

ition was very acute at this time and I therefore reported my convic- 

tion that it was necessary that this mobilization should be completed in 

1 shorter period of time than it had ever been completed before. On 1 

receiving the command to suspend mobilization in the four districts, | 

was completely dumbfounded. This was the limit I received a direct 

command, a precise command, which allowed of no kind of objec 

Mobilization had already been ordered, and if it were revoked a 

catastrophe threatened. What was I to do? I knew that it was im- 

possible to revoke the mobilization: that technically it could not be car 

ried throug] vhat would then | en in Russia? God knows what a 

mess we should have been in. I felt I was being done for.] When the 

sar informed me that a telegram had been received from Wilhelm to i 

the effect that Germany had no in 

lish us after having overpowered France. Therefore, when the Tsat 

told me about this telegram and said that mobilization must be suspended, 

I said to him But Wilhelm does not guarantee us anything at all.” 

lo this the Tsar replied, “ He is exerting himself te bring pressure to 

bear upon Austria.’®° And upon that he added, “ Why do vou not wish 

to cancel mobilization ? I replied categorically that if mobilization 

hould be cancelled, it would be absurd, for it would not be possible to 

recommence it on account of technical difficulties. “If you do not be- 
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ee of making an attack, I, know 

ing Wilhelm. made up my mind that he was simply plaving a trick and 

that he simplv wished to delay our preparations so that he could de 
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some kind 1) But the Tsar was flatly disobeyed and deceived 

e Russian militarists, who thereby rendered futile the Kaiser's 

efforts to check Russian military measures until he could etfect a 

( en mediatio t Vienna (5) On July 30 the Tsar 

Vas per! pprove eeneral mobilization thereb last 

making cal 1 regular e secret military measures which his 

milt I (lis ecient bee carrying on behn his back 
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Shortls r five ock secret telegrams begat to be « ched 

to the frontier districts against Germany, ordering, at last, the long 

waited announcement of “ general mobilization ”’.' \ little later 

telegrams were despatched to the regions where “ partial mobiliza 

t had already been in full regular progress for twenty-four 

hours, announcing “ general mobilization” and ordering that mobil 

ration was to be reckoned as beginning at midnight between July 

30-31, instead of at midnight of July 29-30." It was almost at 

the same time that Austria had decided to announce “ general 

mobilization ”’ Thus the announcement of “ general mobilization ’ 

in both Austria and Russia took place practically simultaneously 

before the news could go from one country to the other Neither 

was the cause of the other, though the contrary has been often 

isserted by both parties 

Germany's mobilization, on the other hand, was directly caused 
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tions, like Bethmann’s optimism about “localization”, was ren- 

ered | \ ne uncompromising an reckKle procedure ot 

Berchtold at Vienna, and by the pressure of their own militarists in 

Petrograd and Berlin Bethmann’s belated efforts to restrain Aus- 

tria and impose the pledge plan” came so late that t 
1 } re Russian 

militarists, in spite of, rather than because of, German threats, were 

ble to nt ‘2 let hilization”. This action in turn Ne to proceed to comptete mobilization . his action m turn 

plaved directly into the hands of the German militarists and mad 
+) ] 

the War nevi rie 

Relatively little material has appeared since the war which throws 

new light on the part plaved by France and England in the crisis 

which followed the assassination of Franz Ferdinand. Neither 

government unfortunately has seen fit to make that fuller publica- 

1 would clear up many obscure points, par- +; ] ment ] 
tion of documents whi 

ticularly as to their relations with one another in view of their com 

mon danger from Germany. Such a publication would increase 

that feeling of mutual frankness among nations upon which the 

peace of the world in the future might rest more securel\ In view 

of this lack of new material, only a word, therefore, will be said as 

to these two countries and in regard to Belgium. 

Belgium had done nothing in any way to justify the demand 

which Germany made upon her. With commendable prudence, at 

the very first news of the ominous Austrian ultimatum, she had fore- 

seen the d inger to which she might be exposed. She had accord- 

ingly instructed her representatives abroad as to the statements 

which they were to make in case Belgium should decide very sud- 

mobilize to protect her neutrality.’ On July 29, she placed 

er army upon “a strengthened war footing’, but did not order 

complete mobilization until two days later, when Austria, Russia, 

inv had already done so, and war appeared inevitable 

Even after being confronted with the terrible German ultimatum, 

at 7 P.M. on August 2, she did not at once invite the assistance of 

English and French troops to aid her in the defense of her soil and 

her neutrality against a certain German assault; it was not until 

German troops had actually violated her territory, on August 4, that 

she appealed for the assistance of the Powers which had guaranteed 

‘Igium was the innocent victim of the German 

\s to France, however much she may have encouraged the Rus- 

sian militarists, in the months preceding the crisis, by her adoption 

Davignon’s circular, July 24, Belgian Gray Book, no 

6s ] nos. & 5. 20, 23, 24, 30, 38. 4 

her neutrality.’ 

militarists 
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same thing as saying, as Lord Loreburn does, that England was 

bound to support France in war on land. The distinction, perhaps, 

in impracticable one, but it is sufficient, essentially to justifs 

(irey's ude that England's hands were free and that was still 

Parliament and public opinion to dictate whether England 

hould s d aside or nn ngland went into the war from three 

mixed m es: to fulfill her obligations to France, to preserve her 

upholding her guarantee of Belgian neutrality, and to pri 

tect her own safety and material interests against German aggres 

sion. That Grey, in his speech in Parliament, very skillfully put 

fo very prominently the second of these motives, there is no 

doubt ; and if he believed, as otf course he did, that Eneland ought 

under the circumstances to fight, he did so wiselv; for this was the 

motive which would most clearly and powerfully appeal to Parlia 

ment and the British public. On the other hand, it is doubtful if 

1 Loreburn’s further criticism of Grey for not 

making a plain, timely statement to Germany that, if she attacked 

France, England would be on the side of France and Russia. It is 

very doubtful, in view of the strong anti-Dritish feeling in Germany, 

Jind Pan-Germanism, the power of the militarists, and the 

Naiser’s sensitiveness to a second rebuff after Agadir, whether such 

a threat would not have had exactly the opposite effect in Germany. 

It would have been regarded as the proof and culmination of 

British “encirclement”. Even granting that it might have post- 

poned the war over the Austro-Serbian crisis for some months, it 

would have so increased the Anglo-German embitterment that some 

other occasion would probably have soon set Europe on fire after 

Germany had made further frantic naval and military preparations 
1 

\s Buchanan wisely told Sazonov, on July 27, “ Germany's atti- 

tude would merely be stiffened by such a menace. England could 

only induce her to use her influence at Vienna to avert war by ap- 

proacl ing her in the capacity of a friend, who was anxious to pre- 

serve peace.’ Moreover, such a threat by England might have 

served as a dangerous encouragement to the Russian militarists in 

their aggressive aspirations toward Constantinople and the Straits. 

Grey had to choose a policy; because he chose one which did not 

turn out successfully, it is not necessarily true to say that he chose 

the wrong one. If a criticism of Grey is to be made, it is that he, 

like Bethmann and Sazonov, was too optimistic—too little aware of 

the monstrous influence which the militarists would acquire in 

Vienna, Berlin, and Petrograd. 

Sipney B. Fay. 

one can agree with |. 01, 

70 Dipl. Corresp., pp. 39-40. 
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tures of the two, their arrival at Cuba, departure on the Trent, 

seizure by Wilkes, detention near Boston, and release on British 

ercession, are not a part of the present story, which concerns 

rather the vicissitudes of hope and despair which marked their mis 

sion abroad. ‘These oscillations of emotion are revealed in the cor 

respondence of the two commissioners more clearly than in any 

other source now available. Unfortunately, the Slidell papers have 

been destroyed, but Mason preserved copies of his own letters, as 

well as something like a hundred letters from his colleague, consti 

tuting altogether as valuable a record as the war has left of the 

thoughts of two of the most active and intelligent men who ever 

hreatened the permanence of the American system. It is with 

Slidell’s share in this correspondence that the present paper 1s pri- 

marily concerned. Its object is, without pretending to relate the 

whole history of Confederate diplomacy in Europe, to show what 

contributic ward the making of that history may be derived from 

this one source, recently made available to the student.* 

In the first letter of the series, written from Paris on February 

5. 1862, Slidell admits to Mason that “ recognition [of the Contfed 

eracy |] may long be delayed but I am very sanguine as to the speedy 

breaking up of the blockade”. He counted much on the friendly 

disposition of the French authorities, and was proportionately dis 

ppointed at the coldness of his first reception by M. Thouvenel, thef 

minister of foreign affairs. Thouvenel denied that his governmen 

had been in correspondence with Great Britain concerning the 

blockade, and “his denial . . . was so categorical and unqualified ”, ( cle 

says Slidell, “that I was obliged to believe it, but conversations with 

ther officials have since led me to doubt it’’.5 The Minister of the 

Interior, Persigny, a close friend of the Emperor, was more cordial 

than Thouvenel,® and Slidell set store upon his good effices and those 

of the President of the Council of State, M. Baroche,? whose son 

had previously been placed under obligations to the Slidells for hos- 

nded during a visit to New Orleans. The Minister of ZA 

Finance, M. Fould,® also was among those who gave Slidell an early 

Mason Papers, Library of Congress, acquired in 191: Many despatches of 

ll to the Confederate Secretaries of State are printed in vol. II. of Richard 
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[ have at last some good news to give you. Mr. Lindsay has had a 

long terviey with the | mperor, who is prepared to act at once de- 

cidedly in our favor. he has always been ready to do so and has twice 

m representations to England, but has received evasive responses. 

He has n tor e third time given them but in a more decided tone. 

Mi \ aay 1 all the particulars. This is entirely confiden- 
tial, you can say to Lord Campbell, Mr. Gregory etc. that I now 

have positive 1uthentic evidence that France only waits the assent 

of England for recognition and other more cogent measures.’4 

but these approaches of Napoleon were unofficial. With char- 

cteristic subterfuge, he acted through the Englishman, Lindsay, 

rather than through his own ambassador at London. Earl Russell 

refused to negotiate outside of regular channels, and Napoleon’s 

third move shared the fate of his former efforts. Lindsay told his 

story, however, to Disraeli, and from him gained what promised to 

be a new light on the situation. Disraeli declared that Lord Russell 

) t agreement with Mr. Seward not to break the 

ide, and not to recognize the Confederacy. But Disraeli 

reement was irksome to Russell, and that if Napo- hinted that this ag 

leon himself would only take the lead, British opinion would support 

th only pre- trongly that Lord Russell would be obliged, w1 

a change of 

leased with Lindsay’s report of the 

reception of his overtures. ‘ted his former grievance 

at Lord Russell's conduct in forwarding copies of French official 

representations on American affairs to Lord [.yvons, who in turn 

communicated them to Mr. Seward. But he seized upon the expla- 

the Russell-Seward agreement, and was half inclined to 

li's advice, on the principle that “he could not con- 

tl | ple should continue to suffer from the action of the sent that Nis people 

Federal government ”..7 A friendly appeal might suffice, especially if 

accompanied by a naval demonstration on the American coast. But 

action had better await the naval decision at New Orleans, whose 

capture Napoleon did not anticipzte, but must take into possible 

account. All this in confidence. 

Characteristically Machiavellian was the scheme which Napoleon 

at this time evolved to make his future course toward 1e American +} Ul 

question appear like a response to public demand. “ Measures have 

14 Apr. 12, 1862 
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been taken.” savs Slidell in his report to tl Departme! Stat t 

Richmond, *‘to procure petitions trom the Chamber f Commeret 

of the principal cities, asking the interventior f the peror t 

restore commercial relations with the 5 wuuthern St : 

Editorial comment in the semi-official jour nstit 

Patric. and Pays® coincided with reports that, ept 

M. Thouvenel, the entire cabinet favored a vigorous Americal 

policy. \nd even more reassuring was burst of activity in tl 

Mediterranean fleet, which was ordered to | n stores for thre 

months \ll in all. in the closing days of April, 1862 Slidell 1 

reason for contentment am not without he wrot 

Mason. “that the Emperor ma 

Even the fall of New Orleans failed 1 the illusion ot 

cheer. On Mav 2, Persigny gave Slidell detinit ural that tl 

Confederac would soon be recognized, betwee irsely 

as he talks to me very unreservedly and relies on my discre 

tion ” ven Thouvenel relaxed under the new geniality, at 1 con 

fided to Slidell that Mercier, who | 1 gone on Nay leo iy lt t 

‘investigate conditions in the Confederacy, mad favorable 

report as to Southern resources nd determinatiot lo Thouvenel 

query upon the significance 01 the loss of New Orleans, Slidell wa 

obliged to own that “it w uld be most disastrous, as it would giv 

the enemy the control of the Mississippi nd all its tributaries, but 

that it would not in any way modify the fixed purpose of our people 

to carrv on the war even 1 ur ow! <terminatiot Slidell on 

his side pressed an inquiry into Phouvenel's views to Lord | 

merston’s assertion that British and French policies were identical 

Phouvenel evaded the answer | ing that Frencl tiol 1 be 

purely verbal The interview was, on the whole itisfactory 

Slidell. though a warning that only great Con! derate victo1 t 

Corinth or in Virginia would warrant European nitiot uld 

have impressed him as ominous 

On the sixteenth of May, Slide ll received fresh intimat t thie 
2 

gue s=s0od intentions these from M. Billault, whose Mar 

speech had caused him such anxiety He ures me.” writes SI 

dell. “that the Emperor and all the ministers are Tavoi ble to our 

19 Apr. 28, 1862. 
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so as they have been. Mr. Thouvenel is of course excepted, but 

1e has no hostility."** The darker side of the picture was that 

lault, in contradiction to Thouvenel, declared that the emperor 

was far from satisfied with Mercier’s visit to Richmond 

Meanwhile MeClellan’s Peninsular Campaign was in full prog 

ress, and Slidell looked for the capture of Richmond. “ Things look 

gloomy,’ he admitted to Mason, “but if we can repulse the enemy 

before Richmond and hold it (of which I feel by no means confi- 

dent) and Beauregard defeat Halleck, I think that we will have a 

good prospect of early recognition. Even if we abandon Richmond 

retiring in good order beyond James River and we achieve a decided 

victory in the neighborhood of Corinth, I shall entertain hopes of 

being recognised.’™ He suggested to Mason that it would be well 

for both, in the event of a military success in either quarter, to act 

in concert in a demand for immediate recognition. 

But such a plan involved a number of objections. The govern- 

ments of Great Britain and France were not equally friendly to the 

Southern cause. Joint action might be premature. On the other 

hand, too early a demand upon Paris might isolate London com- 

pletely. The difficulties a battling confederation would have in 

forcing recognition from unwilling powers were really insuperable, 

and Slidell fell back into the pessimism from which the promises of 

Napoleon had temporarily lifted him. “I am heartily tired and dis- 

gusted,” he complains, “ with my position here and so far as I am 

personally concerned, if our recognition is to be indefinitely post- 

poned, I would very much prefer to bring my mission to an imme- 

diate close, but of course I must remain at my post however disa- 

greeable, until authorised by the President to withdraw.”** In 

these views of Slidell upon the desirability of action or a prompt 

withdrawal from Europe, Mason concurred.** 

But new issues arose to make a permanent residence desirable, 

even in default of recognition. Of these, one was Mexico. Sli- 

dell’s first reference to Mexican developments was in an outline to 

Mason of a projected letter to Thouvenel. “I am inclined .. . to 

touch upon the Mexican question, saying that while foreign occupa- 

tion of that country would excite the most violent opposition at the 

North, we, far from sharing such a feeling, would be pleased to see 
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Slidell no encouragement to think that recognition would n be 

forthcoming, and reiterated that French determination to act onl 

in concurrence with England was unchanged He recommends 

him to consult Thouvenel once more,** and ad ted tl e Sou 

ern attitude toward French intervention in Mext 

influence upon the question of recognition, the re s slick 

took occasion to renew his assurances “that all we desired 

the establishment of a respectable and responsible gover 

were quite indifferent as to its form, and that he was well aware 

that such were not the sentiments of the Washington government ” 

Hope deferred was making the heart ick, and on Jun 

Slidell unburdened himself in a very correct analysis of events 

put no confidence in Lord Palmerston israeli and \W 

well intentioned 
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I have seen « nough since I] have been here to be convinced that noth- 

¢ that I can say or do will advance for a single day the action of this 

government, and I am very much inclined to tender my resignation: 

Che position of our representatives in Europe is painful and almost 

humiliating. it might be tolerated if they could be consoled by the 

reflection that their presence was in any way advantageous to their 

cause, but I am rather disposed to believe that we would have done 

better to withdraw after our first interviews with Russell and 

More patiently, but no more optimistically, he wrote a few days 

later, “I think that it is now more evident than ever that England 

will do nothing that may offend the Lincoln government, and I shall 

iwait, as patiently as I can, the course of events.’*? Five months 

of his mission had expired, and Slidell had made little progress. In 

the social world, he was obtaining a recognition that was soon to 

result in an acquaintance and even a friendship with the emperor. 

In the political, he was pitted against forces too mighty for even the 

mos | adroit of dip omats to overcome. 

These forces, nevertheless, seemed for the moment to favor Sli- 

dell when McClellan's withdrawal from Richmond admitted the 

failure of the Peninsular Campaign. He wrote Mason to reassure 

him of Napoleon’s good-will. ‘‘1 hear that the attempt is renewed 

to excite the impression in England that the Emperor is not disposed 

to recognise us and that the hitch is here, not at London. You can 

run no risk in giving any such report a most emphatic contradic- 

tion.’ Persigny gave him once more to understand that interven- 

tion was imminent. But he realized the difficulty of Mason’s posi- 

tion because of Palmerston’s recent display of strength in Parlia- 

ment. “Indeed that august body seems to be as much afraid of 

him, as the urchins of a village school of the birch of their peda- 

gogue.” 
At last, in July, 1862, came an interview with the emperor.  Sli- 

dell had won the confidence of the emperor's friends. It remained 

for him to bring Napoleon himself into the circle of his influence. 

The improved military position of the Confederacy doubtless had its 

share in bringing about a meeting. It took place at Vichy.*® Napo- 

leon was apparently somewhat noncommittal in respect to Slidell’s 

demand for immediate action, but gave Slidell to understand that 

his heart was in the right place. The interview lasted seventy min- 
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1 been to Vichy since I saw the Emperor. He writes most who ha 

encouragingly.”** Contact with the emperor led to overconfidence. 

And Slidell wrote on August 3, when suspense over Russell's de- 

cision Was growing unbearable, “It seems to me impossible that 

issell can be acting in concert with this government, and if he has 

undertaken to solve the question for England without full consulta 

tion and understanding with France, I should be very much sur- 

prised and disappointed if the Emperor do not take the matter in 

hand on is own hook ‘ 

\gain Lord Russell refused to sanction these unofficial moves 

of Napoleon, giving as his reason the existence of a strong Union 

party at the South. Slidell’s indignation at this matched the serious- 

ness of the decision. He suggested to Mason that England’s failure 

to move was due to the fact “that they desire to see the North en- 

tirely exhausted and broken down and that they are willing in order 

to attain that object to suffer their own people to starve, and play 

the poltroon in the face of Europe”’’.*® There was still room for 

hope that Russell had acted without consultation, that Napoleon 
I 

would resent tl e rebuff, and that action by France alone might be 

the result. If so, “ Russell’s prompt reply ought not to be regretted 

Krance will for us be a safer ally than England.”** That this 

would prove to be the case seemed undeniable to Persigny, but Sli- 

dell had begun to discount the latter’s over-sanguine temperament. 

“He is very enthusiastic,” Slidell wrote to Mason, “and I am not 

as confident as he appears to be.’** Action at this juncture was in 

any event made more doubtful, in Slidell’s judgment, by the move- 

ments of Garibaldi.*® Events in Italy would require the full atten- 

tion of Europe, and would militate against Confederate hopes. 

Very curious testimony this to the influence of one liberal movement 

in aiding another oceans away! 

Concern at the indifference of England, the timidity of France, 

and the tumult of Italy did not, however, move Slidell to hold out 

the olive branch to the Federal government. He tells Mason of a 

chance which the Duc de Morny, intimate of the emperor, afforded 

him to talk to Seward through the medium of a Frenchman known 

to be in communication with Washington upon the subject of a peace 

by reconciliation and reconstruction. “ You may be assured, in no 
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Two weeks later affairs were in much the same st Slide 

felt that the iron was hot to strike and that failure to gain recogn 

tion in 1862 would leave “no reason to hope for any tavorable acti 

here until we shall have ceased to desire it’’.°* But the usual alte 

tion of mood soon came to his relief. Lee's first vas f Mary 

land was raising high hopes, and Slidell allowed himselt some 1 

seate dreams of victories to come McClellan was to attack e€ 

and be defeated. Philadelphia was scheduled tor capture l 

Washington would lie at the Confederate mercy. But in Sl 

opinion it would be unwise to enter the cay l, for “if we do w 

ought to destroy the public buildings and that might produce bad 

impression in Europe ” 

\t the same time with Lee’s advance, came th t é 
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> L fe spose lefault of specific instructions, to assume 

es] or « ry g thre igh the projec ed loan on the basis 

of his general powers, subject to concurrence by Mason in the terms 

inged. “ Pray let me hear from you at once on the subject as I 

intend to see them again on Monday.’*? The cup of joy was pretty 

\ much-needed lo was broached, and better still (Septem 

I 20 seemed once more as if recognition would not be long 

deferred. This from Thouvenel, the quondam skeptic. But once 

wain a string Was tied Nothing could be done be fore the em- 

P he in October 14, 1862, Slidell was at qui wiz \ ministerial 

ld decide next day the course of French 

policy, and recognition ought to be officially agreed upon in time for 

communication to England before the twenty-third.°* On the sev- 

enteenth he knew the worst. The Roman question had produced a 

cabinet rupture. Thouvenel resigned; Drouyn de Lhuys took his 

portfolio; “and for the time our question has been lost sight of 
4 +} \ . complete reorganization of ti he cabinet was averted only by the 

personal intervention of the emperor. All eyes were upon Italy. 

The Confederacy might wait 

Che political deadlock did not interfere, however, with the nego- 

tiations over the cotton loan. On October 29 Slidell took Mason 

head. He named the 1 

more completely into his confidence on this 

Erlangers as the principals, representing them as “ one of the richest 

and most enterprising banking houses of Europe, having extensive 

business relations throughout France and free access to some very 

important men about the Court. They will in anticipation of the 

cceptance of their propositions actively exert themselves in our 

favor and enlist in the scheme persons who will be politically use- 

ful.” Slidell advised acceptance of their terms, subject to possible 

modifications, and completed his budget of good news with informa- 

tion that Napoleon was exerting himself to bring Russia as well as 

Fneland into a proposal for a six months’ armistice, North and 

South, “ with our ports open to all the world ”,®? a project the more 

likely of success because of the support of King Leopold, who was 

believed to have much influence with his niece, Queen Victoria 

Che Emperor thinks that his counsels will have great influence and 
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\gain the exuberance of Persigny required to be discounted, for 

Slidell’s next account of the instructions to Mercier admits that they 

were conciliatory to a degree, carefully avoiding “ anythin 

ted to excite Yankee susceptibility’... But it was something to 

ive enlisted the active co-operation of Drouyn de Lhuys. 

Che affair of the loan came, meanwhile, to a head, and on Feb- 

ruary 3, 1863, Slidell was able to announce its consummation, but 

not the particulars. Not so the arrangement for a peace confer- 

ence: Slidell learned through his friend at the Foreign Office on 

that whil rd ¢{- -ed an armisti 
Mebruary 10 that while Seward tavored an armistice, lincoln was 

‘determined to carry on the war at all hazards ’’,7? and Dayton, who 

had been passive when a conference between the belligerents was 

proposed, now exerted himsell in protest against Frencn inter 

vention, But Slidell was hopeful that French policy would adhere 

to its new programm nd trusted to the emperor's forthcoming 

speech to the Chambers to “say something significant about our 

affairs I'rench assistance was then the chief hope because it 

had soon becom ppare tl t nothing was to be anticipated from 

King Leopold's influence at the British court 

By the fifteenth, Slidell was in a position to announce the terms 

of the cotton loan. It called for £3,000,000 seven per cent. bonds at 

77 per cent., “convertible into cotton at 6 d. deliverable within six 

months after peace at a port”’.*® This was highly satisfactory to 

Erlanger, though it might seem a hard bargain to the Confederacy 

In default of recognition, which continued to be the rainbow of 

Shlid reverted to the blockade issue 

1ake it matter of formal communication [he wrote 

it will endeavor to induce this government to reconsider the 

hole question of blockade. All here admit that a gross error has been 

mitted in recognising the efficiency of the blockade and only desire 

find some plausible pretext for retracing the false steps. The evi- 

lence of the repeated intermissions of the blockade at many points and 

for several days which I presented was conclusive, the voluntary re- 

laxation of the blockade offered in my opinion much stronger grounds 

for declaring it inefficient than its temporary suspension from ‘ force 

On this point, nevertheless, as on almost all others, Slidell’s hopes 

were doomed to disappointment, for Drouyn de Lhuys informed him 
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wit i me fixed dela hi yould leave ery ttle tloating scrip tor 

\lone with these sound ideas on conservative policy, are revealed 

some detal of the loan which betray their writers tamuliarity with 

high finance He mentions that if the sales go badly the Erlangers 

have t option of withdrawing from the entire transaction, by a 

pa ment t the Contederac of £200,000, but says, sil h: ve nol lea 

: hat under circumstances they will take this ground, tor they 

would be very heavy losers, having as they intorm me expended 

large su in conciliating certain interests and influences 

Or rrangements for price-bolstering were successtul tor 

the time being. and on the thirteenth, Slidell anticipated an early 

premium of five or six per cent.S¢ His own affair of the ship 

und l ve Tavol prospec Oot success, INVOIVINE a It Gla 

direct pern ion of the emperor, who alone can be alluded to tn 

the following: “ Bfulloch] is about making contract to be binding 

only when I shall have recd. assurance from the highest source tha 

he n use the articles when ready. 

i¢ ITIL userul Vapoieon US proviaiiis 

him with evidence of Yankee shipments of arms to the Mexican 

ri: 1] } ] r thr rh 
eovernmen lhis. he told Mason, he had secured through ~ the 

recklessness or stupidity of Mr. Charles Francis Adams Phe 

influence f these disclosures was not confined to Napoleon, tot 

time w nevertheless ill chosen, in Slidell’s opinion, to press Grea 

Britain r direc vermission to export arms. fie preterred tO WOTK 

throu a neutral agency, and on April 27 made the following repot 

to Mason: “ I am now in treaty with the agent ot a toreign govern 

ment for an arrangement that will enable our ships to leave England 

armed and equipped without anv danger of interruption. Captn. 

Bullock goes over to-morrow and he will give you full details. 1 

am sure that vou will consider the proposed arrangement as in every 

way desirable 
1.7 1 4 

Ouite impossible achievements were anticipated of this new 

British-Contederate nav\ Ssideil even predicted that if the ships 
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results, as the recent successes in Mexico leave him freer to act than 

he was before. In the meanwhile [and here Slidell shows an atten- 

tion to preparation and detail which marks the conscientious diplo- 

mat] pray endeavor to ascertain what will be the probable result of 

Mr Roe 

tion will in all probability be alluded to by the Emperor.’** But the 

uuck’s motion on the thirtieth and let me know. The mo- 

interview came and passed, with intervention still a dream of the 

future, and Slidell thought it best to await the outcome of the French 

elections before making his next move. 

In June, 1863, while Lee was gathering his army for the mighty 

push towards Gettysburg, Slidell was quietly working on the ship- 

ping problem. He favored selling a certain vessel to Russia, in 

order to be in funds for the building of two others of a more suitable 

type, and he declared mysteriously that “* Another advantage would 

result from the sale to Russia. it would give increased facilities to 

another operation you wot of.’’% 

In the more conventional field of his negotiations he faced the 

old issue of procrastination. Napoleon's attitude of friendliness 

toward the Confederacy remained unchanged, but so did his dispo- 

sition not to act without England. With a view to securing this 

co-operation, however, he had once more, June 22, sounded Palmer- 

ston, the emperor himself writing a note to his minister at London, 

Baron Gros, in which he used the words, “ je me demande s’il ne 

serait bien d’arester Lord Palmerston que je suis decidé a recon- 

naitre le Sud’’.*? Slidell learned this through his confidential friend 

at the Foreign Office, and he allowed himself an exultation keener 

than any he had known since first he learned of Napoleon’s friendly 

sentiments, keener, it may be added, than his previous disappoint- 

ments should have countenanced. In his exuberance he wrote to 

Mason that 

This is by far the most significant thing that the Emperor has said 

either to me or to others—it renders me comparatively indifferent what 
] England may do or omit doing. 

\t all events, let Mr. Roebuck press his motion and make his state- 

ment of the Emperor's declarations. Lord Palmerston will not dare to 
dispute [and] the responsibility of the continuance of the war will rest 

entirely with him.** 

\gain everything led only to disappointment. Mr. Roebuck pre- 

sented a motion which indicated no cognizance of the emperor’s 

94 Another letter of the same date 
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‘Sir James Ferguson and Mr. Gregory in the debate on 

motion seemed to be as indisposed to recognize us as Russell 

Bright. Thev give us fair words it 1s true, but beyond these we 

have nothing to expect of them.’ 

For such satisfaction as was to be gleaned, one was obliged to 

turn to social rather than to diplomatic lif In the mm mond 

the Slidells were conspicuous. Slidell pictures their hfe at Par 

with a justifiable pride at the sv d fan 

My family and I have been twice to the receptions of the Empre 

She received Mrs. S. and the girls most graciousls \t these partie 
nen are not presented to her but at her request On both occ ns 

she sent for me. on the first she talked with me for more than 20 

minutes. She is perfectly well posted about our affairs, and understands 

the question in all its bearings thoroughly. At my second visit she con- 

versed probably 10 or 12 minutes and was very particular in inquiring 

about the siege of | 

She sympathises most warmly with our cause and so express¢ er 

self without any reserv: I mention these facts because the Empress is 

supposed, I believe with truth, to exercise considerable influence 

public affairs. .. . I forgot to mention that the Emperor t the ‘ 

reception of the Empress was present—he came to me and shook hands 

and conversed ve ry cordially for several n te 

The correspondence with n apparently ce in Sentember 
I 

1863, for the remainder of the vear, so that S! 

course of affairs in the autumn and winter 

ochuck 

¢ 

t 

irieston. 

99 July 9, 1863. 
1 Sent 16 1262 

1 rritz. Sent 2 
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this sources It is not difficult to imagine, however, that the round 

of diplon ( s continued to be en rossing, nerve destroying, and 

ruitless, while in the world of society, the fascination of Paris 

brou e Slidells more d more under its spel Certainly the 

us first tw vears ds one oO belley tha Slidell 

‘ . efatigable and urbane, ready for every 

( \ e Caus¢ e€arest fis he irt 

(omni t rate Ss tar s the files art Ww preserved 

( ( 1864. Slidell discusses wit \lason some 

cetaus Of the naval war, puts him on fils guard against l-ortunatus 

Crosby, torme! a consul at Geneva, now posing as a Iriend of the 

South, but 1 e probably an emissary in the pay of Seward,’’* and 

( es the rumor that French intervention is imminent lle reports 

friendly interview with M. Drouyn de Lhuys in which the 

latter pressed his Southern sympathies with more than usual 

warmth, and intimated that Lord Palmerston also was tull of admi 

rat fe e Confederacy and confident of its ability to maintain 

self, 1 ion to this effect having come to the Foreign Office 

through a Frenchman high,in the confidence of the emperor, who 

B had been honored with a recent interview with the British premier.’ 

Drouvn apparently did not feel entire confidence in the correctness 

these statements, inasmuch as he urged Slidell himself to ascer- 

tentions, a not very easy task, to be sure, 

attempted to carry out through the assistance 

of Colonel Mann, in the supposed absence of Mr. Mason from 

leing, however, from the course which the government actu- 

ally pursued, the real views of M. Drouvn de Lhuys were far re- 

from those which he expressed to Slidell. To one of his 

colleagues he declared that the supposed renewal of negotiations 

between France and England tending toward a_ recognition of 

the Confederacy was ‘absolutely without foundation’’.*°° It was 

tru france and possibly Lord Palmerston also took a friendly 

titude toward the Confederacy, but the time to manifest this was 

by no means opportune, more especially as Napoleon was as deter- 
+ ar 

r not to act aione mined as-eve 

Contradictions like these of Drouvn de Lhuvs were becoming 

\f 

uf 

London 
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to sea. the letter is dated 7 inst. and yet the permission is still withheld 

by the Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

In default of material aid from France and Great Britain, Slidell 

was skeptical of the advantages to be derived from the moral aid of 

the Papacy Chus, in December, 1864, when Sherman was well on 

slidell osed the publication of a letter from 
tet 

Cardinal Antonelli, the papal secretary Of state, 

much less decided in its tone than the Pope’s letter to the 

President of Decr. 63. ... Mr. Mann does not agree with me in opin- 

ion. he thinks the publication of Antonelli’s note desirable. I am never 
very tenacious of my opinions unless in matters of very grave im- 

portance and this is not of that categorv 

Pray let me know what you think. if you agree with me I will write 

to Mann that I do not object to publishing the letter in Belgium but that 

i would rather that it should not appear in the London or the Paris 

papers."?4 

Mason sided with Mann, and Slidell vielded to their judgment 

In Shidell’s mission, as in the affairs of the Confederacy at home, 

1864 was a year of reverses. Less is heard of even the possibility 

of intervention. A possible break-up of the blockade is not once 

mentioned. Comments upon naval construction and the interpre- 

tation of the law of prizes''* are pessimistic. Even in Mexico, 

where a ray of hope might be said to gleam, failure to establish a 

direct contact with Maximilian was disappointing. Such a weight 

te nothings of Drouyn de Lhuys, the imaginary 

\ntonelli favor of Palmerston, and the conventional benedictions 

were by no means adequate to counterbalance. The hopes of the 

Confederacy were sinking 

Early in the new year came rumors of peace which to Slidell at 

I am completely bewildered about the peace rumors'!® [he wrote]. 
the news of Blair's return to 

1 
I attached no importance to tl 

Richmond. This indeed looks as if some serious negotiation were on 

foot, and yet I cannot conceive on what it can be based. From what 

nt of departure can it commence? Our affairs have never appeared 

to be in a worse condition and it is difficult to imagine that Lincoln 

would now entertain the idea of separation which he has so long and so 

studiously rejected. 

On the other hand, I cannot permit myself for a moment to suppose 
iat President Davis would listen to any terms of which independence 

was not the indispensible preliminary condition. I have endeavored to 

get some information here but without success. are you better posted 

his way to the sea, Slidc 

first appeared incredibie 

2 Tuly 864 

113 Dec. 1¢ 1864 

14S 1 letter of Dec. 18 864 



Palmerston in the light of development 

but fruitless sessions with the emper 

friends, continued to absorb the time of > 

with Napoleon on March 5, 1865, broug 

than their first colloquy at Vichy in 1802 

Emperor resulted as I supposed it would. Hes willing 

to act with England but will not move without het 

land had rejected his overtures too often to warrant the expect 

that she would ever heed them. In fact, in tl udgment of 

leon, it was useless for Mason himself t 

until Beauregard should prove his ability to stop the northwar 

progress of Sherman’s army. This notwithstanding the 

other matters England was manifesting 

conciliatory toward Napoleon 

Mason, it appears, had doubted the fact of 1 vertur 

Napoleon had alluded, for Slidell took ocx 1 to ren 

Lord Palmerston’s “implicit admission” to that eff 

in their last interchange of letters before 

blindness to events and their significance obscured from Mason ¢ 

the finality involved in Lee’s surrendet 1 

igainst hope The more practical mind of S 

in its fullest bearings. His lett M \ 2 865 

the swan song of their S 

iy dear Su 

I cannot share your hopefulness. we have seen the beginni f tl 

end. I for my part am prepared for the worst. With Lee’s surrender 

there will soon be an end of our regularly org ed armic d ] 

see no possible LO ya to come 

are crushed and must submit to the yoke. our children must e the 

time for vengeance, but you and I will never revisit our homes under 

in I? I have not written vou for a long while t I ha id nothing 

to communicate and there has been little in t news from home t 

invite comment.??® 

But until peace became an actuality, Slid n went 

its accustomed rut Lord Russell continued t hé now 

tason continued e on the 
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ag. For myself I shall never put my foot on a soil over 
ch flaunts the hated stars and stripes 

I went vesterday to the Foreign Affairs but Mr. C. had already left 

his office. I have sent Eustis [his secretary of legation] to make the in- 

juiries you desired and shall keep my letter open to give you the result— 
} but before you receive this you will probably have another steamers 

news with Lincoln’s program of pacification and reconstruction. I am 

sick, sick at heart 

Yours faithfully 

JoHN SLIDELL. 

Slidell’s comments upon the assassination of Lincoln are not pre- 

served in the files of his correspondence with Mason. But in the 

accession of Andrew Johnson he foresaw mischic: lo Mason's 

suggestion that there were elements in the situation promising a new 

lease of life for the Confederacy, Slidell replied without enthusiasm 

I confess I can see no grounds for the hopes you entertain unless 

some drunken outbreak of Andy Johnson should induce Grant to 

take possession of the government and thus produce a civil war in 

the North \ few months, however, perhaps a few weeks, will 

decide whicl f us is right ‘ 

The personal fortunes of Slidell declined with the cause for 

which he labored Phe capture of New Orleans, followed by the 

confiscation of his property by the Union authorities, cut off his 

chief source of private income He was obliged at that time to dis 

continue an annuity of S600, previously paid to a maiden sister, and 

for his own wants to depend upon his salary as a commissioner 

With the war at an end, this also terminated, though all arrears in 

salarv were made good to him and Mason from a small unexpended 

balance of Confederate funds still in the hands of Fraser, Tren- 

holm and Co., fiscal agents for the defunct government. Slidell 

accordingly gave up his expensive apartment and economized in 

various other wavs ‘T little thought,”” he wrote Mason, “ when we 

left the Confederacy that the time could arrive when I should be 

com elled » make these ms, but SO it is and | trust that l 

bear the change with a considerable degree of philosophy."7?*° That 

he was in some straits is clear enough from his decision to sell his 

library.’ Yet his desire to realize upon all available assets pro 

1 from immediate want as from a conviction that 

no more funds would ever be forthcoming from America. ‘We 

[ Mr. Mason and I] are peculiarly situated,” he reminded an English 

ive no expectation of ever returning 

rinit +] 

correspondent, “as we ca) 
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none was intended. He wrote an account of the whole episode to 

Mason, emphasizing that the proposed visit was solely in his chil- 

dren’s interest, and reiterating his determination not to apply for a 

special pardon, though admitting his willingness to take advantage 

f any general pardon which might cover his case without the impo- ot any 

] ] sition of humiliating conditions. 

ry 
or instance [he declared], I would not object to pledge myself to 

do no act hostile to the government of the U. S. for without any such 

pledge, I should discourage any attempt for a renewed movement, satis- 

fied that our people have been too dreadfully crippled to make one suc- 

cessfully for many years. Nothing would induce me ever to become a 

citizen of the U. S. nor will any of my children, I trust, ever establish 

themselves there. Indeed could I return tomorrow to Louisiana, be 

elected by acclamation to the Senate and received without contradic- 

tion at Washington, I would shrink with disgust from any association 

with those who now pollute the Capitol. 

One word of explanation—my declaration about advice given to 

(Confederates returning to their homes is strictly correct, but I have 

never advised any so to return, who were not absolutely without means 

to reside abroad or the necessary qualities and connections to enable 
ter lecently elsewhere - had leave been giver lem to support themseives decently elsewhere, nor nad leave been given 

to me to visit Louisiana would I have accepted it coupled 

condition than a parole of honor to do nothing hostile to the govern- 

with any other 

ent.129 

Nevertheless when Mason found in 1869 that he was one of 

those who would be better off at home in Virginia, Slidell approved 

the move, and admitted that in similar circumstances he would have 

done the same. 

But having one daughter married in France and Mrs. Slidell with 

the two others having become not only accustomed to but satisfied with 

Parisian life—having no interest which could be advanced by my pres- 

ence \merica—teeling that I could not possibly render any service to 

any one or any cause at home, I have made up my mind to let the 

remainder of my days, in the course of nature it cannot be a long one, 

glide away quietly in Paris. There is no great hardship in this, for 

there is no spot on earth where the “dolce far niente” can be more 

fully enjoyed.52 

He goes on to say that his son Alfred is leaving next day for 

New York to enter the bond business, and to acquire residence and 

citizenship as a step toward the prolonged litigation which would be 

involved in a recovery of the confiscated property in Louisiana. 

Thus reconstruction was weaving even so torn and shattered a 

thread as the Slidells into the woof of a new nation, and the mission 

129 Oct. 7. 186 

— 
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IN view of the interest in the study of military history evidenced 

by floods of divisional or regimental histories and more pretentious 
4 

accounts of American military operations it may be timely to sug- 

gest to the historical student certain characteristics of military docu 

ments that e the application to them of the most careful 

critique deed, when the otmeial character ot a military docu 

nient is established, the task of the student is only begu He has 

her to learn the circumstances under which the document was 

produced: he s to estimate the character and reliability of the 

nformation whic it was based, the possible motives of its 
1 uit 4] tritl +] ] framers for concealment or modification of the truth as the new 

lle has further to consider whether the application of a critique 
locument may not have made ; 

( Ira Ot nis document May not ave made a secondal 

count of what purports to be a source. All these inquiries, it 1s 

true, have normally to be made with respect to any documents; fot 

iry documents, they must be most searching. 

\n illustration will make this apparent. The documents from 

which we would seek to learn the position of the front line held b 

unit ¢ ‘ d would be a body of reports, probab 

m « sion to higher authority rhese reports would be 

based on reports from brigades, the brigade reports on regimental 

reports, regimental reports on battalion reports, battalion reports on 

company reports, company reports on platoon reports. The platoon 

commander, as the original source of information, perhaps in fading 

davlight or early dawn, perhaps in a dense forest where no land- 

marks are available, possibly subject to a stinging fire if he climbs a 

knoll to look about him, must determine his position as best he may 

This done, perhaps with a very hazy knowledge of map reading, he 

) ad ite 1 Ss back W e guesses are the map coo posit1 

mat ‘Iw happen. neither he nor his company commander Ss may easily Nappen, neither he nor fis company commande! 

] been able to look at a map for more than five minutes, he sends 

rough position sketch only. His company commander, battalion 

commander, regimental commander, each corrects the data in the 

light of what seems to him more authentic information. Each may 

use reports of scout officers, reports from officers who have been 
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information, adjustments, and guess work. Here again, what seems 

to be a pure source is in reality one with much added critique. 

To a less degree, the same applies to orders, to training orders, 

and to drill schedules especially. In many instances such documents 

are compiled for the benefit of higher authority as much as for guides 

to performance. They are subject to interruption, to being prac- 

tically disregarded by officers in command of troops with a tacit con- 

nivance of superiors, etc. Often they may represent in but a small 

degree the actual training that a unit receives. 

Understanding of the degree of reliability attaching to military 

documents is common property among the more intelligent officers 

and men. [ven in popular regimental and divisional histories that 

have recently appeared, the authors, though not trained historians, 

often instinctively control documentary information by information 

received from participants while the events were still fresh in mind. 

The trained historian likewise must bear in mind that the military 

document is often a meaningless formulary, or, worse still, has an 

interpretation written into it. To comprehend the formula, or to 

separate source and interpretation, he has no better recourse than 

to the narrative of the eye-witness whether in diary or letter written 

while the facts were fresh in mind and when hasty first impressions 

had been corrected in the light of fuller information. In such nar- 

ratives personal bias is more easily detected than in impersonally 

couched official reports; and where the use of several such narra- 

tives is possible the personal element may be in great measure elimi- 

nated. Such material of course cannot supersede the document ; at 

hest it can but assist in the divesting of the source from the inter- 

pretation or give warning that the document is so corrupted or so 

remote from the actual occurrences it purports to describe that it 
+1 

should be altogether rejected. ~ 

THEODORE CALVIN PEASE. 
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the / w, descendants of General Meigs gave to the Library ot 

Ongress a large number Of volumes OFT diaries an otMer4r ecords 

from his hand, and it was natural to seek in them for further light 

from his point of view, on the two transactions named. What was 

found is presented as sections I]. and III. of the ensuing documents 

lhe material respecting the Fort Pickens episode appears in short- 

hand in a thick quarto volume containing journal-matter, news- 

paper cliy gs, and photographs, of 1860 and 1861 Most of the 

shorthand matter relating to the origin of that expedition has already 

been transliterated, and used by Nicolay and Hay in their life of 

Lincoln, in which (II] $30-441, IV. 1- 7) is the best account of the 

affair. The secretary of the Department of Historical Research in 

the Carnegie Institution of Washington has kindly revised the trans- 

literation and completed it to the end of Meigs’s stay at Fort 

Pickens, but only the earlier part is used here. 

The planning and execution of the Fort Pickens expedition still 

remain an astonishing transaction—an expedition planned and car- 

ried out by the President and the Secretary of State (amateur 

strategists in March, 1861, if ever there were such), with the aid of 

a captain of engineers and a lieutenant in the navy, all in such 

secrecy that neither the Secretary of War nor the Secretary of the 

Navy knew anything of the preparations, and important plans of 

the latter, which had received the President's approval, were wrecked 

by conflicting secret orders of the President himself! We already 

have accounts of the affair by two of the chief participants, one by 

Gen. Erasmus D. Keyes, in his Fifty Years’ Observation of Men 

and Events, pp. 379-393, and a jaunty one by Admiral Porter in his 

Incidents and Anecdotes of the Civil War, pp. 13-25. Crawford's 

account, in his Genesis of the Civil War, pp. 407-416, is based on 

information supplied by both Porter and Meigs and on Navy De- 

partment papers obtained by him in Secretary Robeson’s time, and 

since published in the Official Records, Navies. The view which 

Welles not unnaturally took of the matter is set forth in his Lincoln 

(Galary articles), pp. 58-02. He gives further infor- 

mation in a narrative written some vears after the events, prefixed to 

Diary (1. 16-26, 38-39). The account in Soley’s Admiral Por- his / 2 

f an ter, pp. 100-114, has advantages from the special knowledge 

assistant secretary of the navy. His predecessor Fox tells what he 

knew in letters written shortly after and recently published, Confi- 

dential Correspondence, I. 31-35, 40-45, and in a later narrative 

printed in Contributions of the Old Residents’ Historical Associa- 

ll, Mass., Il]. 52-54. Moreover, Meigs himself gave a tion, Lowell, 
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time It is to be supposed that he had the military orders or instructions 

drawn up for final approval of the Executive —the Commander+in-Chief. 

Neither the President nor the Secretary of War had then the mili- 

tarv experience probably neither of them knew the official routine or 

manner « ning and ilitary orders and instructions at 

that eat dav of their ¢ nce. Such matters would natu- 

rally be intrusted to the Commanding General. 

Mr. Lincoln, as an officer of volunteers, had commanded a company 

of infantry in a short campaign during the Black-Hawk War. This a 

could not have given him much military knowledge, but even that must 

ive proved useful to him in the end. 

General Scott, the senior and Commanding General of the Army, was 

Washington at the inauguration of President Lincoln. He collected 

there a few troops to protect that inauguration. His military capacity 

id beet proven on many fields and he had conducted great and suc- 

cessful campaigns in Mexico He was held by the people of the United 

States to be the highest American authority on all military questions. 

Undoubtedly his advice was sought, obtained and relied upon by the 

President, ( é nd advisors 
The circumstances, political and geographical, forced certain pre- 

liminary operations on the Government. We had seen how the impor- 

ince of holding two forts on the Southern Coast induced earliest action 

by Mr. Lincoln, who dispatched military and naval expeditions in less 

than a month after his inauguration. The enemy collected forces in 

front of the Capital, and their sentries walked post at the Virginia ends 

r hree bridges which cross the Potomac. Their hostile sentries 

were daily in sight of the citizens of the Capital and of the legislators 

who remained true to their duties. 

The loyal citizens of the southern border states.——Western Virginia, 

Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri, demanded protection. This com- 

pelled the gathering of troops along the Ohio, and at the confluence of 

that river with the Mississippi. 

St. Louis, torn by hostile parties, called for troops to protect the 

loyal, and to prevent the resources of that rich and powerful city being 

scized by the disaffected of the city and state. Ohio hastened to the 
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nt in which Halleck \ can fire near the tent 

‘ NicClellat nd a circle of omeers of rank gathered 

i et cht. Mutterings of a march on Washington 
cle se fellows’ were uttered, when Burnside moved into 

circle te me and said aloud: “I don’t know what you fellows 

t I call it f Treason, By God! 

( ‘ s, let's go,” some one said, and the circle melted away 

t ‘ d 
I spoke to Halleck of it as important as indicating a bad spirit in the 

le light of it as only Camp-talk, which meant nothing. \rmy u he m I 

‘robably this occurred also in other camps, and evidently it reached Mr. 

Che letter to Hooker accompanied a commission to com- 

he Armv of the Potomac after Burnside’s defeat at Freder- 

Ir. Lincoln's letter to General Grant \ppendix, 

n taking command of the whole of the army before entering 

\ erness Campaign. 

the letter of Mr. Stanton to the Rev. Mr. Dyer (see 

le public till after the death of the \ppendix, tolio I))'* not made 

by McClellan's friends rred to suffer the obloquy cast upon him 

to risking the least injurv to the cause to wh 

as did any soldier, who died in battle. ave his lite 

Thev express the ire true letters, written from the heart. 

id honest feelings and policy of their authors and will, 

reader that no just accusation of 

wherever 

impartial mind, satisfy the ] jl 

treachery or bad faith can lie against their authors. My constant inter- 

ith both never left me a doubt or suspicion as to their intentions co s¢ 

ir their loyalty, to those intrusted by them with command. They asked 

tor action, for progress, for victory; they sometimes were urgent, when 

nee failed under costly inaction,—when it became difficult to raise 

and to procure the supplies loudly demanded by those 

f them, but who well knew that without 

the Armies they commanded must 

some- 

men and money, 

vho failed to make effective use o 

and continuous supplies 

speedily dissolve and disperse. Commanders in such cases, were 

absolute necessity. 

by the diffi- 

times displaced, but never capriciously or without 

\mongst other obvious reasons such changes were limited 

culty of finding better qualified successors. There were many brave 

officers available-——none with experience in war proving their ability to 

command suc ve bodies of troops. These had to be painfully sifted 

rve their out from the mass of men of all ranks coming forward to se 

country 

Mr. Lincoln's letter to Hooker is a monument of patriotic self- 

ubnegation, and that to Grant, perhaps too much sacrificing the just right 

the duty, of the Head of the Nation to have 

enormous supplies of men and money entrusted by the 

laws and by the devotion of the people, to the Commander-in-Chief. He 

ild never free himself from his great responsibility. It 

These things and their direction were entrusted by the Nation to the 

Executive Head, and not to any of the Generals who were his creatures, 

™ 

nd partis ich he as 

knowledge, and influence, in the course of the application and use of the 

rant. Apr. Work il. «17 

leman Dyer, May 18 862. Gorham. Stanton 426-432. 
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knows Letters of Mr. | coln on this1 ¢ ent ‘ 

that he had at that t prettv clea leas t tar 

print Thev urge greater rapidity of 1 ement 

\t length patience seems to have been ex! isted nd | e re 

placed him, and moved quietly to Fredericksburs In due time he de 

ered his attack and failed He behaved honorabh! a it it nd 

ready to oney orders without n rmurit » the 

might be thought best 
He was followed by Hooker, wl th wonderful sk 

defeated and discouraged army ind infused int t ‘ 

spirit; but who, after planning and conducting t arent ce 
cess, in the verv hour of greatest hope and triump! roke d 

trously and was the cause of dreadful defeat and Le ed 

his right flank and he followed vigorously. Some difference ros 

ing the march about the disposition of the gart n at Harpe erry 

ind he asked to be relieved. 1f not permitted to carry t | hie | 

iews Phe him at 1 vord | e ve Cl f 

great movement dle command bie 

Initiative in vattle of Fredericks ere | 

penett ted the hostile line ) ttic 

ucessfully and skillt hd It as | ( 

x fore he reached such hig! mt d hee kd 

Chancellorsville was ascribed by many to a r Tse \ ther t 

shock of a ball which struck a post near hin t | never In 

vhat was t true cause, thoug he himse ‘ 

to have. when questioned. replied t he ‘ 

ment he had lost confidence 1 1] ker 

Whatever the « »> one ¢ ne the t 

such an extreme crisis, the opportunity aftorded the 

from command of one who had shown that | ld not be relic 

na supreme moment to exe ‘ the 

he undoubtedly possessed en re 

g Phe isk was too great, and the result the ( 

the choice of General Mead he ! 

He was blamed for not risking more by i ttacking 1 
defeated army It is not here rder t t P 
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‘ al de 1 open fields over which Europe 

t ge of short-range fire arms, Napolean to 

( 1 ted a es nd Bluecher to ed Napoleot 

melted Vay it Waterloo rest ip 

1 t is that. I believe. of Eat Sheridan 
‘ ay VE } n + ) 

Valle 

tt f McDowell's t s when the forme the judg 
+ the + tten + | tot ke Ric \ ) 

rove that he disobeved the « ee | the 

Pre ed the o ns of the officers commanding co 
to +] e left te e respol e for the 

the t Ire sidet did t the l detacl MecDowel I! 

( 1, | red him to be moved direct t irds Rix ) eine 
lent nv me t threatening the ( tal to it 

M ‘ erted that McDowe m 

t 1 t t sent te It 

et 1 the deep s¢ é wuld be of the greatest T tha 

is i ‘ Lee to troops to threaten Was ot ' 

. the Pr While he thus protested and showed that | 

t etent to altet ans to it | orders. the cou Vv wa 

teies ms al that detachments ot Lee’s army had 

ked Shenandoah troops under Banks, and, driving them in cot 

fusion across the Potomac, spread terror in Marvland, and doubt in 

Washington Chen, and not till then, did the President order McDowell 

» march to the Shenandoah and striking hands with Fremont west ot 

kson tercept him if possible and destroy his power for mischiet 

Che movement failed of success, and Jackso1 fter doing infinite dam 

ve, ed to do still mors iry by joining Lee at Richmond, and 

fre from t double mar« rough country held by McClellan to | 

be impract ‘ triking d do ¢ up his right flank and drivi 

him to the James Rivet This movement was designated not a defeat 

but a change of base \ euphonious amendment of title. 

e Battle of Malvern Hills, a well fought defensive battle. showed 

that the t ept up a better heart than their commander shows in his 

hvsterical le patches railing against those whose advice he had r¢ 

iccted \ st rrders for the safety of the Capital he had disobeved, and 

vet, who were the creators of his rank, command, and power for good 

or ey ] 

Che argument of the withdrawal from the Peninsula has been repeat 

edly pu ished Both sides have debated it ad-nauseam. I, after read 

ing the despatches of dreadful discouragement first received from Har 

rison’s Landin; up my mind that it would be necessary. Mr 

Lincoln found lat this was the opinion at Washington and ex 

pressed great regret that such was the opinion. He waited, sent Halleck 

to McClellan who was demanding 100,000 reinforcements and great 

supplies and promising nothing definite. only a hope that he could do 

something from the new refuge under the naval guns which he denomi 

iough it had been from ginning his 

yhiective point. It is not worth while to renew this exhausted discus- 

j 
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iken wre eres 1 equent teie- 

reports of progress in the casting and boring of the 13 inch sea 
coast mortars. the casting of their shells. the building of the huge solid 

them to their destinati id to bear the ¢ s ) 1 em to their destination and to bear the 

shock of the discharge of their mortars. By the way, he afterwards 

sard he id telegraphed for weeks several times a dav and when all was 

over, he had never been able to learn that the bombardment had killed 
‘ 

\fter the evacuation of Corinth, Pope was active in pursuit. His 

reports as the press printed them, described great devastation and loss 

nflicted o1 e enem s gathered from the waste and destruction seen 

on the routes by which they retired. The thousands of prisoners claimed 

in the printed accounts never reported at Halleck’s headquarters, and 

later, Pope denied the authoritv of the despatches.’* But, he was then 

prominent, and was called to Washington and commissioned to command 

the scattered bodies of troops assembled for defense of Northern Vir- 

ginia, and the Capital behind the Potomac; and to co-operate with the 

\rmy before Richmond. He was unable to prevent the march North 

of Lee, after McClellan was shut up at Harrison's Landing on the James, 

and, while MeClellan was protesting that Lee could not move to threaten 

Washington so long as he was near Richmond, Pope was driven back, 

nd it became necessary to hasten the slow transfer of the Army of the 

Potomac to save the Capital and Pope's army threatened, and defeated 

great loss: while the daring enemy crossed the Potomac and invaded 

I know nothing of the conception of Halleck’s Corinth Campaign. 

TI think 1e collection of a strong force at this point attracted Halleck’s 

troops to the attempt to disperse them. An enemy has much to do with 

e determination of military movements. I once heard Halleck sav to 

he President, “ Mr. President you will remember that vou directed me 

o take Corinth; early, if practicable, but in any case not to fail to take 

Corinth, and I did take it, Mr. President.” 

I do not think that Mr. Lincoln interfered in any important degree 

with General Halleck They were in momentary telegraphic communi- 

cation, and no doubt conferred frequently, even constantly. 
When the Army of the Potomac carried on its rolls 200,000 men they 

cost the people, whether idle or employed, $200,000,000 a year. This 

was not the only army. This was the ordinary rate of expenditure or 

cost per man of the American Army \nd this without the enormous 

cost of steam transports waiting on them. The annual revenue and ex- 

enditure of the United States for all purposes in the vear 1860, did not 

¢ $60,006 The Executive looked of course with apprehension 

*h expenditures with no positive results which could be used to t 

encourage the people to provide the money,—unorganized as was busi- 

ness, manufactures, and finances, for such burdens, with a cost of 

$600,000 a day he was anxious that McClellan's army should show prog- 

ress. This consideration did not seem to affect McClellan. 

lief of the State I doubt that in any other state or country could the Cl 

and his Ministers of War have submitted to what Mr. Lincoln and Mr. 
1 

Stanton bore ton hoped great things from McClellan and received 

him cordially The “Own Story” accuses him of treachery, it makes 
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JOO fJ/ocuntents 

He re ( t e would der on it and would let me k1 \ 1a day 

| ked me with Mr. S« ard. who said he vas much gratified at 

the result of this interview. That they** had been in a strait. Gen. 

Ss tt objected to reliey Pickens thought it best to 

give them up and thus 7 of coercion. For his own 

irt, his policy had been all along to give up Sumter as too near Wash- 

ington and leaving a temptation to Davis to relieve it by an [attack] 

on Washington That he wished to hold Pickens, making the fight 

there and in Texas, and thus make the burden of the war, which all men 

of sense saw must come, fall upon those who by rebellion provoked it. 

That I must wait for a day or two and I should hear again from him. 

30. Drew my pay for the month, $168.20. Club at our house, quite 

i large meeting and 1 pleas nt one 

31. As I was about to start for church this morning Col. Keyes,’ 

Gen. Scott's military secretary, called and said that Mr. Seward had sent 

for me. We:went to his house and he requested us to put down upon 

paper an estimate and project for relieving and holding Tort Pickens in 

consultation with Gen. Scott and to bri it to the President before 4 

P. M 

I learned from the President himself the other day that he had ver- 

bally directed Gen. Scott to hold all these forts and make arrangements 

to reinforce them on the 5th of March. That about the toth, finding 

nothing done, he had thought it best to put himself on record and had 

repeated the order in writing.24 That he learned that the Brooklyn had 

gone to Key West and as she had the troops for Pickens on board he 

supposed that his orders had fizzled out.*® 

That Gen. Scott had told him he did not think that Pickens ought to 

be held and this had given him a cold shock. 

he saw me, that is Thursday night. 

le had not slept the night 

before ‘elt much relieved at my 

assurance that the place could be held against all opposition by proper 
arrangements, Keves and mvself went to the engineer office, wrote out, 

after looking over the plan for Pickens, our views; compared notes 

agreed, and were at the President's at 2 P. M. Told him that 

had not time to see Gen. Scott and be back with the result before 4 

we found 

| 
nd had called to report. He with some effort | fi directed us to read 

our papers and then ordered us to see Gen. Scott, tell him instructions 

of the President and that he wished this thing done and not to let it fail 

unless he can show why the refusing him something he asked is neces- 

sary. “I depend upon you gentlemen to push this thing through.’ 

We went to the house of Gen. Scott, showed him our papers which 

he approved saying there was nothing in them not necessary and little 

to be added as necessary. Mr. Seward came in and tl 

talked over and resolved upon, 

April 1. At Gen. Scott's office laying out plans. To the President's. 

1e matter was 

22 Meaning, the Cabinet, at the meeting held that day; it is fully reported 

in Nicolay and Hay, Lincoln, III. 429-433 

Lieut.-Col. Erasmus D Keyes See his Fifty Years’ Observation p. 380. 

24 Scott to Vogdes, Mar. 12 Official Rec: rds, Navies, IV. 90. 

25 Before sailing to Key West the Brooklyn had transferred her troops to the 

Sabine, but this was not known in Washington. 
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April 2. Having completed our plans Col. Br Keve 
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this government Hye ro t 

ing He was under orders tor Calitori t ‘ 

on the 11th when I got him put upon this duty.** 

( rresponde é 

Keyes, p. 388, says +} Meigs and Porter went by night trair Ans 

ind that he wer with tl I idelt new 

morning. It is y that Meigs wrot p his ry few y t t 

Ther being n tary rr secret-ser ttt Sewar wet 

department, procured $ mn coin from its secret-ser “a ‘ 

house, and there turned it er to Captain Meigs, wl later returned $ { it 

Crawford, Genesis of the il War, pp. 4 412 

32 Thomas Allen, says a later annotatior a servant, pres y 

Text in Soley’s Admiral Porter, | ( 

4 Welles describes Lieutenant Porter at this time as nder Souther 

influence and anxious to go to California to a 1 1 g put 7 n against 

the South. Diary, I. 19-2 
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troops altogether I have in my pocket the commission ot the marshal 

to be 1 ) ed t Kev West | have rot the appointments ot best men 

ffor! dis ct orne nd na igent made The district attorney w1 

in s Which tollows us tomorrow. \ good S¢ ot omece®&rs 

ind a good set ot men Our ship of 2846 tons is loaded with stores and 
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Vy 12. 1862 

MeDowell and nklin called t lisct tters and invit 
iciJowell and Caliec tO discuss matters ane invite mie 

to a meeting with the President at I pm. 
AT 1 1 1 
Viet Pres Seward, ( ise and Blair of Cabinet and these officers 

McClellan had grown better and would meet us tomorrow 

\ S M r, ¢ lit I Pow m, Apr Off 

\ 

\ May lvised t tyf r eant 

A s s y He s ls he officer next in ran cor nd determin 

who sl 1 « 1ift er y elieved by McL. to be i reat force sh 1 

vi was rift vi beco necessary H SET for tl ( neil 

2 
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Frep M. Frinc, Ph.D., Protessor ot uroy 

University of Nebraska ev y 

. 
1920 Pp. 195 $2.00. ) 

In this little book Professor | 
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e technique of historical research and exposition. Although the 

iuthor believes that relatively few of his readers may be ambitious to 

‘ontribute to the body of historical facts scientifically established, he is 

irvent t] it all serious teachers of history undertake at least one task 

t estigat tor therwise they cannot understand the basis of 

rrical knowledge or distinguish between the products of sound 

scholarship and the writings of popularizers and rhetoricians. He 

recommends that those who intend to teach or to write history should 

carry out a definite scheme of work from an early period of the under 

graduate course. His estimate of what such an undergraduate should 

be able to accomplish 1s likelv to provoke on the part of some college 

teachers the anxious query, Where shall beings of this sort be found? 

A part of the reading suggested for the study of literary criticism and 

of philosophy seems beyond the capacity of most undergraduates. More- 

over, not every student who aspires to teach history is of exceptional 

endowment. These questions are discussed in the introduction. Here 

between t also is an excellent statement of the distinction he methods of 

sociology and of history in dealing with facts. 

Chapers II.-V. present the classification of sources, and the determin- 

ation of genuineness, time, place, and } authorship. Then follows an ex- 

planation of the exact process by which indications drawn from these 

sources become established facts. The last two chapters are given to 

the grouping of facts and their exposition in an historical account or 

narrative. 

In explaining the application of the critical method to historical 

material Professor Fling deals chiefly with the different forms of testi- 

mony. His illustrations, which are mostly from the period of the 

French Revolution, are selected from the determination of those facts 

which make up a narrative of events. It is obvious that the problems of 

testimony are the most varied and difficult with which the young in- 

vestigator has to deal. Nevertheless, it would have been helpful had 

the author included brief directions for the use of documents which are 

more in the nature of “remains” than of “tradition”, that is, laws, 

administrative acts, etc. Professor Vincent's somewhat more extended 

work on Historical Research contains three suggestive chapters upon 

the use of such material. The student interested in the history of 

social and political institutions is likely to deal with such documents more 

than with memoirs or even pamphlets and newspapers. 

It might have been well for Professor Fling to have warned the 

student that success in the establishment of facts depends upon ability 

to interpret the meaning of acts or words and that something more than 

correctness of method is required. He emphasizes this point of view 

later in what he says about the organization of facts. There he explains 

industry and a sound method are not enough. An 

imagination capable of discerning the relationships of facts must be 

tha unwea a 
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Coal, Iron, and War: a Study in Indust ta 

Epwin C. Eckert. (New Yortl Hen It and Company 

120, Pp 375 $3.00 ) 
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dences. We earnestly hope that he may have the time and opportunity 

to extend his survey to cover the whole city. All through the Repub- 

lic period der the Empire industry and trade suffered becaus 

of the Roman's contempt for them, because goods were transported 

slowly and with difficulty, because the needs of a household were supplied 

by its slaves, and because the plentiful supply of cheap labor prevented 

he development of labor-saving devices The government was at fault, 

too, in failing to enact patent laws, or to supervise banking, and in not 

deve oping siness law 

The chapter on Public Finance seems to the reviewer inadequate. 

While the sources of income and the expenditures of the state are de- 

scribed, nothing is said about financial administration, the appropria- 

yn ot money by the Senate, and the Roman system of public accounting. 

Che racial situation which Italy faced toward the end of the Republic 

and in the Early Empire reminds us forcibly of similar conditions which 

contront us to-day From the large number of Oriental names in the 

cemeteries of Italy the author infers that the peninsula was swamped 

Vv immigration, mainly from the East (p. 162). Consequently the fact 

that reform through orderly compromise gave way (under the Gracchi) 

to revolution through bloodshed is largely due to the displacement of 

real Italic peoples by men of Oriental, Punic, and Iberian stock” 

It will be clear from this review that this book is not intended to 

present a survey of the economic life of the whole Roman world; but as 

a study of the economic development of the city of Rome, the govern- 

ing centre of the civilized world, it stands alone in its completeness, in 

thorough use which the author has made of available evidence, in 

the sound judgment which he has shown, and in the cle 

wav in which he has set forth his conclusions. 

FRANK Frost Apporr. 

BOOKS OF MEDIEVAL AND MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY 

The Alenne nite I RB) ef Hist ry of their Or gin and Lat r Devel- 

pment in th Europe and America. $y C. HeNry SMITH, 

Ph.D (Berne, Ind.: Mennonite Book Concern 192 Pp. 
77. oe 

\ TIME when a world war is hardly ended and when conscientious 

objectors are still persecuted and lingering in prisons, is not an au- 

spicious time tor a history of the Mennonites. It is most timely, how- 

ever, for the Mennonites themselves, who have passed through a deep 

experience and have beet compelled to search their souls anew for the 

hac} their faith hear vill nd strength i le- sme that thei 
isis. ¢ their taith ev will find strength in learning that their 

torbears tor tour centuries have suffered martvrdom for conscience 

sake. It is for em that Dr. Smith’s book, which is the fruition of two 

convincing 

| 

decades of hope s written 
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sm and was frequently disturbed or dispersed the thorities, 1 

not an easv task. Dr. Smith is to be compliment yn the patience and 

skill which has enabled him to produce it is undoubtedly the 1 t 
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tthoritative work on the Mennonites in our language H I i 

in dealing wit e prese ict iVal es Oo! 

f commendation He vor little inta the the 
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ce, M 2 and Galicia, and their leaders all find their place. The 

stor s one of martyrdom, division, confiscation, dispersion it of 

ling willingness to die for faith. The source for much of this is 

Phi in von Bracht’s Martyr's Mirror, one of the monuments of Men- 

nonite literature he contact of the Mennonites and the Quakers is not 

rlooked, and the interesting story of the migration of German 

Mennonites into S Russia under Catherine II., and the later chiliastic 

eCxXodaus ) STING ( »OK » Wwe 

Phe ection de ited to the \lennonites in \merica 1s a reworking ot 

Ir. Smit earlier treatise on the Mennonites in America. Noting the 

casual Dutch Ment tes \ came to New Amsterdam and settled in 

Manhate I g¢ Island, and on the New Jersey coast, the book 

rroceeds to detail the first substantial colonization by Mennonites under 

nn at Germantown, which owes its name to their coming 

tep their expansion into Western Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Vit 

1 is t ‘ elr experiences with the frontier Indians and during 

the Revolutionary War are related 

The found f the United States, the land of freedo h the 

ranties of religious liberty and the separation of Church from State 

) ered i | ( the Ment tes of the Old Woot | ng o pressed 

| now experiencing the conscription of the Napoleonic Wars, were 

quick to recognize. Accordingly the nineteenth century saw a steady 

tream of Met te immigrants proceeding to the American frontiers 

and subjecting ne nds to cultivation and prosperity. Settlements 

1 root chiefly in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, 

Nebraska, Dakota, Minnesota; and in Ontario and Manitoba. The 

most extensive migration occurred in the seventies, the descendants 

of the Mennonites who settled in Russia under Catherine II. were de- I 

prived of military exemption and came in hundreds to America an 

settled in Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, and Manitoba. Their irtant 

contribution in introducing Turkey hard wheat into the United States, 

vhich is related in one of the publications of the Department of Agricul- 

ure, has escaped Dr. Smith. 

[The final chapters of Dr. Smith's study are given over to speci: 

topics, such as Mennonite doctrine on Church and: State, including their 

fate as conscientious objectors in all countries in the Great War, Men 

nonite schools and missions, literature and hymnology, and statistics. 

He also devotes a chapter to the significant attempt of the last decades 

to overcome the inherent tendency of Mennonitism to split up, and the 

two resultant conference-groups which now loosely unite the major 

portion of the sect. In this connection he gives two useful, but very 

poorly drawn, charts. There is a good bibliography, but no index, a re- 

grettable omission in a work that deals with minutiae so complex and 

The author of a history of his people may be expected to dwell on 

their achievements Dr. Smith shows much moderation, by no means 
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than to college ses, where a more harmonious combinat of the 

I s might be advisable 

Protessor Davis has the knack of vivid and fluent narrative. The 

tale reads well and is interesting The author makes the great figures 

French history appear living, and has wisely preferred to emphasize 

the connection of history with important aspects of social life, such as 

t. letters, and institu tions, rather than to stress the details of warfare 

and of field strateg 

Che necessity for quick results in the composition of the volume is 

iccountable for evidences of haste and for certain slips in nomenclature, 

vy way of accents, which slips betray the writer not thoroughly at home 

in French. ventuated ” (p. 86) and “ quite a few” (p. 170) are more 

uurnalistic than soberly historical. ‘“ The nature of the monarchy and 

challenge would have cost” (p. $98) is 

wer of Louis XIV. have been set forth” (p. 170) is not the best way 

begin a chapter. ‘For Napoleon III. to have refused to answer the 

but one instance of Professor 

ivis’s over-fondness for double past tenses. We read of Marie de 

dici on page 131 and of Marie de Médicis on page 132. “ Bouteéville’ 

137), Abbeville” (p. 162), “Jerome” (p. 347), ‘Uzes (p. sso). 

and * Jaurés” (p. 586), testify, among other instances, to uncertainty 

accents, as do “tricouleur” (p. 275) and “ pays léegale” (p. 421) 

uncertainty with French. “ Luson” (p. 134), Gustine” (p. 312), 

} and “ Lacomte” (p. 514) may be misprints, but Loménie de Brienne 

o-called Walloon amendment” (p. 532) but 

1ated as “* Archbishop of Brienne” (p. 239), and it is 

leading to call Marshal Ney “ Prince of Moscow ” (p. 309), which 

ld be in French Prince de Moscou, instead of his real title Prince de 

Voskowa. The present republic was not finally acknowledged by a 
} vy an amendment pro- 

ed by M. Wallon, and Moliére may be a Gallic Aristophanes, but 

scarcely a “ Gallican Aristophanes” (p. 173) any more than an ultra- 

cau 

Professor Davis has wisely concentrated his attention in recent 

nch history to certain great events like Boulangism, the Dreyfus 

and the disestablishment of the Church, but the Panama scandal 

sed too much turmoil and bitterness in politics and finance, and forms 

convenient a transition between Boulangism and the Drevfus case, 

C. H. C. Wricut 

sh Economic History: Select Documents. Compiled and edited 

by A. E. Brann, P. A. Brown, and R. H. Tawney. (New 

York: Macmillan Company. 1919. Pp. xx, 730. $2.25.) 

PUBLISHED first in 1914, the present issue is merely the third im- 

pression and in appearance much inferior to the original. The field 

red is from about 1000 A.D. to the corn-law debate of 1846. These 

7 
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M. Waliszewski's book is largely a vigorous and effective polemic 

against the misrepresentations of Polish history so long and systematic- 

ally inspired by Berlin and St. Petersburg. Unfortunately, his own 

views as to the causes of Poland's downfall are nowhere very concisely 
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sity ege of North \W vor London: Crosby Lock 

wood and So 1Q2¢ j 10 sh. 6d.) 

LE I yf this book author is to provide t i 

snort Space nd rimaril for the reneral reader il iC unt of the 

heresies of the Middle \ges and of the attitude of the Ch ~h towards 

them Half the 0k accordingly Is Givel to the storv o the heresies 

half to that of th uisition. But “its main concern is with doctrine 

and tor that reason chapters on Averrhoism and on Wiclifitism and 

Husitism have been ineluded”. Within these limits it is a useful little 

volume, easily and companionably written, with insight and with an evi- 

It rests mainly on “H. C. Lea’s immense 

of later books. especially of Catholte mes 

aps best suggested by the ten page note on 

end \ll that is attempted here", we are 

On is to give a select list of a few of the most useful, important and 

most easily accessible works; but the list, though it contains both things 

Inimportant, has serious lacunae lor both heresy and 

the Inquisition it is, however, ample as a basis for this book; but for 

sorcery and witchcraft, to which a chapter is devoted, it is sadly inade- 

quate and out of date. So, too, our author's eri act | s critical acumen has timits. 

In the field of the Inquisition his personal study and his native shrewd- tive 

ess stand him in good stead; but when he quotes from Caesarius of 

Heisterbach (he calls him * Caesarius Heisterbach”’) the storv of the 

heretics at Béziers and abbot rnaud’s “ Kill them all, for the Lord 

knows his own”, he can write like this: “ The chronicler does not relate 

a tact, but tells a story, which may or may not be fact.” Of course he 

tells a story, and of course the story may be gossip (Caesarius himself 

gives it onlv as a report fertur dixisse’’): but who tha is read the 

honest old monk's preface can doubt that he believes it fact? And 

whether it be fact or no, is it nothing to the historian of the attitude of 

the Church toward heresy that a contemporary cleric, a fellow Cister- 

cian, could tell to the novices of Heisterbach, and with naught but 

admiration, this utterance of the great abbot of their order: or that, en 

balmed thu n the most videly known collection of editving inecdote s. 

it passed for centuries unquestioned and unblamed? Again, speaking of 

the Inquisition’s use of torture, he makes the astounding statement that 

torture had been known to both Roman and barbarian law. being used 

evel itfences theft nd in support of it his foo 

note cites 302 sut what inon savs is only that “ torture 

vequeathed the Noma to our tribunals, perhaps never completely 

disa ed from the ractice of secular courts” Not a word about 

bar law () t s about barbarian practice and even for il 

Vedieval Her and the Inquisition. By A. S. TuRBERVILLE, 
\1 + | C., M.A., B.Litt., Lecturer in Modern History in the Univer 

and by no means without first-hand dipping into the sources 
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which is drawn almost entirely from manuscript sources, displays the 

] the ] legal theory; system when the lords of manors possessed the wastes in 
1 

but the men of the vills still had rights which point to a “ non-seignorial 

origin of the custom of intercommoning”. In the third chapter she 

deals with the economic arrangements in Fleet and neighboring vi 

h treating the topography of the manor, the status of the tenants, among 

hom were freemen, molemen, werkmen, and Mondaymen, the condi- 

tion of the demes: the salt-works, and the customs with regard to 

assarts. A map of the manor and a map displaying the vills of the fen 

district as they were grouped for the purpose of intercommoning are 

nearly indispensable adjuncts of the treatise, though the latter is ren- 

dered difficult of use by the failure to distinguish rivers graphically from 

and dikes. 

The work is a valuable addition to our knowledge of manorial econ- 

omy in general. For the study of local conditions in the fen country it Is 

of fundamental importance. 

The inquisition of St. Augustine’s is found in the cartulary of the 

monastery now preserved in the Public Record Office. Mr. Ballard 

edited it in parallel columns with extracts from the Exchequer Domes- 

It is entitled Exce(r)pta de compoto solingorum comitatus cancie 

secundum cartam regts videlicet ea quae ad ecclesiam san Augustini 

pertinent et es n regis domesday (p. 111), and evidently bears some re 

tion to Domesday Book. Both give the same information on many 

particulars, but one is not a copy of the other, and each contains some 

material not to be found in the other. The excerpts give some informa- 
1 

tion, lacking in Domesday, which, in the opinion of the editor, indicates 

a greater local familiarity with the whole of east Kent than any one 

person was likely to have possessed. He argued, therefore, that the 

compotus of the sulungs, from which the Excerpts were taken, was not 

the work of one man, but was the returns from the hundreds from 

which Domesday Book was compiled. In other words the Excerpts have 

the same relation to Domesday Book as the Cambridge and Ely inquests. 

Another document known as the Domesday Monachorum, which is 

iumong the muniments of the dean and chapter of Canterbury, is similar 

in character to the Excerpts, but relates in the main to other estates. In 

the small portions where the two documents cover the same ground, 

the statistics from the three sources are printed in parallel columns. The 

significance of the new material is thoroughly explained in the introduc- 

tion. Its chief value is the additional aid given to the interpretation of 

1e Exchequer Domesday by the additions to and the variations from 

W. E. Lunt. 

| 

| 

that text. 
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condensed and compact to be entirely itisfving The growt f the 

doctrine of the plebiscite nd its place in various schools of politic 

i> SK Lics Ol pialita il ai 

ed, discuss l t these interesting Matters mo 

than broaches the possibilities of the subjec The reader would sure 

ppre te a I re expansive il 1 pertinent deve opment or tik ictua 

problems involved. along the lines suggested by the incisive expos 

f Haskins in Lasks and ds of le fFeace Conterence. las 

KIns Pea erence, pp. 13 
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desire as we ; of form deserve documentation 

Nation self-determination has been opposed, 1n theory, thos 

) ave matintaine 1 that it has no place in international law who do 

not admit the expediency of leaving to a vote by universa uftrag 

question of such importance as sovereignty, who believe that it 

violates the principle of the rule of the majority eaving the minority 

he rig oO ictical secession ind that 1f may deprive the quero 

‘§ the fruits of victorv. It has been deprecated, in practice, on the 

eround that a bare and possibly evanescent majority might determine an 

important decision, that it is subject to undue pressure and fraud, and 

t t ctualiv, ites have been “merely an unnecessary ratifcat 

ot a faita } These objections the author rather effectively re i 

tutes, explaining moreover t if they have disappe ired W 

the rat Ve met a ew po itica Sol \ ind i new iternation 

outiook. Further difficulties are it course, t e expected: it is not eas' 

to esta sh definite line sith respect to the desires and ambitions of 

comparat < mall minorities 

With the passing ot the generation of statesmen who supported it, the 

principle of selit-determination appears t 1ave entered a sort of aca- 

demic retirement ” from which it was rescued, minus its nineteenth-cen- 

turv pre the var. f it did not wever. a mmplish a 
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er in roy id ef destroved the Franco-Prussian 

War I the creation of the ranco-Russian alliance and the 

levelopment of the Entente Cordiale. The final period, 1905 to 1914, 

time ntinued German aggression, developing throug 

e! ‘ rise nto t tastrophe of I9QI4 
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ply as an account of military events however the volume leaves 

something to be desired. Rather too much space is given to details, and 

not quite enough to fundamental questions of topography, tactics, and 

ategv. ihe re are a number of excellent summaries of events and 

expositions of situations and discussions of objects and criticisms of 

strategy; but not infrequently the attention is distracted from funda- 

mentals by the information that “the Germans encircling Ciechanow 

found themselves encircled at Prasnysz”, or that ‘a battery of Royal 

Horse Artillery was almost wiped out”. The campaigns in Germany’s 

\frican possessions are given a disproportionate amount of space. 

Judicious condensation would have made it possible to amplify the dis- 

‘ussion of the original French-British plans, the numbers and advantages 

of the opposing forces, the theories of war of the various general staffs, 

the developments in tactics evolved by either side, and the like. The 

accounts of the war by such writers as Belloc and Simonds may perhaps 

be criticized by military experts, but thev have the merit of making clear 

the general principles and primary objectives, and the average reader, 

in spite of his newspaper education during the war, needs this kind of 

information. 
1, 

In spite however of what the book does not contain—and one cannot 

say everything in four hundred pages—the volume is well worth reading. 

Its tone is temperate and judicial, though there is an undercurrent of 

criticism of the Lloyd George coalition government. Except for the 

paragraphs in which one gets lost in a tangle of place-names, the ac- 

count of events is clear and interesting. 

ArTHUR P. Scorr. 

The Victory at Sea. By Rear-Admiral WiLt1AM SOWDEN SIMs, 

U. S. N., Commander of the American Naval Forces operating 

in European Waters during the Great War, in collaboration with 

Burton J. Hendrick. (Garden City and New York: Double- 

day, Page, and Company. 1920. Pp. xiii, 410. $5.00.) 

Turis is a very interesting book carrying with it a comprehensive and 

intelligent description of the submarine and anti-submarine warfare of 

the late war, and is by far the best yet made known to the world. 

It is especially in this respect of great historical and professional 

value, as it treats in a continuously progressive manner, technically cor- 

rect, as well as illuminating, of the wonderful development of the cam- 
1 
I paign against the submarine, in the great trade routes and waters, con- 

verging about the British Isles. It states clearly the successive steps 

taken to avoid and counteract the German submarine warfare which at 

one time seemed to be on the point of success. 

The concentration of shipping and transport in the narrow seas about 

Great Britain and Ireland afforded the salient objective for the sub- 
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e increased necessity 1 i 1 

r manufacture of supplies essential to the t 

‘hove all in latter days, tor the fe t S 

rom the United State th betor I i 

fully into the Great Wat 

[It was fortunate 1 ( 1 f { 

s detailed practi 

n London, the tu centre of 1 erations t t 

Of untiring energy, his personalit is ere 

known to the sh Ad ilt nd 

] le difficulty in est blishing relat - 1 

th those of the Br hn officials t ird the 1 ¢ 

fter establishing himself in Londot nd t ¢ é ‘ 

’ ] ittache to our en he d é ted } ‘ + 

the nece Tat ese]c far + su 
| 

lron of des ers under | ) al lat O 

Oo ers ot C es 1 | 

y were distributed to the ases in the 

ritish commanders-in-chiet, t prevent 

ywwer. In the meantime 1€1 i 

1 command ot ases ( e Fre t t ( 

d else vhere in th Me eat i here ) 

| ndet T \ ft t 

hich with the convo wy rces eral on % eas , 

nder Sims’s directions 

Sims was however ana al adm trator ties 1 not I 

1s a commander-in-chief or as a hghtet Practically he w chief « 

operations as well as comm ler of the American naval forces operating 

n European waters Rodman’s squadron became a unit of the Grand 

Fleet under Admiral Beatty, though the inte rnal matters still vested wit 

Rodman. The position of a naval officer in a fight command is ver 

well differentiated from that of general by Lord ] r when he says 

‘The general is somewhere | id the fighting line or ought to be The 

admiral has got to be im the fighting line or he « t to be | 

Sims did not get afloat or in the fighting line, he served c tr t 

his post, with remarkable fidelity 1 efficien 

In his dispatch to the Navy De tment dated é ) ‘> Ae: 

says \s reported by cable dispat the Britis! ( 

nitely reached the decision to put the convoy system into opé 

far as it goes.... The British Navy 1s already strained beyond its 

citv. and I therefore urgently recon mend that we « rate, at 

{line con s from We d 



operate and th eminent success. This seems to be the beginning ol 

+1 + 

tne convoy em. 

The personal narrative of Admiral Sims, fis personal tour is 

+ 1, nirit na it 

were. as it occurs in various parts of the book, 1s 5] ited and inter 

esting. but the most valuable and historical part o! the volume betor« 

us 1s the torv and description of the methods of attack by the German 

submarines and the various measures taken in the counter-attack ind 

overcoming of these operations. These measures, stated more or less , 

progressively, were, the arming of the merchantmen, zigzagging in te 

court I owed, the patrolling of the destrovers, the use of depth- 

bomb the formation of convoys, the employment Of mystery snip 

\ vere disguised merchantmen re use OT the subcnasers, and 

ind more uccesstully the emp ment t the illied submarine ro 

Apparently the progress of the ir developed ultimat 

1] 4] German shee rit ‘ 14 
aead enemy ol na! submarine Was l 

\} 1 ] ] . } +1 ste 

\ it tne rovers scored mor neavily 

hered anv other craft, but relatively the submarine proved more su S 

ful. Of the vessels engaged, the ied destrovers, about 500 1n nun 1 

nk 24 Germat ibmarines th eun-fire and depth-charg thouch 

submarines yut 100 in number nk 20 submarines 

Che most striking story of the book is that of the mvsterv shij 

under the command of Captain Gordon Campbell of the Britis! 

Nav Phe last ficht and the last davs of the Dunraven and the heroist 

ex te er commander and her crew re I believe une ed any 

where in 1 L rfare. It reflects t ereatest credit, not only upol 

telv col cerned ut also upon the Brit nar et 1S 

1] +1 n it 1 r+ Wi as ‘ i n ot whi tis a part 

But the history of this submarine campaign, largely carried on \ 

} Net } rvic Pestich nlict ] 

the vou m of both services, British and American, of enlisted and 

commiss ed 1 k. should be a cause of great pride and satistaction t 

their respective countrymen and make them realize that the sea-instinct 

of the race only needs opportunity to show that it 1s as spien lid as ever, 

exhibited as well whe er thev fight separately o1 unitediv as natural 

allies afioat. 

S of the Peace Conference. By HoMeER 

H \SKINS a Ri ERT H WARD LORD, { ambridge Piarvarad 

niversity Press: London: Humphrey Milford 1920. Pp. xu, 

30, ) 

Ix this volume the thors present in print the lectures delivered by 

them at the I . Institute it snuarv, 1920. on the territorial settl 

ment of Furone determined bv the Pe e Conference Professor Has 
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led sketch of the 

eround and of the probable issue ol! the territorial settlement. 

One noteworthy contribution of the book 1s the first chapter on Task 

and Methods of the Conference. There have been many misleading ac- 

counts. written by those who knew nothing about it, of the manner in 

hich decisions were reached, and the pul lic has thereby been serious!y 

pre liced against the settlement It is high time that the facts were 

known, as they are set forth here. Professor Haskins’s description ot 

the way in which territorial questions wer handled makes clear, at least 

that they were sober nd carefully studied by commissions of spé ial- 

s. that the findings of these commissions provided the basis on \ hich 

de = were reached by the heads of states, and that serious departures 

from the ré mk tions of commissions were rare. Selfishness ind 

chicanervy were found in this as most gatherings of a humbler sort, 

t the dominant motive ¢ f the Conterence was the demand for a peace 

t would sat the requ! ts of justice and would therefore stand 

Another t of this first chapter discusses the elements ifv- 

naking. the factors to be we shed in determi! the line two 

rrouy Professor Haskins classifies these factors under two heads, 

reographic and ethnographic, and under the former head treats natural 

( ; (mou 5, seas rs). and natural resources. I must con- 

fess to sharing the feeling of a delegate on one of the commissions w 

protested that an app¢ al to geography appeared to him a solutely ir 

rational. that boundaries were made to serve human interests, and that 

nature ¢ Id | ! fter herself Indirectly of cours¢ the 1 itural en 

vironment | enormous influence in restricting and shaping the act 

ti f roup. but to accept it as an immediate factor rather than t 

inaly ts effects and to comb ith it such artificial factors as rail 

road pp me to put too high a premium on the tudy contour 

s, to d e unduly the study of the technical and economic 

condit ( h the relations of people immediately depend. For 

ré iwall I should substitute economniic esources 

Coal or irot e is always the same thing to the chemist, but it 1s a 

ery different tl n economic importance, according to the stage of 

the arts. and its relative scarcity compared to the existing demand of a 

particular group. This plea, for the repression of dogmatic geography, 

nd tl nal of geogray factors only in their directly human bear- 

ngs (milita economic, and so forth), is thoroughly satisfied by the 

treatment accorded specific territorial questions in the course of the 

} 

In readi the chapters on the « nt boundary problems, 

make up the greater part of the b it is profitable to keep in mind this 

ntroductory discussion of the elements of boundary-making. One 

1 zes then the endless variety of the problems presented. Against 

1 e some sound objection could be urged. The task was not merely 

a * 
- io ; 
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veeded at this time, a well-informed and fai n back- 
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The work . admirable in many respects that the reviewer has a 

natural reluctance about calling attention to inaccuracies and Careless 

tatement It easv to make mistakes, indeed very difficult to avoid 

them entirely even in a short and rather cursory treatment; but it must 

e said, I fear, that the author ; allowed himself more than his tat 

re of errors The most set s single fault is in the treatment of th 

: ] tem of the United States, one of those things that specta 

en right. Other inaccuracie re not so importat 

titis not! t, tor example, tf S] i the United ost ‘ 5 re 

to “ inde —— Lovalists a rding to t treaty of 1782”. ; 3 

I I tO rrene \\ Stel post t true ft it n ap] nt 

lit is not right to omit Arizona frot 

territor ( red from Mex in 1846”, or to allow t printer to 

make RR 2 Dona sol ires tha rovernme 

1 1 ng er entv-five cents an not t enty it 

not quite rate to declare that in all colo! save Is le isiand 

nd Connect t the governors ere appointed bv the cr , r that it 

-82 “the westert mits of the thirteen states did not extend beyond 

t \llechanv mountains, while the immense stretches of rich prairie 

| woodland from the \llechanies t the Mississippi and from thx 

Spanish provi of Florida to the Great Lakes . . . became th public 

fomain of the tedet sovernment ’, or that Plymouth maintained its 

+ 
+1 + +1, + 1] 

separate governmen ror ears ) it tne states ive a powers 

not “expressl eranted to the federal government, or to recount th 

\lissour1 Compromise struggie as 1t 1s here recounted. [There can Ix ) 

valid reason for using the word “ federal” in such a statement as this 

that the coiont ad accepted the tederal theory ot! empire e theory 

that the ad een subiect to the Faritiament, Dut to 

People re interested just now, or ought to be intere sted, in just such 

discussions as the author has given; it is to be hoped that the imaccu- 

racies W not eriousiv injure tne use tuiness Of a readcdanie W icn 

is on the whole filled with sagacious comment and treats in a telling 

wav a number of traits an ence es of American democracy 

A. C. Mcl 

The Pasto) f the Pilgrin Dbiograpn f John K nso} By 

WALTER H. BURGESS. Yew York: Harcourt, Brace, and Howe 

1920. Pp. xii, 426. $5.00.) 

An Answe) n Robinsoi Levden by a Puritan Friend. Now 

first published from a Manuscript of A. D. 1609. Edited by 
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lege, ‘Jxtord. rlarvard L iit 

HE main tacts ot n Ro iter and 1 

have long been familiar; but recent researen y I met 

1 } } } + + } 

sc lars have made evidcel much i ¢ even 

to his early history and development ree t nt 

in Nottinghamshire, about four mule it t G I 

nine miles southeast of Sct n tl entre, thet ‘ 

which was to be the C1 ile tthe i 1 ve ent ‘ 

which he sprang ( n ‘ ‘ ‘ 

vere T¢« pected WwW rie t I 
t 

Canons ot 10 nso! ‘ ! 

the region Ol ) mt t 

nte ittet } 7 +1 
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ion “that it is doubtful whether he can ever be identified with certainty ” 

Mr. Burgess, in the volume just noted, attributes its composition, primar- 

ly on a comparison of h to John Burgess, sometime rector 

but who had not followed him into Separatism. The work is of value 

not o1 for the light which it sheds on Robinson's connection wi 

Norwich. It makes evident some difficulties of Robinson’s Separatist 

posit He had been a minister of St. Andrew’s Church. He now 

denied that St. Andrew’s, since a part of the Church of England, was 

true church, and therefore “ noe man maie be a member of St. Andrewes 

C} rch or communicate there Vit n the worshiy of God His Op- 

ponent torce the argument and presents an interesting discus mn of the 

v em of Separatism. 

positions, in or about 1609, by “a Puritan friend”. 4 

ied from a hundred to nearly a thousand miles in length. 
1 

\T 

ves the question of authorship open, and expresses his opin- 

gate in Norwich, and, like Robinson, silenced in 1604, 

f American History and Curator of the Bancroft L1 

rsity of California. In two volumes. [Spain in 

t Series of Original Documents from Foreign Ar 

Is. IIT. and I\ Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Con 

919. Pp. 379; 329. $12.50.) / 

) Bolton placed students of A ia, Sonora, and Cali 

n | debt b rit ng to ] cht nd making iccess ble the 

eatise on the “Celestial Favors” by Ft ebio Kino 

period of his missionary labors and explorat from 1683 

1 quantitatively alone [says Dr. Bolton] his work of ex- 

astounding. During his twenty-four years of residence 

n of Dolores, between 1687 and 1711, he made more than 
Th 

re or more than two per vei These 

| made either on foot or ‘on horseback, chiefly the latter. 

of them he crossed and recrossed repeatedly and at vary- 

ing angles all of the two hundred miles of country between the Mag- 

dalena and the Gila and the two hundred and fifty miles between the San 

Pedro and the lorado. 

Dr. Bolton's work is devoted to a translation of Kino’s almost for- 

eotten history, used by Venegas, Alegre, and Ortega, in their works ‘ 

published in the eighteenth century, but lost to sight of modern students 

and now mace 

th the title Favore *s. in the archives of Mexico, 

le for the fir This work by Kino is of the 
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fic and fruitful streams known to American historical 

re recently, as editor-in-chief of the Illinois Centennial 

is planned and supervised the production of a com- 

ory of the state. The volume before us, although the 

from the press, is the first of the Centennial History. 

editor-in-chief. a historian of note working in his own 

1 with the resources of a great commonwealth at his 

he] + +h } k } hial + ] idler rightly expects the book to be of highest scnolarly 

orkmanship 

I is this expectation disappointed. In twenty-one 

e hundred pages Professor Alvord portrays the history 

try with a breadth of outlook, an assured familiarity, 

inapproached hitherto in the literature of the sub- 
1 

f the book may be briefly summarized as the story 
Irench colony in the heart of the continent; the 

e Inglis emacy in America, w i- 

ving the vot position in the Irrench scheme of 

triumph. with th nt 
-Saxon trium vith the subsequet evo o! 1€ 

mother country; and the beginnings, « nd political 

Tilina: telline th tor ] 1015 ine telling Of tnis story 1 Olives a 1d¢ 

ul ross the pages of the volume march a varied 

s great and sm from Marquette the miss 
1 +1 1, + | 11 +} tue + raon I e cause of ( rist, or La st 

isiness in the West to john Dodge yf int us 

l delight ro ng m it does 1a historic 

d thrilling and almost as ancient as any common- 

ard can boast the thouchtful 

ood tor ait Vill not acquiesce 

ke ) thie 1 we Teel 

Tessor Livord le economic interpre 1 ¢ 

11 

t uughgoing exponent. Some will question the 

certain of s broad generalizations. For ex- 

4 t n 1 res S&4-S0) ot t} [roc 1S ig {—SO I ] 

e tribes of the interior . Professor Alvord a single 

1ins these wars—the desire of [Iroquois to con- 

e trade of the interior tribes with the whites. No 
; 

n important se of the irs, but the demonstration 

miv one 1s vet to e made. Survivors ofr the New 

I stor ns I Vv such there be) Will e disposed to 

spective ol rin evaluating tnese vars I 

k of 1680 e says, “marks the opening campaign of 
. | vears of warfare for dominion over the Wes and 

Iroquois themselves were stirred up by the English 
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August Id 399 ). the builder ot fort Vearborn was 

Whistler, father of Colonel William Whistler (p. 414). It 

to say that Harrison led “an army of militia” against Tippec 
1 

438); the backbone of his army was ( olonel Boyd's Fourth 

IS incorrec 

U. S. In- 

fantry. Hull surrendered Detroit on August 16, not the day before d 

s order tor the evacuation of Fort Dearborn was received at that place 

\ugust 9, not August 8 (p. 440). There was no United States factory 

it Prairie du Chien prior to the War of 1812 (p. 451). One or two 

misprints | e been noted Mascoupens on page 52, note 13, and 

ink ptcy ve 112 , such errors Of detall are OT trivial im 

portance and do not seriously impair t 

ichievement. We are indebted to him for the first comprehensive, au- 

ritative account of the century and a half of Illinois hi 

ntedates the creation of the present commonwealth. Tl] 

eait co 1 ill afford to dispens« nis services 

° \ 

St nt lof nt ey n Len rac I> 

Cun M McLAuGuiin, Professor of History 

| TO Sr 

( e | ed States before our entrance in iW 

ke the v 1 safe for democracy”, and the subsequent challeng: 

that “democracy be made safe for the world’, attention has been d1 

anew t these il juiries: Wi! it 1S democrac ? What are its ess 

characteristics? What contributions has the United States, the n 

conspicuous exponent of democracy among the nations, made to ‘ 

science and practice of government? It is in answer to these pertinent 

and timely questions that this small volume, comprising the lec 

Professor McLaughlin at Wesleyan University, will 

valuable. This series of lectures was the first to b e 
be found 

given on 

Slocum Bennett Foundation “for the promotion of a better 

understanding of national problems and of a more perfect realization of 

the responsibilities of citizenship ” 

The author tells us in the preface that his purpose “is simply to re- 

count a few salient experiences which helped to make America what it 
1 

is ... as also to describe certain basic doctrines and beliefs, some of 

which may have had their day, while others have not yet reached ful- 

fillment”’. The historical method is employed and it constitutes, indeed, 

the characteristic feature of the work. Mr. McLaughlin truly states 

ias “refrained from any serious effort to describe democracy, 

except as certain phases or aspects of it appeared in our actual life his- 

torv’”’, Such a course seemed to him necessary in order “ not to attribute 

to American democracy of the past all that we now find to be theoretic 

aptain John 

character of Professor Alvord’s 

thor it story whic! 

\N \\ 

f ] \ -] 1 of Chicago. (New York 1 Cincinnati: Abingdon Press. 1920 

] r livered by 

especially 

that he 



peol le’ 1608). 

In a work of t iracter, the pt t 

is not to be expected t rather a1 1 fre tt 

in this series of lectures and s he : ( 

treatment differs trom that ntall m tie tal 1 t 

C. E. Merriam on Jie 

more popular in form and less detailed a 

owing to the charactet t the 1o1 

originally prepared. Unlike that of Prot t erriat 

tessor auc | i111 I ) Csell 

progressive deve t of democracy 

characterist durit ea thie ece eT 

+} it erm in < slot 1 davs ntal + 

out torv d nt the pre t tink 

the respons Her det 
. 

appeal tor America to ] oleneart t I 1 

autocratic and inwardly democratic 

It is fortunate that this s ely and i 

progress of democracy is to reac iv r audience thr t ni 
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esent writer suggested the need of an index to make the material 

ot the collection readily available. This need has been al antly and 

artistically supplied by the Analysis. Indeed, the usefulness of the 

latter far outruns that of an index, which would be of service to few 

save lawyers, while the Analysis gives a history, statement, and explana- 

layman, while not omitting > tion of each case sufficient for any intelligent 

adequate quotation from important parts of the opinions and appropriate 

editorial discussion of the more difficult points. The learned editor’s 

familiarity with the historical and personal setting of the cases enables 

him to give an intimate flavor and dramatic interest to many of them 

not to be found between the covers of the reports; and his propaganda 
I 

in favor of an international court of justice with a jurisdiction far in 

excess of any probable power of physical enforcement is frankly 

conducted. 

His thes ears in the following quotations 

ciety of nat 5 ld be 
contracted, unless questions c ed p 

the past, be rescued from 
lission to th uurt, become judi 

of the parties according to the principles of law and justice, like ques- 
i f humbler origin. The hope of the future is that law shall, little 

by little, win m the political domain, making that legal or justiciable 

ch was not so before, and continuing a process long since begun but 

never to be ended until, in the fine phr i Right shall one 

dd be the m ch the world Justice Bald- 

n! offers a hope, and the Supreme Court the means of its realizati 

is in itself not merely a demonstration of the right of jurisdiction, 

exercised by the Supreme Court in suits between states, but also a 

brief in e] f of a court of the society of nations which, like the 

Supreme ( t f the United States, is to decide d sputes alleged to be 

political, t t t justiciable, between bodies politic indifferently 

called states or nations; and again, like the Supreme Court, to stand 

etween diplon non-existent or defective, on the one hand, and war, 

v too effective, on the other (pp. 141-142). 

What the nations have d lone in the past they can do in the future, 
submission make auestions iucticiahle which were nai hefore ind by submissi lake questions justiciable which were not so before, 

just as they have done on previous occasions, notably in the domain of 
rize law. What thirteen states of the New World have done, the 

states of the Old World can assuredly do if only they will, for where 

here is a will there is a way. ... Should the leaders of opinion in a 
world torn and racked by war attempt to do for the society of nations 

hat American statesmen did at the close of a war, from which a more 

perfect union of the American States emerged, they need only bethink 

themselves of the Supreme Court of the United States. They can for a 

few paltry dollars provide themselves with a set the Supreme Court of 

Keports n which thev will find reproduced the decrees of the Court 
vatttins e controversies between States according to principles of 
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Che sphere of usefulness of a supreme tribunal. especiallv one of the 

nd setts. 12 Peters 657, 73 738 1826). 
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1ere he remained until forced by the French the Dominican Order and t 

victories in the Netherlands to take refuge with other Dominicans i1 

England. In 1804, after an absence of twenty years, he returned to 

his native Maryland with the intention of founding a provi of his 

the United States. Yielding to the counsel of Bishop Carroll, 

he decided that the first Dominican establishment should be located 

mong the Roman Catholic immigrants in Kentucky, rather than in 

\Marvlas re there were alré ady two colleges under the care of the 

lesuits and the Si cians. From the date of his arrival in Kentucky in 

NOS r rot cholera d ng the epidemic of 1832, w ther Ss 

friar preacher or as friar prelate, he adapted his life to the conditions of 

pioneer society, travelling usually without an attendant like any other 

itinerant missionary in the rapidly growing West. 

In writing this biography the author has set for himself a twofold 

isk. Primat the book is intended to interest and to edify the gen- 

eral reader by presenting for his contemplation the record of a pious a 

tly caree1 it at the same time the author has endeavored to write 

n accurate historical narrative drawn from original documentary 

sources. This t fold task was all the more difficult because many tradi- 

tional errors had crept into earlier historical accounts, and because the 

documentary sources to be consulted were widely scattered and ex- 

eme fragm \ wing te 

Roman Catholic Church in this country h 

exactly with the minutes of conferences, assemblies, and conventions of 

other religious denominations, and it is these which form the backbone, 

so to speak, of religious historical material. In the case of Bishop Fen 

ck this lack s not made good by a continuous perso! il correspond 

ence, for he kept neither diary nor letter-book, nor was he careful to 

reserve the letters which he received Moreover, as the author states 

his pret many of the ecclesiastical documents are of a litigious 

ract¢ cannot theret i cepted at thet race 

\s the « ] o hy ttests, it | req red enormous labor 

{ ( { ! nd lo« records as well as through scattered 

eccl stic ves both in Europe and in America. For his con- 

ent l | tal n ettort to est | 1s] the exact Tact as vell as 

for his corre of errors and misprints in missionary reports and in 

er 3 gious | lications, the author entitled to the gratitude of 

those who have neither the leisure nor the opportunity to examine eccle- 

siastical sources. It is to be hoped that he may some day render still 

further service by publishing entire the collection of documents he has 

issembled at so great pains. A publication on the same scale as the 

locumentarv volumes of the History of the Society of Jesus would not 

only interest the student of ecclesiastical history but would be of value 

to the secular historian who must needs take into account the important 

eligiou rganizations have plaved in the development of the West. t 

L. Epwarps 

| 

\ 
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In the first place the Suggestions tor irther Read : 

gas the e references to selected portions 0 ul ) 

excellet eco! | important, Mr. Hawo rduced 

1 s readable as t justify the claim ot the lishers t t 

} ( ir Nort 

D. Si [Chronicles of America rit \ 

XLIA New Haven University Press; Lo 
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N » congrat 1] te herse tiie eal tt 

n th Chi we} s¢ S] 

ed a distinctive in the development « the 

but t ding a svmpathe terprete 

n lo 11 + mal ctatie 

Prote r Skelton has been most skillful in combining the d ole 

historias litical scientist On the | istorical side ttle 

» present that is ne ‘r striking. but he does succeed in breathing the 

reath of life into the dry bones of the past and giving them \ t 

lo the gift of historical imagination, he has added the quality of 1 sight 

He is perhaps more interested in the significance of events than t 

‘ ts themselves. The reader will not soon forget his keen analysis 

the political tendencies of his country, nor his critical ments of the 

statesmen of the time 

The author’s point of 

proud of the part that his ial 

ism on the one hand and ert 

is, fortunately, an entire absence of onal self-complacency or ch 

vinism throughout the study. In his treatment of domestic affairs, h 

maintains a strict judicial impartiality, although he occasionally reveals 

his liberal hscal sympathies inn s discussion ot recent tariff policies. (on 

imperial matters, he looks f n Canada shall attat 

to full nationality, not as but as an equal and 

full-fledged member of the d of the League o 

Nations 

His treatment of Anglo-American relations will doubtless prove of 

particular interest to American readers Although somewhat critical at 

times of the occasional hi handed attitude of American diplomats 

towards a weaker neighbor, he does not fail to do full justice to the 

r contentions of the United States. His 
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especially effective ner 

the extent to cl ‘ l f ( 

to the developme1 OL ( 

Although the general outlines ‘ 

certain minor features which are ¢ 

inces have received but scant attention nd the great N 

almost entirely neglected. The author has give: 

the economic expansion of the country, but, str 

overlocked the political phases of this growth in t é 

party organizations and the labor movements. | ‘ 

his neglect of the constitutional deve ment of the 

past fifty vears. Canada has made some interesting experime: 

federalism which have an important bearing upon the « 

federal principles in the modern state. The bibliography, moreover 

sadly inadequate There is scarcely a reference 1 t ‘ 

authorities on constitutional history and law: f ( 

studies of Bourinot are not even mentioned The most a 

record of the proce edings oO! the fede ral constitutional convent 

wise overlooked, and Mr. Porritt’s marked contributions to recent ( 

dian history suffer the same fate. These are only a few of the 1 

surprising omissions. It is sincerely to be hoped that the t 

find occasion to revise the general bibh oT ph I future ed 

his work. 

These limitations, however, are insignificant in con t 

high intrinsic merit of the whole book. Its delightful lite: 

together with its accuracy and suggestiveness, make it both the 1 

readable and the most valuable of the general histories of the ( 1 

Dominion. The volume, in short, is a credit to Canadian scholars 

( 1) 

The United States and Latin America. By Joun Horrapay | 

rANE, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of American History in the ] 

Hopkins University. (New York: Doubleday, Page, 1 Cor 

pany. 1920. Pp. 346. $2.50.) 

TWENTY years ago Professor Latané published a series of lectur 

on the diplomatic relations of the United States and Spanish Amer 

His present work is based on the earlier one. Into it a number 

changes have been introduced. These include a new general title 

revision of the contents of four chapters, and the addition of two ne 

ones, dealing with the advance of the United States in the Caribbean a 

with Pan-Americanism. From the original volume material of special 

interest at the time has been omitted and its place taken by an acco 

of later events, even if, in the cases of Cuba and Colombia for examp] 

to date the record of them is not always “ brought down 
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s, Who seem able to reach important conclusions without much regard 

» the evidence, his work would be comprehensible. But a satirist rarely 

finds it necessary to extend his purpose over more than eight hundred 

tl a very few pages brings out the large pages; moreover, the reading of 

fact that the author intends that his account shall be taken as serious 

history. 

Mr. Bayley’s work is primarily a study in folklore. It is a discus- 

topics as Gog and Magog, Puck, Oberon, the Man in the sion of such 

Moon, the White Horse, and a host of others of the same kinship. The 

in the essential unity of the human 

race and human culture, and that traces of this original unity can be 

found in folklore, in place-names, and in popular customs, rites, and 

In this belief there is doubtless a great deal of important ceremonies 

truth; but in his effort to discover and present this truth Mr. Bayley 

employs a method that makes the sifting process an impossible one. He 

seems to have framed a principle that if any two words sound alike thev 

are the same word, no matter what may be the accident of origin. If 

this principle is once accepted, the rest is easy. 

To begin with, Mr. Bayley believes that the English race, speech, and 

ulture are fundamentally British and not Anglo-Saxon. He rejoices in 

the Norman conquest, through which “the temporary ascendancy of 

German kultur was finally and irrevocably destroyed” (p. 24). The 

he holds, “has descended in direct ancestry from the 

c 

English language, 

Welsh or Kymbric” (». 79); Mr. Bayley is, therefore, largely occupied 

He finds an evident connection with Celtic lore, term:, and place-names. 

Roman divinity, and “the innumerable Jones of between Janus, the 

Wales” (p. 92); between the Greek hero Achilles and Achill in County 

Mavo (p. 82); between the Balkan Albania and the Scotch Albany (p. 

illy between Yankee and jonnock, an English dialect ad- 

jective meaning true, straightforward, and the like (p. 97). The term 

Kymry he explains as meaning the followers of King Bri (p. 310). 

84): and fin: + 

Gretchen “resolves into Great Chun or Great Mighty Chief” (p. 302). 

Mr. Bayley is not so sure of the identification of Elgin with “the Irish 

Hooligans” (p. 290), or of Jehu with “the exclamation Gehoh! Gehoh! 

(p. 282); but he is quite clear that 

It is scarcely necessary to illustrate 

which carmen use to their horses” 

Yule was originally ye all (p. 132). 

the author’s method further. Examples might be presented in great 

numbers; but enough have been given to prove that the publishers are 

correct in advertising Archaic England as a “ remarkable book”. 

L. M. 1. 

By William Farrer, D.Litt. (Cambridge, Feudal Cambridgeshire. 

The purpose of Dr. Farrer in University Press, 1920, pp. xi, 354, $12.00.) 

compiling the information contained in this calendar is to aid the student 

in the determination of the “baronial, honorial, and manorial history ”’ 

of Cambridgeshire. The calendar arranges the vills of the county con- 

J\ma—X 
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(1 f Sout \frican Colonization and of its Development towards 

the East from the earliest Times to 1857 , indicates more COTTectiy’ ti 

C1 special character of the work \s a matter of fact, the third 

me. purporting to cover the period frot S24 to 1840, with the 

exceptior n excellent chapter on slavery and its suppression in Soutn 

vf evot ‘ to the Kaffir War of 1835, its origin, course > 

for the restricted scope of the treatment ‘th in time and 

irea, tli it] I made a table conti it nm or tar more generfal 

interest than t particular in lent he actuallv aescribes. wing 

! re pt e he supplements a careful study ot the records D 

rept t V1 div the frontier ife ota b One t a 

\lore in rtant -stil e aiming to be unbiassed e presents a 

vrorou rief for the colonists as against Mr. Mother Countr , the 

london narv Societ ind the policy for which they stood in deal- 

! th the native the policy of lenient drifting and amiable persua 

sion mtraste th the more drastic and aggressive methods advo 

i ‘ i i AT}? Ol VY, LOVOCLIICI 

e a cre cs ) ( egaraing tile respective responsipil y OT 

\ ¢ ed mK I areary succession Ot order}, wars s one 

of the 1 + persistent problems of the greater part of South African 

hictory. to sav nothing of a not inconsiderable portion of British colonial 

historv in manv other parts of the far-flung empire. Protessor Cory 

a4 ives 1 1 1 {i a> LO) ere an » 1S «i \ > in 

ecu 1 tter e remarks tor those at a Sale distance to sa vhnat 

hould ha een done in the time of danger, and not having suffered 

loss thems« es. counsel mercy, torbearance, and forgiveness t se 

» ha erv true: indeed one may go further and admit 

that “indiscriminate and mistaken zeal on the part of benevolent people 

n Grea IT n contributed to many subsequent disorders d disas 

ters ind certainly little r nothing can I said tor somnolent ind vacil 

lating secretart ke Lord Glenelg. who was ultimately removed tor 

ncor tel On the othe ind. fear of criticism trom the human 

tarian elemet mong the British public has always been a wholesome 

check on savage and irresponsible administration, happily limiting the 

number of Governor Evres and General lvers. But Governor Durban 

and Colone iter Sir) Harry G. Smith were apparently not of the bruta 

rt. and were undoubtedly the victims of hysterical and inept meddling 

ARTHUR LYON CROss. | 

! Pet fricl A? pri Friedrich Wihelm 

IV. von Preusses Von Paul Haake Historische Bibliothek, heraus- 

vegeben von det Redaktion der Historische) Zettscnrift, 42 Band. ] 
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37.5 The life of the Empress Eugénie afforded a rare 

tv for memoirs yr the entire period of the Second Empire 

ed n important part spectator had a better place from 

see and hear the play. Then, after the curtain fell, there came 

lo 4 eriod f icep I 1 quiet reftiection Her complex and 

versonality supplied an additional element of interest and s fi 

\ll ho are interested in hist may well rejoice that the 

hicl were to be expected have ippe ired so soon fte the 

‘ ‘ 

these, as with all memoirs isk en and 

to the date of writing. 

vely that the memoirs were completed, except possibly for unim 

details, about ten years ago. The title-pages announce that e 

S are by ( mite | leurv. The Te iS. howe ver, a report 1 circula- 

1 re © dict ted the nemoirs to him The teri ] evVi- 
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by whom they were written. The books themselves give no direct state 

ment But the internal evidence shows almost 
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teratureé s broad. not to sa loose 

cmc il ind of sti | artistic lue 

though he lavs chief emphas non 

n and sympathy Introductory 
the ing liter ature ind 

ition of Wordsworth. Bvron, and 

departure for Victorian literaturé 

chapter on changes the numbers 

course of the century, with special insist 

f the modern wblic La le iS a 

considered at some lens n rela 

made of his shift of interest from 

Resartus to the economic ind pol 

sent and later works Sul sequent 
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Great World War. By Ernest L 

ersity of Illinois. (Washington 

il Peace, 1919, pp. vi, 330, $1.00.) 

attempt to estimate and summarize 

] of laboriously collected mater 

it manv a harassed student of the finan 
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Literature 1 Cha ! By Ashley H. Thorndike, Professor 

f English in Columbia University New York, Macmillan Company, 

1920, pp. 318, $3 ) The “ Changing Age” is the Victorian era; and 

the purpose of the book is t 
content and mannet f Victor 

relis and other developmer: 

hetween the life 1 the litera i 

he< + ] ( nceeptior 

ding n ht -onfesse 

ne papel nd magazij 

riting that moves ur ima : 

teralr nherit from the 

Keats vhich formed a_ point 

ind taste of ders lurit the 

ence the Gat ntuar ippet 

powerful and pioneer hgure 1S 

tion to | environment, mucl 

the mvstical romanticism of Sa 

tical ills diag sed 11 feast a 

chapters deal with the reflection, in 

labor agitation, the growth in England of th 

empire, the transformation of theology under the influence of scienc: 

the feminist m ement ind the eft 

upon modern life. The last 

race a great etv oT su ects 

comprehet nd iluable transcriy 

Mne alwavs takes up with respec 

t this book elow his reputatiot1 

ents trulv the ma facts about the 

ground covered le that little not 

history or of literature can be told mpass of the 

lume nd the book lacks the unity, lucidity, and brilliance vhich 

‘ould alone make memorable so brief a treatment of so large and complex 

a subject 

Bogart, Professor of Economics, Un] 

Carnegie Endowment 

Behind tious 

the total cost of the war lies a mass —_ 

presented in so usable a form th i 



Clai policies nations turn t 

volume 1s concerned W e aires thie t ntri 

Great Britain and her dom ons, the pri pa ‘ 

powers, and Germany and her allies are cons lered in tur In « 

case the author's procedure is to note important change 

and to tollow with numerical and descriptive st 

loans, and taxation during the successive years o1 the 

direct costS ot the war, which in lude casualties, the d 

life, property losses, and the loss in product eats 
] } + +7 hie } 

conclusion the costs oft the war are combined ana 

at 9337,.949,179,057 

1 +1 hie + + \s an analysis ot the financia story of eac 

during the war period Professor Bogart’s conti 
} +} + lar r 

portant but unique. In the case of the larger ce es the 

is authentic and the gaps are few. The brief sections are in ettect 

nificant outlines of histories which are as yet largely unwrittet 

for Rumania. Greece, and Serbia the direct costs are all 

estimated. and for thirteen other entente allies a blanket estimate 

$500,000,000 in direct ouflavs IS 

The attempt to estimate the indirect costs t the 

described in the autl s foreword as ittended ( de e 

eoniecture and rent he comarded t 
amount of conjecture and... to ye regarade mere ‘ 

which is possible at the present time he loss ot humat 1 

to a considerabie extent a matter OT record, out tiie Cap 111zZe€d Value ) 

that lite 18s a matter in which one Man 2UCss Ib ads ada ) | and 

possibly as good as the French actuary’s estimates used by the author 

The figures for property losses, on land and by sea, are almost equ 

elusive. The cost of war relief and the outlays ot neutrals can pe 

be approximated. Insuperable difficulties lie in the 

the loss of production but the figure “is placed at $45,000,000,000—th¢ 

largest single item in the list of indirect costs which total $151,612 

542,500 

lt is an axi thod that a numerical total is no 1 
t is an axiom of statistical method that a numerical total 1s 

accurate than its weakest member. In view of the estimate of $4 

000,000,000 for loss in production the grand total of $337 )40 179.057 as 

é 
the price which the world has paid for the war loses much of its mea 

ing. It is not as an accurate summary of the costs of the 

an outline of the financial history of the great powers 

will prove permanently useful 

Le Guet-apens Prussien en Belgique. Par Godefroid Kurth, Pr 

fesseur Emérite a l'Université de Liége. Avec une Préface de S. I. le 

Cardinal D. J. Mercier, Archévéque de Malines. Avant-propos dé M 

Georges Goyau. (Paris, Honoré Champion; Bru sels, Albert Dewit 

1919, pp. xiii, 226, 4.40 fr.) This little book published three years 

war, but a 

at the book 
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Nos. 96 to 109 are ( with the exception of one on French Morocco, no 

101) devoted to English, French, and Belgian tropical Africa. They 

lly gathered and contain, like the other handbooks in the series, carefu 

useful information, well selected and succinctly put, and supported by 

bibliographies of varying value. In the appendixes several of them 

have treaties and other documents. 

Nos. 148 to 152 deal with broader international topics, namely, the 

Freedom of the Seas, by Sir Francis T. Piggott, International Rivers, 

by Georges Kaeckenbeeck, International Canals, by Edward A. Whit- 

tuck, International Congresses, by Rt. Hon. Sir Ernest Satow, and 

European Coalitions, Alliances, and Ententes since 1792, by F. J. C 

He arnshaw. 

Las Ord: nes Re ligiosas de F-spana y la Colonizacion de América en 

la Segunda Parte del Siglo XVIII. Estadisticas y Otros Documentos. 

Publicados por el P. Otto Maas, O. F. M. (Barcelona, Fidel Gird, 1918, 

) This volume is an extract from the Estudios Franciscanos for pp. 217. 

1917 and 1918. Father Maas, a German, sets forth in his preface the 

outburst of missionary zeal among German Catholics before the Great 

War, citing as an example the formation of the International Institute 

for the Scientific Study of Missions, under whose auspices he is work- 

ing in the archives of Spain. 

The volume is a welcome addition to printed documentary sources. 

It reproduces twenty-one documents from the Archivo General de Indias, 

at Seville. We are grateful for a good analytical index, which Con- 

tinental publications of this character usually lack. Documents I. and 

II. are of interest for a comparative study of missions in North and 

South America, for they give a general view of the work of the various 

orders in all Spanish America during the twenty years, 1759-1779. 

Numbers IIT. and IV. deal with Chile and Peru, V. with Quito, VI., VII., 

and VIII. with New Granada, IX.-XII. with Venezuela, XIII. with 

Guiana, XIV., XV., XVI. with Bolivia, and XVII.-XXI. with Argen- 

tina and Paraguay. 

Hersert E. Borton. 

The Fitch Papers: Correspondence and Documents during Thomas 

Fitch's Governorship of the Colony of Connecticut, 1754-1766. Vol. II., 

January, 1759-May, 1766. [Collections of the Connecticut Historical 

Society, vol. XVIII.] (Hartford, the Society, 1920, pp. xxiii, 457, $3.00.) 

With the issue of the second volume of the Fitch Papers, the editor, Mr. 

Bates, emerges from the confines of strictly Connecticut history and 

enters the broader field of imperial relations. Some of the problems of 

the previous volume concerned, it is true, other colonies than Connecti- 

cut and brought us at times into touch with Great Britain, but none of 

them rose to the dignity of major issues in the same sense as do those 

here presented, connected as the latter are with the closing years of 
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he zeal for reconstruction was abroad in the land, he hoped for a new 

he place of e of services, co-operation, and mutual aid to take t 

epoch of strife, profits, and international rivalry. Indeed some passages 

were evidently written while the American utopia seemed within his 

erasp. Still. with a scholar’s caution, he warns us that the vision may 

le. nav, is now fading and that industrial chaos lies just ahead. Leav- 

advocacy and prophecy aside, we may say that the author has ac 

complished his modest purpose of helping to bring American history into 

truer perspective by showing the influence of the wage-earner on the 

urse of events \s he remarks, a great deal has been written on the 

influence of the frontier—a thing of the past—and the time has come 

» emphasize a power that has been and is increasing Surely no one 

can ql that 

Mary BEARD 

The New Frontier: a Stud f the American Liberal Spirit, its 

/ ) ] / is [pf lf fo VW rdern Probl nis By Guv 

Emerson. (New York, Henry Holt and Company, 1920, pp. xil, 314, 

$2.00.) If the prospective reader picks up this book with the expecta- 

tion of finding a discussion of the frontier in its later manifestations, 

1e is doomed to disappointment, for, as the secondary title indicates, it is 

a spiritual and not a physical frontier which Mr. Emerson discusses. 

\s he states it, “the main purpose of this book is to point out how this 

great heritage [the spirit of the frontiersman] may invigorate our work 

and keep fresh our inherent idealism”. After a preface by Professor 

Hazen and a brief introduction, the author attempts, in a chapter on 
1 

he signihcance of ti the Frontier of American Character, to state t 1e 

constantly advancing line of civilization; in this he testifies to the influ- 

ence of the works of Professor Turner, to whose writings he owes in 

large part his inspiration to put pen to paper. The frontier, he main- 

with us, but “it is a frontier industrial, financial, com- 

mercial, political, social, educational, artistic, diplomatic, religi ous 

The remaining chapters have indeed a slight thread, in occasional refer- 

ence to this frontier spirit. which mav be said to tie them into some sort 
1 1 

of a unified whole; but all might well have been printed separately as 

essays on such topics as the Leadership that made America, What is a 

Liberal? Human Resources, or the American Spirit in World Affairs. 

he last chapter, entitled the New Frontier, is an attempt to synthesize 

America’s problems and to state the attitude in which they should be 

Mr. Emerson belongs to that somewhat neglected though numerous 

group of liberals as distinguished from radicals on the one hand and 

reactionaries on the other. And it is to this inchoate and as vet largely 

inarticulate bodv that this countrv has to look for guidance if the tasks 

yf the present are met as the pioneer faced the unsubdued wilderness: 

| 

faced 



Minor Notices 

with an Americanism which “is a basic love of the square deal, ot fait 

play . . . a love sometimes submerged in the show and bustle of twen- 

| J tieth-century achievement, « 

character ” 

Written by a layman for laymen, with a limited and some 

even bibliography appended for the use of readers S r 

with the development of the United States the book interé 

valuable as an illustration of one type of thought whi is to be take 

into consideration v the s udent of forces making \ ( 

to day. 

S 

The “ Corsair” in the War By 

and New York, Houghton Mifflin Company )20, pp. X11, 303, 34 

l-written and attractivel 

more or less personal record of an armed yacht and her ship's company, 

nevertheless possesses undoubted | ] ta 

t pical Vess¢ or her class. the S 

St ous lack of destrovers nd rut 7 

name Corsair has long held an ho ‘ é 

its former bearer, rechristened the f 1 ‘ 

herself off Santiago in 1898 under the \\ 

It is unfortunate that the [ ed State the 

ex imple of Great Britain ar d enrolled in her 1 t erve t 

he merchant steamet d 

American owners that the ‘ ‘ ‘ 

sam ( spositior f 1 | ( 

Commander Porter er orig t ete 

terest nd told bv M 

| o detailed a re l, and t ‘ 

vhich a lot of landsmen, 1 é ‘ t 

llous hort t t é 

| hook i eicome 1 1 

ot the World War he 1 ner 1s 1 « é t ‘ 

add ts ittracti 

\ 

Russian-American Relattons, March, 1ro17—Marcl Document 

and Papers. Compiled and edited by C. K. Cumming and Walter W 

Pettit. (New York, Harcourt, Brace, and Howe, 1920, pp. xxviii, 375 

$3.50. ) The executive committee of the League of Free Nations A 

sociation, having resolved to undertake in mquiry nto the relatior 

> 
between the United States and Russia since e revolution of Mar 
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ky ve had an important additional paragr nh of which 

ae eee here vive! On the paper iacket of the book the publishers 

rt that lable documents and papers which seemed im 

nortant ” 1 en included: but the editorial committec do not claim 

so mucl If ] ever this partial thlication shall cause the State De- 

partment to print more frankly, it vill have done Iditional good 

Publicat ¢ the American Jewish Historical Society. No. 27. 

> Lyons ( » vol. Il. (The Society, 1920, pp. xx, 618.) This 

second volume of the Lyons collection cont iins a great mass of notes on 

American Jewish history which the Rev. J. I. Lvons, with indefatigable 

industry, collected during a long period of labor in that field. Many of 
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HISTORICAL NEWS 

AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 

While this number of the Review is being printed, the Association 

holds, in Washington, its thirty-fifth annual meeting. The Annual 

Report for 1917 will be distributed, it is hoped, not long after the meet 

ing. It is also hoped that it will be followed soon by vol. II. of the 

Annual Report for 1918, containing the autobiography of Martin Van 

Buren. <As the Yale University Press has discontinued the publication 

of the annual bibliography, IVritings on American History, which it has 

o, with much liberality, maintained as an independent volume, 

bibliography will hereafter be printed as a part of the Annual Re- 

port, as it was 1n 1909, IQIO, and IQII. This practice will begin with 

ry of members. Both IVritings, 1918, and the handbook will probably 

be obtainable in separate form somewhat in advance of the completion 

vol. I. for 1918 at the Government Printing Office. (P.S. For addi 

ional data respecting the annual meeting, see p. 411.) 

PERSONAL 

Professor Arley B. Show, who held the chair of medieval history in 

Stanford Unive rsity died on ( ictober \ eraduate of Doane Colle ge 

nd of Andover rheological Seminary, he came to Stanford University 

as assistant professor of European history in 1892, and in 1901 he was 

made professor. In addition to his regular work of instruction he was 

especially active in teachers’ courses, and his relations with the high 

school teachers of the state were very intimate. He published much in 

the field of historical pedagogy, and was a man of great worth of 

1 Dr. Julius Klein has left the government service in the Bureau of 

Foreign and Domestic Commerce and has resumed his university duties 

as an associate professor at Harvard. 

Professor Rayner W. Kelsey returns in January to Haverford Col- 

lege from a leave of absence spent mostly in London, with a view to a 

vork on the history of agriculture in colonial Pennsylvania. 

Dr. W. F. Dunaway has been appointed assistant professor of his- 

tory in the Pennsylvania State College. 

Mr. I. R. Hudson, instructor in history and political science in Van- 

derbilt University, has been advanced to the grade of assistant pro- 
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fessor, and Professor Frank L. Owsley, t Birmingham College is 

been appointed assistant professor of history in Vanderbilt University 

Professor Charles H. Cunningham of the University of Tex 

ieave Of absence as economic adviser attached t t Amer n en iss\ 

at Madrid. 

M1 ( harles oan, formerly ot the U1 eT t r rornia 

accepted a position in the department of history a polit e! I 
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378 Historical News 

In a brief dissertation published by the Accademia dei Lincei, /1 

Liber Coloniarum, Professor Ettore Pais essays to prove, against 

Mommsen and others, that that portion of the Gromatici Latini has a 

substantial value for the history of the Roman colonies in Italy. 

Noteworthy articles in periodicals: J. H. Breasted, The Origins of 

ilication, I-VI. (Scientific Monthly, October, 1919-March, 1920) ; 

M. Rostovtsev, L’Age du Cuivre dans le Caucase Septentrional et les 

Civilisations de Soumer et de l’Egypte Protodynastique (Revue Arché- 

ologique, July); J. H. Breasted, The Earliest Internationalism (Semi- 

centenary Celebration of the University of California) ; G. Poisson, Les 

Influences Ethniques dans la Religion Grecque, Essai d’ Application de la 

Méthode Ethnologique a@ UHistoire Religieuse, 1. (Revue de Synthese 

Historique, February); J. Simon, Hellenism and the Jews in the Three 

Centuries preceding Christianity (American Catholic Quarterly Review, 

April); E. Mever, Die Gemeinde des Neuen Bundes im Lande Damas- 

kus: eine Jiidische Schrift aus der Seleukidenseit (Abhandungen der 

Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1919, 9); K. Kohler, The 

ssenes and the Apocalyptic Literature (Jewish Quarterly Review, Oc- 

); B. W. Wells, Business and Politics at Carthage (Sewanee Re- 

view, October): M. Gelzer, Rémtsche Gesellschaft zur Zeit Ciceros 

(Neue Jahrbucher, XLV. 1); E. G. Hardy, Augustus and his Legion- 

ies (Classical Quarterly, July-October); W. E. Heitland, 4A Great 

Agricultural E:migration from Italy (Journal of Roman Studies, VIII. 

1); R. K. Mcklderry, Vespasian’s Reconstruction of Spain (ibid.); § 

Hohl, Uber den Ursprung der Historia Augusta (Hermes, LV. 3); J. 

cken } Atlich 1 dae H ria luqus ld.) Sir 

W. M. Ramsay, Studies the Roman P nce of Galatia (Journal of 

Roman Studies, VIII. 2) 

EARLY CHURCH HISTORY 

uignebert, .dutiquités Chréticnnes (Revue His 

In Les Mystéres Paiens et le Mystere Chrétien (Paris, Nourry, 1920, 

pp. 308), Alfred Loisy has deduced from a study of the Greek mysteries 

ts arguments to show that the ideas involved in 

them were foreign to the teachings of Jesus but appear in the writings 

of Paul, whose acceptance of them assured the successful spread of 

Christianity in the first centuries. 

F. R. M. Hitchcock has studied the life and work of Jrenaeus of 

Lugdunum (Cambridge, University Press, 1920, pp. vi, 367), and Dean 

J. Armitage Robinson has translated and edited St. Irenaeus’s Demon- 

stration of the Apostolic Preaching (London, S. P. C. K., 1920, pp. 154), 

the text of which was first printed in 1907 from a manuscript found at 

rivan in Armenia. 
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382 Historical 

Marshal Joffre’s La Préparation de la Guerre et la Conduite des 

Opérations, 19014-1015 (Paris, Chantenay, 1920, pp. 149) covers events 

from the beginning of mobilization to the battle of the Marne and pre- 
hi sents his reply to the discussion which has been waged upon his conduct 

these oper itions ] Bat i le la Ne, fe R iu Gouvernement 

V/ ure de Parts, du au 12 Septembre 1914 (Paris, Berger-Levrault, 

920, pp. 1V, 13d by General Clergerie and ( iptain Delahave d Angle 

mont, is another ‘Contribution to the same discussion Mermeix”’ has 

sued the second part of his Le Commandement Unique (Paris, Ollen- 

dortt (2K ». 3798 ch deals with the work ot Sarrail and the forces 

nthe Ball ins 

Constable has published the second volume, for 1916 and 1917, of the 

Chro } f the War issued under the Auspices of the Minist »f 

rotation | 330 Survevs of the war whl ire of some special 

significance e Le Chemin de la Victoire, 1914-1018 (Paris, Plon, 1920, 

pp 308 ) M idelin ( nif Guer (ibid.) by Gener i] 

Mangin: L’4n lllemande pendant la Guerre di 18, Grandew 

et Décader Vlanoeuvres en Lignes Intérieures ( Paris, Chapelot, 1920 

pp. 79) by General Buat. chief of the Irene General Statt Die U) 

sachen unserer Niederlaa: rinnerungen und Urtele aus dem Welt 

kriege (Munic Lehmann, 1920, pp. 326) by A. Krauss; and Der IVelt 

krieg, Vorlaufige Orienticrung n einem Schweitzeriscl Standpunkt 

aus (Zurich, Orell Fissli, 1919, vol. III., pp. 128) by S. Zurlinder 

\ large mass of fact, of crucial importance in relation to the opera- 

tions of the French army during the first three weeks of the war, was 

contained in the report of the commission of inquiry as to the role and 

Situation otf meta llurgy in France and the accompanying five volumes 

of evidence. M. Fernand Engerand, who was the rapporteur of the 

blished the substance of the report and evidence, commission, has now pub 

together with other materials respecting war plans, etc., in an important 

itled La Batawle de la Frontiére, Aott, 1914, Briey (Paris 

wd Price Control in Great Britain and the United States 

luring the World War (pp. 331), by Simon Litman, professor of eco- 

nomics in the University of Illinois (no. 19 of the Preliminary Economic 

Studies of the War brought out bv the Carnegie Endowment for Inter 
1 1 1 1 

national Peace), contains much material that is of interest to the layman 

to the historian and ecor 
as well aS to M istorian and economist, 

The Press and the General Staff (London, Collins), by the Hon. 

Neville Lytton, who organized the work of the newspaper correspond- 

ents at the British General Headquarters, contains anecdotes of nearly 

ill the great men of war. 

Some time ago the Norwegian government published a report, in 

the sworn evidence of witnesses concerning five volumes, co 
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: MI. D.. has a small volume ot 1) Histo 

Britain n, Ix. 204 

The Story of Camb 1s ft tself (Cat 

sitv Press, pp. vin, 04 « lectures to t ers by tl r. W 

Cunningham, shows how torv! e made d and re 

the traces that remat 

The Venerabl 

bv Dr. George T. Brow I f Brist 

tion to the Studies in ¢ H eries 

AM. HIs RI 



\ re sed 1 enl reed edition ot M. Jusserand s /:nglish tha faring 

lL ite nt / lges vith new illustratior has been I thlished by 

Fisher Unwir 

la Ip » | fathilde dite la Tapisse) de Baycux 

Paris 1urens, 1919, Pp. 220) y A eve ( aes a con ete to 

+ a) ot the tanestr\ 

e Seldk Societv has is eighteenth volum« e Year 

f § 212). edited by William C. Bolland and pu 

ed () 

t f ward of Carnarvo Professor T 

Tout (1 ¢ pp. 31) is reprinted from the f the 

Rvlands Librat 

M rs. Longman have in the press a volume Miss Kathleen Lam 

ey TI | ng and Cultivation of the French Language in Eng- 

md during Tudor and Stuart Times, with an introductory chapter on 

the preced ng? period 

In a seri of } f Ruilders, edited by Professor A P. Newton 

nd Mr. W. Basil Worsfold, Professor Walter J. Harte of University 

College. Exeter, brings out a good little book of 60 pages on Sir Francis 

Drake (S. P. C. K.) Another excellent little book by the same pub- 

lishers. Birmingham, by Canon J. H. D. Masterman (pp. 106), 1s a new 

:ddition to the series called The Sto» of the Enalish Towns 

The life of John Chamberlain (1553-1627 ) the friend of diplomats 

1 other eminent men, is the subject of a book entitled A Jacobean 

Letter Writer (Kegan Paul, pp. xvi, 248), by Edward P. Statham. 

e Southampton Record Society has published vol. II., 1609-1610 

of Ti Isse } s of Southampton (Southampton, Cox and Shar- 

land), edited |. W. Horrocks 

Che beginning of English journalism in December, 1620, has been 

commemot bv the publication of a Tercentenary Hand-List of Eng- 

shapers, Magazines, and Reviews (London, Hodder 

| Stoughtot t ogt cal guide of very great importance to 

he Navv Records Society has issued, for 1920, volume I. of the 

Life and Work f Siy Henry Mainwaring, probably the foremost Ing- 

sh sea-captain of the period of the first two Stuarts 

The I ( respondence, and ( ections of Thomas Howard, Earl 

trundel (Cambridge University Press), is a work nearly completed 

the late Miss Marv Hervey, and edited by Miss C. M. Phillimore and 

Dr. G. C. Williamson. 

Che Cambridge University Press will shortly publish The Household 

{ unt Book of Sarah Fell of Swarthmoor Hall, edited by Norman 
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hie = \ K sel cs ‘ I Ps tad ‘ H inc ice 

three small es on Ireland, 1494-1603; 1603-1714; 1714-1629, ill by 

R H M irra 

\ history of rn e European System James 

H ! an cet Messrs. Longman Che first volume, which 

\ short r shed. covers the period trom 1500 to 1557 

The ipatior l reland he First Half of the Nine- 

t A yu a I 1 M nsel, pp. 150) vy Patrick G 

Dardis, 1s a ¢ scient S esis I i degre n the National U1 ersit\ 

of Ireland 

Noten t e! dicals | M Stenton 

ngla Hist XVI.1 (History, Octobe HY. Re 

She f English Historical Revi October ) 

H. N. Hille listo ft lodern 

| t ‘ ( le if \ ver 

t vo Tud Hist October); E. R. Ad s] 

( 5 ent Histor cal Re ew, Ucto 

\ 
| \vi | Les dey ree 

Lo } e Hi nadaire \ug t wit Erle Richards 

] ( fi y (Britis Year Bo of Inter 

nat | Q20-1921 Sir Herbert Maxwell Vary, 

of Scots. throu Southe md (Scottish Histor Levit 

FRANCE 

General review MI. Handelsman, Bulletin des Ouvrages Vapoléontens 

paru ent 1/1 (Revue des |! tudes N ipoléonie nnes 

\ugust ) 

P. Marichal d L. Mirot, two former pupils of the late Professor 

ste Longnon, have undertaken to edit from notes on his lectures 

a work which shall present the results of his lifelong researches with 

ance, leur Origine, let 

tions fhe first volume has appeared, incor- 

on Noms de Lieu d’Origine Phénicienne, Grecque 

et Ron ‘ aris, Champion, 1920). 

colume of Gallia Christiana . ssima (Paris, Ficker, 

3350 His orica News 

; 
recard to Les Noms de Lieu de la Signipica 

tion curs 

porating 

] (,au Ligure, Ga 

Phe sevent] | 

1920) has appeared under the editorship o! \bbé Ulysse Chevalier. 
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les Pretres 1 yi iu Sa cu Cn 17 J 

t déport I. Saint-Brieuc, 1920, pp. V1}, M. Dussarp, 

Roger | M Landrecies en TA (Largentiére, 

Mazel and Plancher, pp. 23¢ G. Lenotre, Le Louis XVII. et 

Tenif l’apres a l anents Ln (Paris, Perrin, 

ris. Tenin, 1920, py 

\n important work on the Histoire a r Lil l’Association en 

Fra pu 2 vols., Pat fenin, 1920) hi n written by P. 

N rl 
hart has present d er pl ice of the 

Par H ~hette Ig20, Pp] 3285). 

In the eight lume of his Etudes Hist mtes (Paris, Boccard, 19209, 

pp. 344) Prot r Arthur Chuquet has assembled in characteristic 

manner interesting and sometimes significant information on a wide 

range of topics mainly trom the period of the French Revolution and 

empire He has also completed with a fourth volume his presentation 

of materials on Quatre G raux de la Révolution, Hoche et Desa 

K ! ! bid., | 127 

ldventu Wars of the Republic and nsulate, by A. Moreau 

de lonne ha en translated from the edition of 1593 by | : 

\. J. Abdy and published by Murra) 

Mame 20, Pp ~16) comes from the competent pen of Comte Bou- 

la de la Me irthe 

\fter lor ntervals since the publication of the first and second 

volumes, Prof r TJ. Basdevant has brought out the third volume of 

Trait t t en Vigueur en la France et les Puissances 

E tras es (Paris. Imp. Nationale. 1920, pp. 774) which includes the 

treaties betw 814 and 1868 to hich several other nations were par- 

ties, and thos th Tapan and Venezuela. 

\ new volume in the series entitled Makers of the Nineteenth Cen- 

aT Lond Constable) is a biography of Victor Hugo by Madame 

Notewortl rticles in periodicals: A. Blan Le iE 

Anglais en Fra and XV Siécle (Journniates 

F. de Mely, 2 s Cathédrales et Vatres-d’Ocuvre, I. (Re 

vue Archéologique, January); E. Blum, Les Assurances Terrestres en 

Fran , ly » Régime (Revue d'Histoire Economique et Sociale, 

VIII 1): L. Lévy-Schneider, Ouelques Ke flexions sur la Méthode a 

topter pour étudier UHistoire du XVIII¢ Siecle en France a 

Synthese Historique, February) ; G. Michon, Robespierre ct =”: 

702 \n1 iles Révolutionnaires July) ; P. de la 
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volume of D'Azeglio’s Carteggi e Documenti Diploma ci Inediti (Turin, 

Palatina )20 elxxv, 496), covering the years 1531-1554, has been 

edited by A. ¢ mbo. Materials to in the fourth 

volume of the | fella iti, 1919, pp 

x 27 

\. Ang 1 EF. Ciaechi are the authors of Socialis) eS ul 

5 n Italia, St 1 Complet ‘ Vovimento Socialista Italian la 

‘50 a rence, Nerbit 1919, pp. 250) 

G. M revelvan’s well-known works, Garibaid Defence of the 

K cf ( and ‘le ] ] und Ga a wma th 

lf ] ; eT ywiblished N« it the ON rice 2 

d 

\ va e collection of documentary material is presented in Ra 

ta ( lati su Mate Ecclesiastiche tra la Santa Sede e lt 

futorita ( (Rome. Tip. Poliglotta Vaticana, 1919, pp. XxX, 1140), Dut 

thout names of the editors 

’r. Thomas Nelson Page, who was American imbassador to Italy 

rom I913 to I9QIQ has written a volume on Ita and the World War, 

hi SCI ] shed 

Phe Hakluvt societl has wst pi ol mike | (pp xc 37 ) of 

Chronicle Vu ! for the history ot Aragot 

n the thirteenth and earlv fourteenth centuries, now translated for the 

Grst time from Catalan into English by Lady Goodenough (Countess 

\ na Kinsk ) 

In the collection Spanish Ba s (Cambridge University Press, pp 

xvi. 218). by Guy Le Strange. the ballads are divided into four groups, 

niscellaneous. historical (Christian and Moslem), and Moorish, and are 

edited with hist cal introduction and notes 

he Benedictines of Stanbrook have undertaken to produce, in four 

olumes. a complete edition of tl 160 Letters of Saint Teresa, trans- 

ted from tl Spanish and annot ited rt 

luction bv Cardinal G squet is ilread) 

Cavour (Nuova Antologia, July 1); P. de Quirielle, De Giolitti @ Gto- 

La Politique Italienne (Revue Hebdomadaire, July to); L. Barrau- 

Dihizo. Remarques sur la Chronique dite d’Alphonse II]. | Revue His- 

panique, August. 1919); A. Garcia Rives, Clases Sociales en Leon \ 

Cast 5s X -X I. Revista de Archivos, ibliotecas., Museos, 

GERMANY, AUSTRIA, AND SWITZERLAND 

Dr. Eduard Norden’s Die Germanische Urgeschichte in Tacitus 

Germania (Leipzig, Teubner, 1920, pp. x, 505) is an interesting attempt 
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| s prepared a Marx-bid yvaphie (4 rlottenbu 

Deutsche Ve esgesellschaft, 1920, pp. 59) 

ec 1 re ) 5 rated DY TWO aluabic MOOKS 
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| ) T¢ 
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nan in Ge 
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onstance Re Ss 
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e Gesellscl 

t t} ent vi 
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first volume (Bont stein, 1920, pp. Ix, 71 lists more than 16,000 

rticles in periodicals and general collections The second ume will 

be cde ted t 

An ac nt of Der Unt mg a QOester) h-Ungarischen 

\fonarcl (Leipzig. Koehler, 1920, pp. v1 221) is by F. Kleinwaechte 

te I irticies in periodic H (arisat herana en (Hi 

torische Jahrbu 3) MMe I] 

Staat (Neue Ru nau \ugust t. Lt 

[ na f ne Allemand de 1871 a ry (Revue de Paris \ st 

J. Rovere, Le Particularisme Ba a rorg (Revue d 

x Mon Septemper 5 Ve | j | 

lil. Les OUrigines 4 ip a it Napf 

Negi et Charlies wipe ia he (Revue Univer 

selle. O ‘ 

NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM 

; } } 4] / nt En 

( nmaert the distinguished Belgian writer, W! ve added this 

t the seric called The Stor f the Nations (London, Unwin 

,ork, ) 

in el non tc de la Belgique a lat 1) 1 Réqu 

Van Rvss erg he and Romband, 1920, p <88) is bv Professor 

H. Van Houtte of the University o1 Ghent 
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216). which emphasiz« the nificance Ot t 

eurce for Scandin tory 
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tors, by Sir Hent H. H rt] 
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Ne 5. | re about to publish Russia j hitics Sport 

and J baddeleyv, a record Dy a special newspaper cor- 

responde on political side, the importance Of the DOOK ilies largely 

€ opinions d reminiscences of Count Peter Shuvalov, with whom 

the author s on terms of intimate friendship, and in some similar 

n te! ect | Du terin nd others 

\ \lexand II] Daudet bears t title L’Avant- 

) Paris Hac ette, IG20) 

\\ to i trustwortny account the mut ler ot the [sar 

nd s fan sed upon vestigatio1 skilfully conducted, is now 

rought t er the title The Last Days of the Romanovs (London, 

( ) | par S a narrative com vosed Irom 

the vy Robert Wilton, formerly correspondent of the 

} n R the econd part is a transcript of the depositions col- 

+1 \T + ected for the Minister of Justice at Omsk by Nicholas Sokolov and 

| - yon Frevtag-Loringhoven h repared re err vo rrevtag oringhnoven Nas prepares a volume on 

Ges ‘ ler Russischen Revolu n (Halle, Niemever, 1920 

pp 201) artin mive dl § ia Le MING Contribution a lEtude 

rigue Evolution raire en Russie (Montpellier, Imp. de la 

Charite, 1920, pp. 147); and M. Hoschiller, on Le Virage du Soviétisme 

Paris, Pavot 920, pp. 250) 

Protessor Michael Hruchevsky (Grushevski) of Lemberg, when the 

var oO ened 1d rought down to 1650, 1n eight lar re octavo vé mes 

his Histo f the Ukraine. \bridgments in Ukrainian and in Russian 

exist d ( 

We 

Lil 

the i 

ClO {ile Cl 

SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE 

\ new edition of Lord Everslev’s The Turkish Empire from 1288 to 

j has just been published by Fisher Unwin (London), with addi- 

| covering the vears from 1914 

rought out of Siberia by Admiral Smirnov. 

Notewortl irticles in periodicals \l Rostovtsev, rploration 

Ire] me de la Russte Méridionale de 1012 a 1017 (Journal des 

Sa ints \l rel \I \I rnot, PrCUT la Jie { Revue 

des Deux Mondes, October 1, 15); H. Bidou, La Bataille de Varsovie 

rf Revue de Paris, October 15). 

| 

to 192 
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AMERICA 

| S 

Piistoric Le n e negie on 

ot Was r some veeKs past d the | antag¢ ot the uid n 

\ 

\\ eto I essor W. Jernegan of the Universit ot ( cago 

e pre ition of that part of the propose atlas 

1 
or the st ( eogTa oft the U1 ted states \ ( exhibit data 

| +} t lig riey irr, e sani versity 

+ + + nowet n 
e conduct of this rna 

\mong t recent accessions of the Manuscript Division of the ] 

iry of Congress are: George Washington’s memorandum book, 1756— 

1757 (photostat of original in the New York Public Library) ; diary and 

iccount-book f Jame \Monroe 1795 1802 (one volume) . letter and 

order-book of Commodore John Rodgers, 1812-1815 (one volume) ; log- 

0k of voyages of the ship Oglethorpe between Savannah and Liver- 

pool, 1817-1824; letters to Edward J. Mallett, 1827-1860 (46 pieces) ; 

receipt books of mileage and pay of United States senators, 14th, 17th, 

etters from Andrew Johnson to William M. 

Lowery, 1841-1870, and one letter from Robert Johnson to Lowery, 

arv 15, letter-book of Major-General I. G foster while in 

command of the department of Florida, 1865-1866 (one volume); and 

papers of Admiral Charles S. Sperry, U. S. N., 1895-1911. 

Recent issues of the Old South Leaflets, nos. 218-221, of which Dr. 

S el E. M s now general editor, embrace extracts from letters 

and speeche f John Bright during the Civil War and from the Briti 

debates of 1863 on the Southern Confederacy; from William Sturg 

lectures and diary on the Northwest Fur Trade and the Indians of the 

Oregon Country; from Walter Coulton’s journal, California in IS 4¢ 

N40 d from Charles S. Stuart's Private Journal of a Voyage to the 

In the October number of the Catholic Historical Review Rev. Wil 

liam Henry Kent, O. S. C., discourses broadly upon the topic “ Catholic 
Truth and Historical Truth”, taking his text from a recent magazine 

‘le; R Patrick A. Collis examines the preface of the Acta Sanc- 

torunt, as remarkable presentation of historical method; and Mr. J. 

LLlovd Mecham presents an article upon the Martyrdom of Father Juan 

de Santa Maria. In the department of Miscellany are found a con 

venient list of titular sees of the American hierarchy and a contribution 

by the Rev. Robert Lechat, S. J., Bollandist, Les Acta Sanctorum des 

Bollandistes. In the section of Documents the Review reprints from 

the rare volume, The Laity’s Directory to the Church Service (1822), 

‘A Brief Account of the Establishment of Episcopacy in the United 

States”, and “The Present State of Religion in the Respective 

Jloceses 

Pacit Vears 1822-25 (his description of Hawaii) 

atholic 
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The Maemillan Compat rought out rf 

America, 1492-1783, by Prot rs Herbert | solton and [hor 

Iarshal The work is designed as a text : 
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n Modern English, by the character 

or the DOOK, pu out in 1920 (New 

1 ID | re nerhart »¥ 49] 
York, | I but are pe ips useTtul, 

for the editor may persons the reading 

rt what he Calls original would be so 

s as to Dl uaintanes Anvone 

‘ ) 
Can understat ord, and Mr. Paget 

ts not alwavs understood him rightly or translated him correct but 

to read I CN er to reat 

Light ti Pilgrim Sto vy Rev mas .\ lason and 

} \\ ] Wit | net sal ar ray 
ind \\ Make isetul additions on e side of personal a 1 biogra 

1¢ 

Sta His ] Lands and whire Connections: a New 
1) 

If IX ¢ mas rorteus, vic ot Coppull inca re 

‘ der ¢ rhten the Ca lar of State Papers. ( : and 

rate progres Rec rad Othee unde OOK S e time 

1 nt tie ) fi ( ws rs for rads 

( ley the Roard oft ick ournals Uy > \pt 

t entris nt uurnal | e bes nceluded the Ca 1te 

1 t respective adates continuous printing \ 

I more convenient, and the arrangement 1s s as to il it 

I rout notes the place of deposit Of a etters received the ¢ nn 

> 3 id d noted in the journal | ‘ st volume now pu ed 

eo ry | O4 runs trom April 3, 1704 

285, 1709 ped that the pu cation of the journal to 1782 may 

accon I 1 reason tile many vears vetore the ¢ 

rr rougnt t that date The volume almost defies review it is < 

course crowded with useful material tor colonial history 

The National Genealogica 

a voiume Of I22 pages Lists 

obtained trom Swiss archives b 

facsimiles ind preceded Va re 

to the \merican ( ylonies in t 

of this journal i 

Professor Herbert A. Smit § McGill University, in a small book 

ca ed 7 Supren ( (rf as a Int na na ] Ne \ 

York. Oxford niversitv Il’ress, 192 pp. vili, 120), summarizes and 

ese eX orv late on ite ite casé ed 

by lames Rrown Scott in his Sctilements froversies 
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tury to the American Colonies, vol. I., being Zurich lists of 1734-1744, 
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Hist ne contains a paper, the first of a series, on Seven 

eC the Colonial Eastern Shore, by Percy G. Skirven 

It expected that the new archive building of the Virginia State 

Libra be ready for occupancy in early February. Among the 

recent accessions are: twenty-three certified copies of Confederate ros- 

ters; a muster-roll of the city of Richmond; and Andrew Dunscomb’s 

etter-book, 1784-1787 

he princi item in the January (1920) number of the Virginia 

Vaga tf History and Biography, besides the continued series, is a 

minute of a General Meeting of the Freeholders of the County of Meck- 

enburg, | 29, 1774, contributed, with an introduction, by Dr. Archi- 

e North ( 1 Historical Commission has recently received the 

etters exes ve papers (1917-1920, about 10,000 pieces ) of 

{ ‘ ( | I \V. Bickett, the records of the state comptroller nd 

ft re rad 1 7 IS7S ) rom the office of the state treasurer 

. few valu ( etters of the Revolutionary period have ilso een 

icquired 

! } ts t White Population of North Ca : ty BR. D 

W. Conr secre v ot the state Histori il Commission, and relating 

to the English, Highland Scotch, Scotch-Irish, and German elements 

is recently been printed by the North Carolina State Normal and In- 

dustrial Ce 

in 

Maga 

1 
ind two le 

fault, ali W 

\pril number of the South Carolina Historical and Genealog- 

ne appear some letters from Peter Manigault to his mother, 

tters concerning him from Henry Laurens to Gabriel Mani- 

ritten from England in the year 1773. There is also a letter 

h Lord to James Petiver, written from Carolina in 1705. In / 

umber are some Swiss Notes on South Carolina (1737), con- 

tributed by Gilbert P. Voigt 

+} lear tion the George} Hi torical Society 
AS 2 esu imaigamation OT the istorical society 

ind the Georgia Historical Association, the Georgia Historical Ouar- 

ind ali othe publications of the united society have been places 

nder the control of an editorial board consisting of Professors R. P. 

Brooks and FE. M. Coulter of the University of Georgia, P. S. Fl in 

University and T. H. Jack of Emory University, Mr. Lawton 

perintendent of schools in .\ugusta, and Miss Cleo Hearon, 

the Agnes Scott Institute. Professor Flippin has been 
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\part trot ntinued articles, the September number of the Mary 

Lhe principa iper in the April number of Tyler’s Ouarterly His- 

and Gi jical Magazine (tormerly the If mand 

ye His irterly) is a History of York County in the Seven- 

tener | 
from Tose 

Mercer 
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Stat Wat \ \\ et 
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irtie Stet thy rit the 

ev ot recent storica icti\ 1 e Old N ‘ 

( ole Protessor! Ravmond ¢ r ce 1 t 

wricultura sctary of \ 

Fleming presents some docume! 
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Sweet - from the press et ( ert 

[he Ohio Vall Histor ian ee this 



\ \ here ere ipers on the 

( e ind 1 1 ) evo d the Greeny e Line 

) 1 1 1 
Prot ri ( Hockett, on Ne England Influences on the Ohio 

é ! tent of the July number of the Ohio Archa jical 

] Histo» (arte? 1s an account by ¢ B. Galbreath, of Laf ette s 

\ t to U \ ¢ States The story of Lafavette’s journey which 

C4 é mewhat more than 1 ges of the Ouarte) contains let- 

te ldre es 1 mt contemporary narrative 

( ( rints in the J September number a second installment 

ot Selections from the Gano Papers. The letters (1812) are principall 

from Gene Gat some of them to Governor R. J. Meig Chere is 

( ette General ewis Cass 

T ] ] tor 

The March number of the Jnd 1 Magazine f Histor contali! n 

nitial irt cle C] iries | Canup on the lemper ince Movement n 

Indiar nd a continuation of R. ¢ Buley’s study of Indiana in the 

Mexican Wat In the June number are a sketch, by Martha Lucke! 

Morris, of Christopher Harrison, lieutenant-governor of Indiana, 1816 

i818, a cont t of Mr. Canup’s paper, and an article, by Elmore 

Barce,. on the Sa re Allie of the Nort vest The latter study will be 

continued Che September number is a monograph, by Carl Painter, on 

the Progre e Party in Indiana 

The lau) Report ot the ( cago H storical Society f ir I9QI9 n 

Idition to the il records t progress, conta i strik ng s es of 

picture | ef oT cal sketches of young men who were killed 

the I l ere ns IT ink ers of the societ 

l ence Kent S. ].. contributes to the October number of the 

Ca Histo wu Ae ri ticle entitled Some First Ladies 

of Illinois, and Joseph J. Thornpson one on Catholic Statesmen of IIli- 

nois. Other articles are continuations hitherto mentioned. 

The April 1 ber of the Tennessee Historical Magazine has for its 

principal content the concluding installment of the Journal of Governor 

John Sevier, which comes to an end a few days before his death in Sep- 

tember, 1815. There are also six letters from Sevier to his son, George 

1812, 1813, and 1815. Hon. Park Marshall con 

tributes some facts concerning John A. Murrell and Daniel Crenshaw, 

noted criminals (about 1825), and Miss Kate White a body of marriage 

I = System, Professor A. Miller of Oberlin, and on 

1 West \ ryvinila rrores I La i il 

+1 + +1 T + sant 4 No f ( ( s of the Indiana Historical Commission is a 

report of the proceeding f th Cras Lictory Conference held at O! Ul ee ot ite riwtory ontere at 

DOLLS Wecemb IQTQ. contains many us¢ l ess 5 in P 
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The t numbe1 Hist ch is 

lesig ed ed n Number 1s principally devoted to a record ot 

the exercises at the dedication ot the Minnesota Historical Society 

1 v, 1918 loremost in this record is the address of Pr 
ec k iurner, \ Western rioneer lemocrac 

i 4 S lacob \ i111 Get tt 

reve the work of the lowa code commission, and in a separate article 

a Sse ‘ em index e complied code a taSK Which 

1 ell iS pe 

1 he 11¥ er oO e A flowa prints e Minutes o 

Sac and fox in Couns t 1841 and 1842, recorded by James W 

(arime na I respectively secretaries to the commissioners 

for the United States In the editorial department is printed the text 
+ +1 +. 4 + } 1 ] ] 4 

U ere il i] ica SAC 4 or 

\. Na S22-1910 nd an interesting Letter from a Citizen 

ederac\ W | itche vritten trom berkele 

\ lav 12. 186 oO ; brother in Ohio 

‘ 1 1 Centennial Number” (October) of the Mis ri His 
contains an interesting and \v table group of papers 

treat ditteret | ses Of the states history. hese are the Travai 
\T + + 1 + > } \ uirl tor State od \ Wa ter b. Stevens: Miss uri in O20 \ 

Jonas Viles; a Century of Journalism in Missouri, by W. V. Bvars: a 
Century ot Missouri Literature, by Alexander N. DeMenil: a Centurv 

of Transporta n Missouri, by Edward J. White: Labor and Industry 

1 1d the ast entury, Lee ieriwether: Social Cus- 

toms a \iissourl du im the ist Dv Mary Alicla 

Owen; and Social Reform in Missouri during the last ¢ entury, by : 

George B. Mangold There S aiso some account of the centennial cele 

Drations (other ce ennial articies Will appear in the jJanuarv number. 

\Ir. Waddy Thompson of Atlanta, gilliiien of the United States 
m ‘ » Mexico trom 1842 to 1844, recently presented to the Texas 

+ | + ] \ ‘ + ++ “1 State H ric \ssociation sixteen letters to or from Waddv Thomp 
son, 1842 to 1848 \mong the writers are Jackson, Tvler. Webster 
La Neve! hohnso Hug \iclLeod lose Viaria lornel ind 

“wee 
Sa \nna. 

The irger part of the October number of the South P 

t u Ona 1s occupied wi chapters of A. K. Christian's Mirabeau 

Buonaparte Lamar, whi Wi e concluded in the next number of the . 

Ouarte) Cher ilso an articl v William R. Lewis, on the Haves 

Administration ind Che Minutes ort the \vuntamiet » or San 

Felipe de Austin S28-1822, edited bv ] gene (. Barker, are concluded 

in this number 

Professor Thomas \ irshall has edited, and the University of 

Colorado $s pu shed, as the second volume of its Htst  ( 

tions (Boulder, 1920, pp. xvi, 313) The Early Records of Gilp Count 
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tends to prepare a series of documents illustrating the history of land 

grants and thereby the progress of settlement in Canada. 

Che third number of the Canadian Historical Review, that for Sep 

tember, maintains the character for varied and excellent material esta 

hed by its predecessors. There are papers on Captains of Militia in 

the French period, by Benjamin Sulte, on the Vérendrye question, by A. 

. H. de Tremaudat n Canadian Opinion of Southern Secession in the 

United States, by Fred Landon, and on the Imperial Ideas of Benjamit 

Disraeli, by Professor J]. L. Morison. The documents consist of two 

etters found by Miss Irene A. Wright in the Archives of the Indies at 

s e, casting light on Canada in 1608, and an autobiographical memo 

rial Sis Caldwe istrative political affairs in Canada 

etween 1810 and 1818. 

Che Champlain Society has issued to its members the first of three 

volur i S ritish I v s of the Canadian War of 1812 

edited by Col. William Wood 

Profe r Oscar » Skelton of Oueet Universit Kingston . 

1 it to 1 i<} a Lite md Tu c of § Alexander TJ h Galt 

Oxford University Press), based on the private papers of Sir Alex 

inder Galt and on papers in the Public Archives ot Canada relating to 

the period just betore and after Confederation. 

\ volume that should prove of interest to several classes of readers 

is The Lif fs mi lan Horne, builder ot the Canadian Pacific 

Railt vad by \\ ilter Vaughan (Century ). 

Phe Canadians in Franc 15-1018, by Captain Harwood Steele, is 

i detailed history of the Canadian army corps in the World War (New 

York, Dutton). 

AMERICA, SOUTH OF THE UNITED STATES 

The August number of the Hispanic American Historical Review 

has three main articles: one by Senor José M. O. Capsegui on “ Don 

Manuel rr set de Avala \ la Historia de Nuc stra Legislacion de Indias”: 

one \ Miss Irene \ Wi cht ol Rescates (illicit trade ) with spec il 

reference to ¢ t, 1599-1610; and one by Professor W. W. Pierson, jr., 

n Alberdi’s Views on the Monroe Doctrine. 

] s Hispanoamericai hasta su Independencia (Barcelona, 1919 

\ I... pp. 544 nd E. Restrepo-Tirado, Descubrimiento Conquista 

hia ( Bogota, Imp. Nacional, 1919, vol. IL., pp. 431). 

ulos Unidos de América y las Repiblicas Hispanoamericanas 
Jorota. Imp. Nacional. 1918). by F. J. Urrutia tes 

terest students of the Monroe doctrine. 

Noteworthy articles in periodicals: Sir W. Ashlk The Pilgrim 

Fa md t Place in History (Quarterly Review, October); R. H. 
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chiet transactions OT tik in! il 1 ting \ eT 

isual. be printed in the April number 

membership of 2524, a gain of 79 s et precedirg veat e tre 

urer’s report showed receipts < 182, expenditur ‘ 

extra yrdinari \ is the cost of print or tive n 

increased, especially in th itter mont ear. t t instea 

paving to the Macmillan | vi cents ed mer 

hers of the \ssociatiol t ecomes nec i ere TET 

cents. or, per annum, $2.50, nearly the total m paid ‘ member a 

annual dues i heretore 
i » « ey 

annual meeting al imendment to the 1 titut | ré thie 

dues from three dollars to five a 1 ! t fe-membet fee 
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‘er, when sending out the bills in September, to invite volun 

tary contributions of from two to five dollars additional to the dues 

Provision was also made for a committee on increase of the endowment. 

The special Committee on Policy submitted an elaborate report. 

Such of its recommendations as could be carried into effect under exist- 

ng conditions were adopted; among them, an arrangement securing 

somewhat greater permanence to the Committee on the Programme. It 

vas voted that the next meeting should be held in St. Louis, at the end 

of December, 1g21; Professor Evarts B. Greene was made chairman ot 

the Committee on the Programme. The special Committee on History 

n the Schools was, at its request, discharged, and the completion of its 

work was intrusted to a new committee having a similar designation 

The prize for the best essay in military history, which, it was voted 

should be called the Robert M. Johnston Prize, was awarded to Mr. 

Thomas R. Hay, for an essay on Hood's Tennessee Campaign. The 

(‘ommittee on the Justin Winsor Prize having been unable to agree upon 

in award, the decision was referred to the new committee, that for 

1921-1922. 

His Excellency the French ambassador, Mr. Jusserand, was chosen 

resident for the ensuing vear, Professor Charles H. Haskins first vice- 

president, Professor Edward P. Cheyney second vice-president. Pro 

fessor Bassett and Mr. Moore were re-elected secretary and treasurer 

respectively. The elections to the Executive Council followed precisely 

the list presented by the Committee on Nominations, except that Pro- 

fessor Becker withdrew his name, preferring to continue as a member 

of the Board of Editors of this journal, whereupon the committee sub 

stituted the name of Professor Sioussat The councillors elected were 

Miss Ruth Putnam, Professors Arthur L. Cross, Sidney B. Fay, Carl R. 

ish. Carlton 2 H. Hav s, Frederic I. Paxson, James T. Shotwell, and 

st. George L. Sioussat.. The Council elected Professor Guy S. Ford a 

member of the Board of Editors of this journal, in the place of Pro- 

fessor J. H. Robinson, whose term had expired, and Professor Archi- 

hald ©. Coolidge in the place of Professor Cheyney, who resigned after 

being elected a vice-president. 

In view of the small number of the ballots which had been received 

in the autumnal “ primary”, and by which the Committee on Nomina- 

tions had been guided, the outgoing chairman of that committee, Mr. 

altsits, proposed for consideration next year an amendment to by-law 

no. 2 which would abolish the provision for this formal balloting, and 

would leave it to the committee to nominate, with only such indications 

from other members as letters received from them, or their conversa- 

tion, mig! it supply. Meantime it was voted that the preliminary ballot 

should be omitted in 1921. The writer of these lines, however (who 

believes the ballot to be useful), is convinced that the Association never 

intended that any nominating committee should think itself bound to 

follow ri gidly, without discretion, the numerical results of the balloting. 
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